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Article  29  of the  Finn.nci~.l  Regulation of  21  December  1977  applicable 
to the  Goncr~l Budeet  re~da as follows: 
"The  Commission  sh:).ll,  four times a  yo::t.r,  present the Europerut 
Prrrlinment  nnd tho Council  with a  report  on the Communities' 
finn.noinl  situ:ition,  including'both revenue and expenditure.  There 
shall be  PJ.ttached to theae reports  n.  comprehensive  strttement  on  the 
sums  maintained from  previous financiA.l  years,  as  well  as on  any 
chrmgcs brought  about  as  a. result  of the adoption of Supplementary 
or Amending  Budgets." 
The  report on  the financial situation as at 31  December  1978  and 
p~ents made  up to 15  Januar,y  1979  shows  the main features  of the 
implementation of the :Budget  in 1978.  The  figures it contains are 
provisional since some  operations for  1978  are not  included,  in 
particular:  operations undertaken by external offices over the past 
few  months;  transfers of appropriations  and  entries of expenditure 
in the EAGGF  Guarantee Section and  on food  aid which m83"  be  made  up 
to 31  Ma.roh  1979;  requests for non-automatic  oart:'Yovers;  and  a 
number  or  changes which will have  to be made  to commitments  once the 
list of automatic  carryovers  has been drawn up.  The  report will be 
updated as  soon as the  anal.ysis of financial management  provided for 
in Article 75  of the Financial Regt.ll.-tion of 21  December  1fJ77  has 
been prepared. 
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I.  GENEHA~  ..  }tERARKS 
~r,EoGe  ..  ~f  .  ..the  re}2q,X:,l., on revenue. 
~~ticle 29  of the  Fir~cial Regulation of 21  December  1977  applicable 
to the  General  Budget  of the European Communities  calls for the 
propro·ation of four  quarterly reportsr the last of which - logically -
covers budgetary irnplementa·tion over the financial year as  a  whole •  \ 
The  first part of this report deals with budget revem1e.  It traces the 
·trend  thereof over  the yea:r  and  attempts to identify the main factors 
determining the revenue situa·tion for  1978. 
Pursuant to Article 5 of the Financial Regulation "the revenue  of a. 
financial  yero~ shall be entered in the  account for the financial year on 
the basis of the  amounts  collected during the financial year".  This 
provision introduces  a.  major  change  in the method  of bUdget  financing 
compared  with that used up  to  1977~ 
Under  the  previous  system,  own  resources were  supplemented b,y  monthly 
p~ents of GNP-based  contributions which varied.  according to requirements 
assessed by  the  Commission.  Twelve  month~ p~ents of own  resources were 
also made  with an average  de  ley of two  months  following the mon·th  of 
establishment to which they were  booked. 
The  entry of  owr1  resources in the  Budget  has  changed  as  a  result of the 
application of Article 5  of the Financial Regulation:  own  resources  are 
no  longer entered under  the month  of their establishment but under the 
month  in which they are  paid over to the  Budget. 
Because  of the time  lag of two  months  between establishment  and  peyment, 
the yea:r  1978  (and  subsequent years)  have  been financed by own  reso1.1rces 
established b,y  the Member  States in November  and  December  of the  preceding 
year  and by  own.  resources established between Januar.y  and  October of the 
year in question. 
Financial contributions are no  longer paid according to needs but in 
equal  instalments of one-twelfth of the total reaul  ting from  the  Budget 
(Article  10(3)  of Regulation No  2891/77)• 
However,  if necessary,  Member  States m~  be  asked b.y  the Commission  to 
p~  own  resources - other than VAT  resources - one  month  earlier on the 
basis of the  information available to them  on the fifteenth da,y  of the 
same  month  (first subparagraph of Article  10(2)  of Regulation NO  2891/77)• 
The  Commission  m~  also draw in excess of the total of these assets if 
cash requirements  exceed the assets of the  accounts  {Article  12(2)  of 
Regulation No  2891/77)•  This facility did not have  to be  used in 1978. 
Own  resources  other ·than VAT  resources must  be entered in the accounts 
opened  in the  name  of the Commission by the Treasury of each Member 
State by the twentieth of the second month  following that in which 
entitlements were  established.  VAT  and/or  GNP  resources are entered 
on the first working da;y- of eaoh month  (Article 7 of 
Regulation No  2891/77)• -......,. ....  , __  p  ____  ,  .,..,.,_..._. 
II.  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  REVENUE 
(a)  Own  resources 
1.  Overall situation 
Total appropriations for pa.vments  approved  under the  1978  lhdget  and 
Second  Supplementary Budget  stand at 12.362,7 million EUA  of which 
135,9 million EUA  were  financed b.1  miscellaneous revenue.  The  remaining 
12.226,8 million EUA  were  covered b,y  customs duties,  agricultural and 
sugar levies entered in the  Budget  {56,4% or 6.896  million EUA)  and 
financial contributions  {43,6~ or 5·330,8 million EUA) 
The .total volume  of own  resources collected in 1978  was  6.674,2 million EOA 
(96,78%  of the amount  entered in the  Budget).  . 
As  regards  each type  of own  resource,  out  turn was  higher than estimates 
for agricultural levies  (+10,7%)  but  lower  for customs duties  (-9,15%)• 
The  following table compares  the total estimates of revenue  from  three 
main  own  resources  (agricultural levies,  sugar  and  isoglucose levies 
and  customs  duties)  and  the outturns in 1978. 
TABLE  1 
m EUA 
Type  of  :Budgetary  Amounts  Discrepancy  Percentage  collected  resource  estimates  12  months  3-2  3/2 
1  2  3  4  5 
Agricultural levies  1.686,10  1.872,  70  + 186,60  111 ,07 
Sugar  and 
isoglucose  levies  376,90  410,62  +  33,72  108,95 
Customs  duties  4.833,00  4·390,90  - 442,10  90,85 
TOTAL  6.896,00  6.674,22  - 221 '78  96,78 
There  are different reasons  for this discrepancy between estimates  and 
outturn for agricultural levies and  customs duties.  These  reasons  are 
discussed  separate~ below.  Outturn for agricultural levies oan be 
considered satisfactory given the factors  of uncertainty in this 
sector.  A 10%margin of error in the estimates is acceptable.  The 
same  cannot be  said of customs duties. -9-
The  following table is a.  breakdown of outturns in the four  quarters of 
1978  as a  percentage of total estimates. 
Type  of  F'irst  quarter  First  Nine  Twelve 
resource  six months  months  months 
Agricultural levies  31%  52%  74%  111% 
Sugar  and 
39%  67%  91%  109%  isoglucoae  levies 
Customs  duties  22%  44%  67%  91% 
T0'1
1AL  25%  47%  70%  97% 
The  total outturn for  own  resources matched  the estimates in the first 
quartere~  In the following two  quarters,  particularly the third,  the 
outturn was  lower  than the estimates ani the shortfall was  not 
completely made  up by the  increase in the fourth quarter  .. 
The  perce·ntage  increase in total agricul·tura.l levies in the first 
quarter was  smaller in the  second  and,  in particular, third quarters but 
rose  again in the last quarter following the outturn pattern of previous 
yearso 
The  substantial increase in sugar levies was  less marked  in the last 
few  months  of the year. 
I·t  became  clear at the very begirming of the year that the estimates for 
customs duties were  too high. 
In contrast to the outturn pattern of previous years,  revenue  from 
customs duties in the fourth quarter was  lower than that in the third 
quarter. 
1.1  ~eakdown of own  resources  paid since  1973 
'fABLE  3 
in million u.a. up to 1977 
Year  Agricultural  Sugar  levies  Customs  duties  Total  Annual % 
levies paid  paid  paid  inorea.ae 
1973  411  99  1.986  2.496 
1974  255  75  2o738  3.068  +  22,92 
1975  510  80  3·151  3e741  +  21,94 
1976  1.035  128  4.064  5.227  +  39,72 
1977 ( 1)  1·576  202  3·927  5·706  +  9,16 
(1.972)  {317)  (4.633)  (6.922)  (+ 31)60) 
1978  1.873  41'1  4·391  6.674  (2 
(in 
m EUA) 
(1)As  a  result of the adoption of oash budgeting for revenue  (entering in the 
month  of payment  to the  Budget  and not  in the month  of establishment)  the 
1977  financial year covers  Januar.y to October;  November  and  December  are 
included for  accounting purposes under  1978.  The  figures in parentheses· 
are for  twelve months. 
(2)Total  own  resources  for  1977  (12 months)  expressed in EUA  stand at 
6 • 500 million EUA;  ·the  ra.te of increase in 1978  is "thus  3%. - 10-
The  increase in own  resources  paid is main~ attributable to the 
successive reductions  in the "abatement  factor"  applied to own  resources 
paid by the three new  Member  States  (45~ in 1973,  92i in 1977)  and  to the 
increase in olm resources  paid over by  the original Member  States  (75% 
in 1973,  87.5%  in 1974  and  1~  in 1975).  The  conspicuous  increase in 
1976  and  1977  can also bi!l  traced back to the sharp rise in agrioul  tural 
levies  and  sugar levies. 
1.2  £E.art~rly pqttern of Pax;ment  of own  resources for the last three 
;y;eara 
GRAPH  1 
2.  A&ricultural levies 
The  outturn for agricultural levies in 1978  was  1.872,7 million EUA, 
thus  exceeding the  amount  entered in the  Bud~t by  11%,  i.e. practically 
the  same  as  that for  1977  (1.820 million EUAJ. • 
• 
• 
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'I'he  discrepancy between  estimates and  out-turns for 1978  appears large at 
first sight,  but bearing in mind  the great variability characteristic of 
these resources,  which  emerges  clearly from Table 3 and is due to a 
great variety of factors  (climatic, monetar.y,  commercial,  etc.),  a 
discrepancy of this magnitude is acceptable in so special a  field.  It 
is primarily due  to underestimation in the assumptions regarding rates of 
le·vy  made  in 1977. 
The  chief cause of the va:riabili  ty of levies was  the very marked 
fluctuation in world prices,  in particular those of cereals, which  provide 
i;he  bulk or  levies. 
Imports of products subject to levies also var,y  sharply from year to year; 
imports  of ·the  chief cereals  (common  whea:~,  barley e.nd  maize)  have tended ! 
to fall since 1976,  particularly those of maize and barley:  imports of 
maize  from  non-member  countries in the period Januar,y  to October 1978 
were  10,9 million tonnes compared with 16,5 million tonnes in 1977; 
imports of barley in the same  period of 1978 were only o,  7 m.illion tonnes ; 
compared with 2,5  million tonnes in 1977• 
These falls did not cause a  drop in the amount  of levies collected in 
1978  compared  with 1977  because  th~ were offset qy  the increase in 
rates of levy following a  subsequent tall in world prices and  the rise 
in Community  threshold prioea. 
Graph  2 shows  the pattern of quarterly P8l1Dents  of agricultural levies 
in the last three financial years  • - 12-
3.1  ~UGar PEoduct~on levi~s 
Pursuant  to Article 5 of Commission Regulation No  700/73  of 12 March  1973 
(on arrangements for quotas in ·the  sugar sector) sugar production levies 
are paid in January  a.nd  May  each year.  The  1-Iey'  pa;yments  are in respect 
of the part-levy  (peyment  on account) for the current sugar year;  the 
January payments  are in respeo·t of the balance due for the previous 
year  (regularization). 
Apart  from  any accoUnting regularization p~ents which  m~  be made  in 
the course of the financial year,  1978  production levies were therefore 
paid in January in respect of the balance for the 1976/77  su~  year 
and in May in respect of the })a\Y'Illent  on  a.cc~unt for the 1977/78  suga.r 
year. 
In January 1978  the rate of levy still due was  59,4 u.a./tonne;  the 
p~yment on  account  in r~  was  40 u.a./tonne.  These estimates applied 
to production tranche B,  the "specialization ·tranche"  (the quantity of 
production between the basic quota and the maximum  quota) which amounted 
to 1.2 million tonnes  for  the 1976/77  sugar year and 1.9 million tonnea 
for 1977/78.  For  1976/77  and  1977/78  the maximum  quota was  fixed at 
135%  of the basic quota+  Production levies collected in the course of 
financial year 1978 were  171,9 million EUA,  which was  12%  above  the 
bud.ge·t  estimates because production tranche B was  higher than forecast 
for the 1977/78  suga~ year. 
3-.2 ~  storage levi  .. e.s 
( 1) The  sugar year begins  on  1  July each year, but the first payments in 
respect of the  sugar year do  not occur until November  in view of the 
timing provisions of Commission  Regu.lation  No  146'1/77. - 13-
3·3 IsoKJ;ucose  E~oduction levies 
Council  Regulation No  1111/77  of 17  M~  1977  l~ing down  common 
pro·visions for  isoglucose states (in the ninth recital) that the levy 
on  the production of isoglucose is analagous to that provided for in 
Article  ~'7  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  3330/74  and,  consequently,  constitutes 
own  resources of ·the  Communi ties within the meaning of Article  2  of the 
Council Decision of  21  April 1970. 
The  isoglucoae  le~  was  originally set at the same  rate as the sugar 
levy;  for the 1977/?8 a.nd  1978/79 s~  years,  however,  it was  decided 
that the  levy would  not  exceed 5 u.a.f100 kg. 
Five Member  States  (Belgium,  Denmark,  Ita~, the Netherlands and the 
lJnited Kingdom)  paid 4,4  million EUA  in respect of these levies in 1978. 
A num·ber  of appeals have  been lodged against Regulation No  111.1/77  by 
firms  which produceisoglucoseor have invested in order to produce it. 
In a  Judgment  of  25  October 1978  the Court of Justice ruled,  inter ~ 
that  "Regulation No  1111/'77  is invalid to the erlent to which  · 
Articles  8  and  9 thereof impose  a  produc·tiorl levy on isogluooae of 
5 units of account  por 100 kg of ~  matter for the period corresponding 
to the· sugar marketing year 1977/78". 
The  Council was  invited to taka  "aqy necessar,y measures  compatible  ~ith 
Community  law for  enstll'in.g the proper functioning of the market in 
sweeteners" ( 1). 
4·  Customs  duties 
Since 1  Januar,y  1978  all Member  States have paid over customs receipts in 
their entirety;  this includes the countries which acceded in 1973, 
which until 1977  paid over  own  resources up to the percentages laid down 
in the Treaty of Accession. 
F\1rthermore,  the United Kingdom,  having abolished fiscal duties,  now  p~ys 
over revenues arising from  application of t~e Common  Customs  Tariff like 
the other Member  States. 
Financial year 1978  is  undoubted~ characterized b.Y  customs duty out-turns 
which are considerabLy  lower  than the budget  estimates~ 
The  discrepanqy is the largest since 1973,  as is shown  in the table below 
which  gives the difference between estimates  (base •  100)  and 
revenue collected in.  the  form  of an index. 
TABLE  4 
Customs  duties - discrepancy between estimates and outturns 
EEC  101  .101 
EEC  102  10 
Customs  revenue for  1978,  moreover,  was  1,5%  lower than in 1977,  the 
comparison between the two  years being on a  uniform basis  (EUA,  total 
receipts). 
The  only previous fall in revenue from  the  preceding year's level occurred 
in 1977,  as  shown  in the next table. 
(1)P~ent of iaogluoose levies was  suspended qy  the Commission in December 
1978  pending further decisions;  as regards levies paid in 1978 a  decision 
will'have to be made  regarding the regularization of ~ents  alrea~ made. 14 -
The  figures  have  been made  comparable with those for 1978,  firstly,  by 
taking into consideration total sums  collected by the Member  States,  not 
payments  to the Budget;  secondly,  by ex:pressing them in EUA. 
TABLE  5  m EUA 
Cus·toms  duties - 1973-78 
1973  1974  1~75  1976  1977  1_918 
EEC  Six  2.327  2.629  2.508  3.030  3-224  3.170 
+~  + 17  +  13"  - 5  + 21  +  6  - 1,7 
EEC  Nine  (1)  (1)  3-529  4-192  4·459  4·391 
+%  +  19  +  6  - 1~5_ 
l(l)  In the case of the United Kingdom  and Ireland the breakdown between 
fiscal duties and  protective duties is not available. 
The  reason for the overestimation of customs  revenue is to be found 
primarily in the trend of the EEC 's external trade,  which did not  come  up 
to the macroeconomic  expectations of 1977• 
For the period January-September 1978  ther~ was  a  slight rise {only  5%) 
in total EEC  imports  over the same  period in 1977;  what  is more,  imports 
from  non-member  countries increased qy  only l%,  while  intra-Community 
imports were  8%  up. 
Overall,  imports  in 1978  were  lower  than expected and,  as regards trade 
flows,  there wa.s  a.  more  pronounced  growth in intr&-EEC  imports;  a 
contributory factor was  the removal  of the last tariff barriers between 
the Six and  the Three  on  1  July 1977e 
This,  together with better use of generalized. tariff· preferences and 
tariff suspensions applicable in 1978  by the beneficiaries,  explains the 
slight fall in customs revenue  compared with 1977,  despite a  small 
increase in imports  from  non-member  countries. 
Consequently the average rate of duty,  tha:t  is to sey the ratio of 
customs  revenue to imports,  fell fur·ther  in 1978 - on a 1Q-year trend 
which  has  never been broken - owing to the tariff reductions negotiated 
by  the Community  under  GATT  or  bilatera.l~y. 
The  graph below  shows  the  quarter~ pattern of customs duty  p~ents in 
-the  last three financial years. ...  15-
(b)  FIUANCIAL  CONTRIBUTIONS 
Article 10 of Council Regulation No  2891/77  of 19  December  1977  l~s down 
that  financial  contributions based on  GNP,  or resources accruing from  VAT, 
must  be  entered,  at the rate of one-twelfth per month  of the sums 
resulting from  the  Budget  in this connection,  in the accounts opened in 
the name  of the Commission with the Treasuries of the Member  States. 
Pursuant  to Article 7 of the said Regulation,  this takes place on the 
first working d~ of each month. 
Pursuant  to Article 30  of the Financial Regulation applicable to the  General 
Budget  of the European Communities,  contributions  {expressed in EUA  in the 
Budget(l))  are converted into national currencies on the basis of the EUA 
rate obtaining on  the first working d~ after the 15th of the month 
preceding p~ent. 
These  sums,  converted into national currencies,  are entered in the accounts 
(pursuant to Article 9 of Regulation  No  2891/77)  in EUA  on the basis of 
the rates obtaining on  the first da.Y  of the time-limit for crediting (the-
first working d~ of each month). 
The  difference between  the EUA  rates used for this double  conversion causes 
differences between  estimates and  outturns.  ,  The  sum  entered in the 
accounts at 31  December  1978 was  5·329,7 million EUA;  the sum  in the 
Budget  was  5·330,8 million EUA. 
The  table below  shows  how  financial contributions paid over varied from 
1975  to 197 8  .. 
TABLE  6  m EUA 
1975  1976  19.77  1978 
Financial contributions 
paid over  2.152,0  2.482,1  2.494,5  5-329,7 
The  figures  for 1975,  1976  and  1977  are actual results from  the books. 
The  increase in 1978 was  due  chief~ to the ~ent  of the sum  entered in 
the  Budget  in monthly  twelfths,  the increase in the size of the Budget 
a.nd  the fact that up to 1977  the United Kingdom  also paid,  as customs 
duties,  a  very  large amount  of fiscal duties and did not have  to p~ 
contributions. 
~1) The  EUA  rates used for the 1978  lhdget are those obtaining on 
1  February 1977• - 16-
(c)  MISCELLANEX>US  REVENUE 
The  other forms  of revenue  in the 1978  Budget  are: 
- Miscellaneous  revenue relating to the General  Budget  and to research and 
investment.  The  estimate for this was  approximately 120 million EUA; 
the  sums  collected up to  31  December  were  approximately 117  million EUA; 
-Member States' contributions to complementar,y research and  investment 
programmes:  10,6 million EUA  due  from  only two  Member  States which 
are to  p~ seven-twelfths of the total before 30  January as laid down 
in the Financial 'Regulation and the remaining five-twelfths not  later 
than 15  July; 
the amount  of ECSC  levies intended to cover administrative expenditure. 
The  sum  of 5 million EUA  paid in four quarterly instalments of 
1.25 million. 
The  miscellaneous revenue referred to in the first indent will be 
finalized when  the revenue and  expenditure accounts for 1978  are drawn 
up. 
(d)  BALANC.E  OF  FINANCIAL  YEAR  12J8 
Article  27  of the Financial Regulation lays down  that the balance of 
each financial year shall be  entered,  depending on whether it is a 
surplus or a  deficit,  as revenue or expenditure in the  ~dget for  the 
following financial year  on the occasion of the Amending  Budget  drawn 
up  on  the basis of the final annual  summary  account of VAT  resources 
for  the preceding financial which the Member  States send to the 
Commission  before 1  July each year  {Article 10 of Regulation No  2892/77)• 
The  balance of financial year 1978 will be  entered in the Amending 
Budget  for 1979  referred to above,  despite the faot that the uniform 
basis for assessing the VAT  will not ba  applied in 1978.  It will be 
known  when  the revenue and  expenditure accounts for 1978  are drawn up. •17-
TAm.&  1 
.-------------------------------------------------------------·--------- 1 
REVENUE  FOR  1978 
{as at 31  Dec~~ber 1978) 
Type  of revenue 
1.  Misctllantoua  revenue: 
-connected  vith Eur•toe  actlvftfea 
•  other  thin  Euratoe 
- Estimated 
rg::gn~~d  f!'Ai: 
26.285.636 
93.986.590 
l 2.  ECSC  contributftna  5.000.000 
I 
I  3.  Euratoe  contributltna 
(coaplQtent~ry pr•Qra••••} 
~.  A1ount1  paid  ever  by  Meabtr  Statts 
(Dec hi  on  of  21  April  197u) 
I•  GhP-bditd  Ffn•ncfal  co~tributfons 
- Decnber  444.716.45i 
- 1 Jan.-1  Hov •  • 4.  8S4.  94~  •  7~~ 
- Total  12  •ontha 
5 •
329 •
665 •
24 ~ 
11.  Ovn  resources: 
• Dac&ibar  payaanta 
- pay;gnts 
20  Jan.-20  Nov. 
- Total  12  Montha 
606.682.71~ 
6.067 .536.99_2 
6.674.219.711 
10.631.601 
5.330.750.765 
6.896.000.000 
(in EUA) 
Amounts 
collected 
b 
34.761.791 
<1)  81.827.995 
s.ooo.ooo 
10.631.601 
5.329.665.246 
6.674.219.711 
J  Collection  1
1 
rate % 
c 
132,25% 
87,06% 
100,- % 
100,- % 
99,98% 
96,78% 
!--------------------------~-----------+----------~--------
S.  Totals: 
- Miscellaneous  revenue  •  ECSC  and 
Eurato•  contribution• 
- GNP-based  financial  contribution• 
- Own  resources 
ef  which: 
•  custoaa  dutiu 
•  agri cu 1  tural  1  avf es 
•  sugar  lavf u 
135.903.827 
5.330.750.765 
6.896.000.000 
4.833.000.000) 
1.686.100.000) 
t.  376.900.000) 
132.221.387 
5  .. 329.665.246 
6.674.219  .. 711 
(4.390.902.066) 
(1.872.695.340) 
(410.622.305) 
97,29% 
99,9BX 
96,78X 
(90,85Y) 
(111,07%) 
(108,95%) 
I 
2.362.654.592  12.136.106.344  98,17%  1 
<1>  This  sua  includes  only  the  a•ounta  collected  by  the  Coatiaailn  and  dies  net  take  acceunt  ef 
exchange  differencu: ·  · ~  .__.....,-----··-~..,)------""·  '!'1!,111'"1 ~--.,..._..;;;  .¢)_¢,  41k4&M.}t;.  --P k ?>.t._. 
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EXPENDITURE 
BY  EACH  INSTITUTION 
• -20-• 
EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
·--22-
•  ' ' • 
• 
- 23-
COM1.t!:NTS  ON  THE  PROVISIOlfAL  FINANCIAL  SITUATION  AT  31  DECDDE  1978 
1.  Appropriations available  in 1978 
Soction I  of  the  1978  Budget  provides for appropriations 
totalling  ~···••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  100.424.612 EUA 
a.t  31  December  1978,  total  commitments  amounted to  ••••••  93.315.021  EUA 
or 92,9%  of the initial appropriations. 
Payments  amounted  to  •••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••,••••••  78.1J8.014  EUA 
or 77,8%  ~f the initial appropriations 
and  83,7~ of the  commitments  made. 
Available appropriations amount  to  •••••••••••  It ••••••••••  7.109.591  EUA 
2.  Appropriations available  from  the  1977  financial  year 
Automatic  carryovers:  out  of  6.333.516  EUA,  5.572.871,50  EUA  (88,~} 
had  been  used by the  end  of  Deeem'ber. 
Non-automatic  carryovers:  appropriations amounting to  1.267.250  EUA  had 
been  carried over.  Only  53.106,07  EUA  (4,2%)  in commitments  and 
45·356,56  EUA  (3,6%)  in p~ents were  used. 
3.  Transfers  of appropriations 
Transfers within Chapters totalled 1.784.758  EUA.  and  transfers 
between Chapters totalled 15.593.268  EDA, 
14.725.000 EUA  of which  were provisional appropriations for specific 
requirements  connected with direct elections. 
4.  Revenue 
At  the  end  of  December,  revenue  amounted  to  10~494·747,57 EUA  or 
108,9% of the estimates of  9~633·500 EUA. EURO~AN PARLIAIDT:  PROVISI~IAL.STATt]t~~·'? APPROPRIATIONS  AT  31_ DECEMBER  1978  in J!UA 
'  ~  . 
~--~~--~~---~~~~~-·-----~~-~~-~~---~---~~~~--~--~~------~~~-~~--~~~~~----~~--------------------------~--~-----~· 
CHAP.  ft[AtJfN6 
I  TO TAL  - ~_:-~-.. I  I COM I  THENTS  .  ~:I  I  APPROPRIATIONs  1P£RCEITAr£ •  • 
1  APPRGPRlAf-ffiS  1Mft  ~-?- 'AVAILABlE  ..  ~SED 
-----------~-----~--------------------~--~~-~~--~----------------------------~---------------------------------
(1)  (2)  I  (3)  (4)  (')  (6) 
-----~-----------------------~------------------~~----------------~---------------~--------------·--------------· 
10  MEMBERS  OF  THE  INSTITUTION  7.214.000  6.438.9:51  775.049  89r26  X I  .. 
11  STAFF  SS.218.550  50.571.226  4.647.324  91r~8 X I 
I 
12  AllOWANCES  All  EXPER~S {I EWl£RI NG-Airf:  '.  I 
OM," tfAV.IIG  THE  SERVfcr  AND  llN  TRAISFOr .  '  1.414.400  1.087.100  326.600  I  76r91  X I 
13  EXPErtDI TURE  Rf~A  Tl N  G  TO  M  I  SS I  ON S  ~ 
Afll  DUTY  TRAVEL  2.670.000  2.513.664  156.336  I  94r14  X ' 
14  EXPENDITURE  ON  SOCIAL  WELFARE  ARTIClES: 
I 
.. 
·1lt0  SPECI>Al  ASS I  STANCE  GRANTS  12.100  3.487  8.613  29r82  X I 
1  ~1  STAFF  SOCIAl  RE.LAT IONS  26.708  2:5.458 
J  -
1.250  95r32  X : 
1 
142  REST~rs-AIO'CANTEENS  29.300  26.108  I  3.192  99,11  X : 
I  ~ 
1lt·3  f1ED I  CAL  SERV I  CE  79.900  54.083  2S.Bti  67r69  1.  : 
149  OTHER  SOCIAL  EXPENDITURE  244.992  188.809  56.183  77•07  X I 
I 
IDTAL  FOR  CHAPTrR  1  4- 393.000  297.945  9,.055  ;s,et x • 
.~- ~-- ~:-.• ...• 
15  IN TERN Al  TRAil IN G  ·COURSES  All  I 
VOCATIOIA~ fRAIN116  OF  STAFF  263.900  2tf.l73  54.727  79r26  Y.  I 
20  H"IOVABlF PROPERTY  ·IN VESTMENTS  0  0  0 
I 
21  REifAt  OF  BUilDINGS  &  •ASS.  EXPEIDI TURf  11.471.133  11.268.26:5  202.869  98·23  l.  • 
•  22  MOVABlE  PROPERTY  &  ASS.  EXPEIDITUR£  3.060.135.  2.884.898  175.238  94r27  X l 
I 
23  CURRENT  AOMINISTRATivt  I 
EXPERD I  TUR£  2.135.700  1.863.289  272.U1  l:7r2~  X : 
I 
24~  ENTERTAlNMEit  AND  REPRESENTATIOI  EXP.  180.200  179.480  720  99r60  1.  : 
'  2$.  EXPENDITURE  FOR  FORMAL  ANO'OTHER  M£ETINGS  25.300  14.352  10.948  :i6r73  ;t,  2 
26  EXPOIDI TURf fl STlDIES,  ·  :  .. 
SURVEYS  AID  CONSULTATIONS  35.500  17.769  17.731  ·  SOrOS  X 1 
I 
27:: EXPENDITURl  OR  PUBLISHING  AIJ  INF8RMATION  7.401.300  7.266.049  135.251  98,17  1.  I 
... 
29  SUBSIDIES  AID  FINANCIAl  CONTRIBUTIONs·  1.594.14~  t.so5.oJs  89.110  94r41  % I 
37  EXPENDITUR£  RELATIIG·  TO  CERTAIN  · ·  I 
IN STI TUTI ON S AND  BOO I  ES  7.300.600  7.197.126  103.474  98r58  :1.  :  I 
I  I! 
100  PROVISIONAl  APPROPRI"ATIONS  0  0  0  2 ..  ~ 
t 
101  eo•fii&EICt RESERVE  46.749  0  46.749  OrOO  X I 
........ ':.- ., - ~ ---- ~- --·- _.------ ...  _. ··-------------,.-----------.-.-.. ------- -------------·----,__  .... _  ..... ____ •  I  s 
GRAtO  TOTAl  100.424.612  I  93.315.021  I  7.109.591  I  92r92  X 1 
I  I  l. 
----.i 
I 
I 
i 
' .. 25-
COUNCIL J -·- ~- ;,~!  ..  -~--·-·· ......... ---·------
! 
I 
• 
A.  REV lEN U E 
i 
l(: 
t· 
~ "-----------·----- ... --~-- .. -~.-4---~---·---A.---- ...... - -.-.~----·- _,  -- -~-- ....  ~  ..  ' _____  ...... , .... i 
'; \li 
. ,  •••••  ,-;t_~  _  _.L·,·.  .  '  . ; ..  ,  __  !  ...  :.  - - •  - ~ .. 28-
j 
I- ~~  ~  '"r'  ~,. ! 
1-
! 
i 
! -
I 
': 
~-
The  total revenue collected as at 31  December  1978 was  8.049·277,74  EUA. 
This  exceeds  the estimates of the Council's own  revenue for the 1978 
Budget  (7.780.300  EUA)  by  268.977  EUA. 
It should be noted that revenue deriving from  taxation and staff 
contributions to the pension soheme  amount  to  97,7~ and  98,9%  of the 
estimates  respective~. - 30-'
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OVERALL  ASSESSMENT 
{a.)  ~PEr£P!i!t_!o!!a  _  aya_!l!b_!e  _  ~!r  _  t~e  _127~ ~~ge! 
The  1978  Budget,  adopted on  21  December  1977,  provides an 
appropriation of 81.)66.042 EUA  for Council  expenditure. 
(b)  ~PEr£P!i!t!o~s_a~!l!b!e_a!! !e!u!t_o! ~~~oye!e-~o! !9l7_t£ 191§ 
Automatic  oarr,yovera·amount to 5·710.863,51  EUA~ 
The  Council made  no  requests for non-automatic  carryovers. 
(c)  _!r!ll~f~r! £f  _  a.EP!OEr_!a.,li_2n!! 
The  Council  accepted the following transfers o.f appropriations during 
the  fot~th quarter of 1978: 
I.  ,!r,!ll!f.!l'!  ,2f_aEp~oRr!a1i.2Jl! ~.!w!es lh!P!e!:! 
lw  from  Chapter 1l 
Article 110 
Item 1100  Basic salaries 
To  Chapter  12 
Article 120  Miscellaneous expenditure  on 
staff recruitment 
35.000  EUA 
35.000 EU'A '  ~·  ~~..-- .... ---....... ~. 
-34-
2.  From  Cha;2ter  22 
Article  220  Office maohiner.y 
Item  2202  Hire  25.000 EUA  .J 
To  Cha;2ter  26  ' 
Article  260  Limited consultations,  25.000  EUA 
studi~s and surveys 
3·  From  Chapter  21 
~ 
Article  210 
Item  2100  Rent 
~.  . 12.500 EUA 
To  Cha;eter  22 
Article  221  Furniture 
Item  2210  New  purchases  12.500  EUA 
4·  From  ChaEter  101  Contingenqy reserve  117.300  EUA 
To  Cha;eter  1~ 
Article 141  Starr social relations  1.000 EUA 
Article 149  Other social expenditure  3.8o0 EUA 
To  Cha~ter  2~ 
Article  232 
Item  2321  Differences on  exchange  100.000 EUA 
To  Cha.;eter  ?.4 
Article 240  Entertainment and 
representation expenses  12.500 EUA 
I  :  ~ - 35-
II. Transfers of aEEroEriations between Articles 
... 
lll From  Article 110 
Item  1100  Basio  salaries  115.000 EUA 
To  Article 111 
Item 1112  Local staff  115.000 EUA 
2.  From  Article  210 
Item  2100  Rent  37-SOO.EUA 
To  Article  213  Cleaning and  maintenance  37.500  EUA  ---.  ....... 
3·  From  Article  210 
Item  2100  Rent  20.000 EUA 
To  Article  21~  Fitting-out of premises  20.000  EUA 36-
(d)  £v~!ll  !B!e!s!e~t_o! ~t!l!z!t!o~ ~f_aEp~o~!&!i~n! 
A.  ~~~~~~~~!~~=~!=~~~g~!~~~!-~~2~!.~2~!.~2~=!~~!!!_~ 
1.  Commitments  made 
Utilization of the appropriations was  as follows: 
85,4%  of the appropriations of Title 1 
85,1%  of the appropriations of Title ,2 
2.  DisbtU'sements  ma.de 
Consumption of appropriations was  as follows: 
85, 3%  of the a.ppropri,ations of Title 1 
58,5%  of the appropriations of Title 2 
Automatic carryovers were utilized as follows: 
75,2%  of the appropriations of Title 1 
86,6%  of·the appropriations of Title 2 
.  : ,, 
- 37-
£1XPENDITU,RE  UNDER  SlOOTION  II ~COUNCIL)  ... IN T~ 
4TH  QUARTER_pF  1978 
(Utilization of appropriations) ;  ' 
- 38-
TITLE  1 - EXPENDITURE  RELATING  TO  PERSONS  WORKING  WITH  THE  INSTITUTION 
$  I  ..... 
The  rate of utilization for all the Title 1  appropriations is: 
(i)  85,4%  in commitments,  and 
(ii) 85,3%  in ~ents. 
The  situation,  Chapter by Chapter,  is as follows: 
Chapter  J~- Staff 
In all,  86,61%  of these appropriations are committed.  It should be  noted 
that  on  31  December  1978,  1.385 posts  (of the 1.517 posts authorized) 
were  occupied. 
£!1a£ter  12 - Allowances  and  expenses  on  enteripg and  on leaving the 
service and  on transfer 
Only  53,5%  of the appropriations under  thi~,Chapter have been committed, 
owing,  in particular,  to a  ver,y  low  staff' turnover. 
I 
"' - 39-
2[1a£ter  1~ - Expenditure relating to missions and duty travel 
The  rate of commitment  of the Chapter 13  appropriations is 62,81%.  It 
should be noted tha.t  several missions initially contemplated did not 
take place. 
9!!,a;pter  1~ - Ex;eend.i ture on social welfare 
At  the end  of the year 90,7%  of. these appropriations had  been oommi tted. 
Chapter 15  - E;;eendi  ture on further vocational training of staff 
In all, 98, CJf,  of the Chapter 15  appropriations have been oommi tted. -40-
TITLE  2- BUILDINGS,  EQUIH~NT AND  MISCELLAN.EDUS  OPERATING  EXPENDITURE 
As  at 31  December  1978  the rate of commitment  for all the Title 2 
appropriations is 85,1%  on the appropriations available,  whereas the 
rate of utilization for  ~ent  at the same  date is 58,5%· 
The  situation,  Chapter  b,y  Chapter,  is as  follows: 
(i) Chapter  20  -Immovable ;eroperty inY.estments 
This  Chapter  only consistb of Article 202  "Other expenditure 
preliminar,y to the construction of building$ or to the 
acquisi·tion of immovable  property" where 44,55%  of the available 
appropriations have been committed.  ·It has not  been possible to 
proceed with the co1rtemplated  programme  of studies as forecast, 
so that  241.645,37  EUA  were left over at the end of the accounting 
period. 
(ii) .Ch;9-~ter  21,- Rental of buil,dings  and associated expenditure 
99,19%  of the  appropriat~ons have been committed. 
(iii) pha;pter  22- Movable  property. and aseooiated expenditure 
The  rate of commitments  for these appropriations is 78,84%.  The 
detailed situation is as follows: 
(a) Article  220  - Office maohiner.y  •  66,31% 
The  balance ramai1Llng  {164.641,72  EUA)  is due  to the faot that 
expenditure on the rental and maintenance of electronic 
equipment  has been considerably lower than provided for in the 
Budget. 
>i /. 
I 
I 
I  ..,. 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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(b)  Article 221- Furniture= 97,53% 
(c) Article 222- Technical  equipment  and  installations =  80,11% 
The  balance available (109.545,44  EUA)  is due  basical~ to 
Item  2220  where  the appropriations set aside for the extension 
of the telephone  exchange at the General-Secretariat of the 
Council  have  not  been utilized,  a.a  a  result of the study on the 
replacement  of the telephone  exchange  begun in 1979. 
(d.)  Article  223  - Transport  equipment  =  75,71% 
Balance available of 20.207,05 EUA,  of which roughly 
three-quarters falls within Item  2233  (maintenance,  use and 
repair) and  approximate~ one-quarter falls within Item  2232 
(hire)  .. 
{e) Article  225  - Documentation and library expenditure =  94,86% 
(iv)  Chapter  ~3 - Cprrent  ~iriistrative e~enditur~ 
The  rate of commitment  to these appropriationS is 82»04%· 
The  detailed situation is as follows: 
{a) 
(b) 
{c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
'I 
Article  230- Stationery and office supplies = 99,94% 
Article  231  - Postal charges and telecommunica·tions  =  81,22% 
Article  232 - Financial charges = 1,  28% 
Article  233  - Legal  expenses = 94,83% 
Article  235  - Other  ~inistrativ~~ expenditure =  63,0~ 
Article  239  - Services··rendered between institutions 
(illterpreting)  = 82,04% 
Balance available:  1.679.115,01  EUA 
The  sum  left over is due  to the fact that it has not  been possible 
to esti.ma. te total expenditure accurately without the figures to 
be  calculated qy  the Commieeion•e  interpreting division. - 42-
(v)  Chapter  24  -Entertainment and representation expenses 
In all, 99,76%  of these appropriations have been committed. 
{vi) ,Chal?ter  25  -Expenditure for  formal  and other meetings 
A total of 67,73%  of these appropriations has been committed.  It 
should be  noted that the meetings of the expert working parties 
have been attended qy  fewer  people than in the past. 
(vii) C,haEter  26- Expenditure on studies,  survezs and consultations 
The rate of commitment  of.  these appropriations is 93,49%• 
(viii) Cha;pter  gr  - Expen.di  ture on publishing and information 
The  rate of commitment  for these apptopriations is 99,51%• 
(ix) Chapter  g9  -Subsidies and financial contributions 
The  rate of commitment  for these appropriations is 99,99.%• 
'  ~- r"  - •' t  > - 43-
TITLE  10 
(i) Chapter  101  - Contin&!ncy  reserve 
• 
See  Chapter entitled ''Transfer of appropriations,  under B(c)"  • ~--....  - .... - ,¥  ....  ~ "·-·--·  ..,_,.__,..._  ... , 
-.44'-
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EXPENDITURE  -
The  attached s\UD11lary  shows  the provisional state of the acootmts  at the 
end  of the financial year before the necessar,y overall audit.  The 
balances of commitments  do  not necessarily correspond to the appropriations 
carried over to the financial y-ear  1979• 
The  figures for Title 1  show that the  approp}'iations have  been almost 
completely utilized.  Most  of the balance for Chapter  11  - Staff -
corresponds to the balance of the appropriations entered in Article 119 -
Provisional appropriations to cover ~  adjustment of the remuneration of 
officials and  other servants. 
The  appropriations in Title 2  were utilized a.t  a  normal ra.te.  Chapter 23--
Current  administrative expenditure - was  increased by a  transfer of 
appropriations from  Chapter  11  to oope tdth the exchange rate differences 
arising from  application of the :EtTA  in the accounting system;  Chapter 25  ..... 
Expenditure for formal  and  other meetings - still has  a  balance of 
165.700 EUA,  i.e. B,BB%  of its allocation for the financial year. 
This is due to the renewal  of the Economic  and  Social  Committee  in 1978  -
the interval between sessions was  pa.rtioula.t'ly long. 
The  reserves in Title 10 have been uti.lized only for a  transfer of 
appropriations for the operation ·of  the Committee's res·taurant& 
'i 
REVENUE 
Revenue  stan~s at 1.615.110 EUA  and  accrues  primari~ from the proceeds 
of ta.x.a.tion  (1.110.830 EtTA),  contributions to the pension scheme  . 
(437.900  EOA)  and  ballk interest (62.740  EUA)~ ~I~LE_! 
Chapter  1  0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
'I'otal  Title  I  ·-
TITLE  II 
Chapter  21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
-
-48-
FJJiANCIAL  SITt1ATION  AT  31  DEGEMBER  1978 
l  Appropriations } 
( ~er  transfers  . Expenditure · 
_EUA  EUA  ~ 
~  '  ' 
y 
~  14.000 
~ 
l 
9-504.500 
112.600 
81 .860 
83.500 
46.000 
1  9.842.460 
I=============~== 
1 
1.283.800 
319··500 
1.582.200 
34.400 
1.865.000 
4.800 
265.200 
524.000 
30.300 
12.000 
9.070.500 
es.96o 
1 
81.86'0 
73.550 
32.340 
9·356 .210 
===========:.:===· 
1 .041.490 
241.~0 
1.495.490 
32.290 
1.699.300 
1.400 
198.260 
Uncovered 
commitments  :Balance 
EUA  :  EUA 
:tf'"  2.0.00  .. 
52.540  381.460 
9.280  17.360 
- -
9-770  180 
12.100  1 .560 
83.690  402.560 
=·=============~  ~=============== 
: 
1'03.600  138.710 
'69.700  7.840' 
11.0.30  75.680 
2.110  -
I 
- 165.700 
3.400  -
64.720  2.220 
524.000 
30.300 
Percentage 
balance 
~ 
14,28 
4,01 
15,41 
-
0,22  -
3,39 
4,09  y 
=============== 
10,80 
2,45 
4,78 
-
8,88 
-
0,83 
·100 ,co 
100,00 .. 49-
... 
~OF  JUSTICE -50·- ·  ..... 
. ' .,L Administrative expenditure in the financial year 1978 
1.  Appropriations 
The  1978  Budget  allocates for the admi:nistrati  ve 
expenditure of ·the  Court  of Justice a  total 
appropriation of •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  17.332.920,00 EUA 
The  appropriations automatically carried over from  the 
financial year 1977  to 1978  amount  to •••••••••••  587.438,83 EUA  -
The  Court  of Justice did not present any non-automatic 
carryovers. 
No  transfer between Chapters was  requested and  the transfers Within 
Chapters were  only 551.300  EUA. 
2.  Utilization of the  appropriations for 1918 
The  following table shows  the implementation of expenditure by Title 
and  Chapter in the financial year 1978• , 
Columns  3 and 5 of the tables reveal the proportion of the 
appropriations used as regards both commitments  and.p~ents. 
Column  6  shows  the utilization of'  the appropriations in the form  of 
twelfths. -52-
The  implementation of expenditure gives rise to the following comments: 
_'!'i·tle  1  :  ~n,di  tu.re in re!Wot of'  pe~sops wo~ng  with the institution 
A  total of 84%  of the appropriations for commitment  and paJJ:Dent  in Title 1 
was  used up. 
This ra.te of utilization mainly concerns  Chapters 10 a:nd  11  which account 
for 95%  of all appropriations  i~ Title 1. 
The  unused appropriations are the result of the two  following factors: 
(i) the adjustments in remunerations  adopted by the  Council in 1977  and 
· 1978  did not reach the parameters fixed when  drawing up the BUdget; 
(ii) not all the posts authorized were  occupied for the entire financial 
year.  Compared  with 19771  sta.ff in 1978  increased from  2.54  to 257 
following the recruitment of 35  persons and the departure or 32 
othel"s.  The  large number .of depa.-rture,s  led to an increase in the 
number  of auxiliary staff.·  · 
.. 
The  low utilization rate in Ohapter  12  is due  to the fact that most  of 
the officials recruited in 1978  have still ,not drawn  their removal  and 
installation allowances.  · 
.  ~ 1 
Title 2:  .Buildings,  ecru;&;pment.  and  miscellaneous o-eerating expenditure 
A total of 91%  of the  appropria~ions for  T~tle 2 were· committed while 
p~ents amounted to  74~ 
.Qh~,:te,r. ~1 :  Rental of buildings and incidental expend.i ture 
The  rate of utilization of the appropriations results mainly from the 
increase in the cost of living provided for in rental and maintenance 
contracts.  Savings have  been made  in the consumption of electricity 
and  heating as  compared with the budgetary estimates. 
£h,ID)1e,t  z_3:  Current administrative expenditure 
It should be noted that 95%  of the appropriations for Item 2300 -
Stationer,y and  office supplies - were  used compared with 98%  of the 
appropriations for Article 231  - Postal charges and  communications -
and  88%  of the appropriations available under Item 2391  - Joint 
interpreting services.  ·· 
..... -53 .. 
.QlllU>.teJ: l5:  Expenditure for formal.  and  other meetings 
Utilization of the appropriations for the visits of judges and lawyers 
is very high and  considerably higher than in 1977  (982.529  EUA  for 
two  meetings). 
This is because the number  of people attending these meetings has 
increased. 
" 
.Qh~!ez: l7:  Expenditure  on publishing a.nd  information 
All the appropriations in this Chapter to cover the cost of publishing 
the 24th volume  of Reports of Cases  {Article 271)  have been committed. 
The  increase in expenditure is due to: 
(a)  the increa.Se in the number of pages published; 
(b)  the increase in printing costs. 
3.  ,:Utili,zation of the  approJariations carried over from the financial 
yea:r  1977 
A high percentage of pa.yments  was  made  against the  carryovers: 
Title I  ~ 
Title II: 
The  utilization of the appropriations does not give rise to special 
comments. COURT  OF  JUSTICE 
OF  THE 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
lJudgetary 
classifica-
tion 
SUMMARY  TABLE  OF  THE  TI.fPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  STATEMENT  OF 
EXPENDITURE  OF  SECTION  IV  (COURT  OF  JUSTICE)  OF  THE  GENERAL  BUDGE!' 
FOR  THE  FINANCIAL  YEAR  1978  AS  AT  31  DECE:·IBER  1978 
EUA 
I .  \ 
Commitments  contracted  P~ments effected  f-------T-------1-----..,..------J  Number  of· 
12ths of 
Heading  Approps 
entered  .. 
Amount 
,< 
tfo  of 
Amount  commitments 
the approps 
used 
%of  · 
approps 
--------~-------------~------------------4--------4--------+----------~------~--~----·-+~~c-~)  ..  (P) 
1  2  3  5  6  . 
-----------r----------------------------------~----~--------~----------4---.-------+---~-------+----------!----·:.·.~l 
TITLE  1  JXPENDITURE  IN RESPECT  OF  PERSONS  WORKING  r 
WITH  THE  INSTITUTION  ' 
I 
I  Vt 
Chapter 10 
Chapter 11 
~hapter 13 
~hapter 14 
~hapter 15 
Members  of the institution 
-staff-
Allowanc~s and  expenses  on  entering and  on 
_leaving the -servi~e and  on transfer 
Expenditure relating to missions and travel 
on duty  -" ..  '., 
'Expenditure on  social:. ·welfare and  on further 
_vocational training of  st~ff 
Cost  of organizing internal training _ 
courses 
TITLE  1 - TOTAL 
2.~53.690,00  2.100. 572 t 78  85,61  2.100.572 t 78 
9. 9:17:730,00- 8.469.252,30  84,88 
399.2'90,00  238.037,08  59,62  228.288,50 
102.980,00  . 59~198,36  . 51.49  58. 7"98, 36 
88.580,00  . 77.7 48,60  87,77  73.365,48 
46.000,00  33.380, en  72,57  33.380,92 
100,00 
99,98 
95,90 
99, 3Z 
94,36 
100,00 
10,3  t  10,3  -'="' 
I  I 
•  10.2  I  1o.z 
I 
I 
•  • 
7,2  '  6.9  I 
l 
f 
I  6,9  1  6,9 
I 
•  I 
'  1o,5  1  9,9 
I 
I 
I 
8,71  8,7 
I 
I 
I 
---------~  ------------------·  ---------------- -----··.f.·----·  I 
'  13.068.270,00  10.978.190,04  8~.01  10.961.586,34  99,85  10,11  10,1 
;  I 
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Heading 
Approps 
entered 
EUA 
Commitments  contracted  P~ents effected  Number  of· 
t-----,.-----+----_,_----~  12ths of 
Amount 
1- of  ~  of  the 
approps  Amount  commitments  approps 
used 
-----------~--------------------------------------4---------~---------
v  ('!).  (p\• 
~'  .  ._  . ;.-
1  5  I 
----·---r------~--------------------r------4-----~·~-----+~----~------~--~-J. 
I
f  .  ,  ;r 
-
TITLE  2  BUILDmGS,  EQUIPMENT  AND  MISCELLANEOUS  -
OPERATDTG  EXPENDITURE  -
Cha.pt$r  __ 21  Rental or buildings. and  associa~ed expenditure 
Chapter 22  Movable  ~opcwty and associated expenditure 
Chapter 23  Ourrent  administra.ti  ve  expenditure 
Chapter 24  EntertaJ.nment  and representation expenses 
Chapter 25  Expel'l..di ture for formal  and oth$r meetin€;s 
-. 
Chapter 26  Expenditure on studies,  surveys and 
consultations 
; 
Chapter 27  Expendi  t~  on publishing and  information 
TITLE  2  - TOTAL 
2.073. 990,00  1.853  .. '!66., 70 
S76e 2  50,00 · 
8~7.500,00  755.  ~64,  79  19111.  571~ 138,02: 
24,.210,00 
7l_.sso.oo  71.000~  13  71.000.13 
600,00 
. .  629.510,00 
.. ·:!  ~tl~j 
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- Heading  Approps 
entered 
Commitments  contracted 
Amount 
%of 
approps 
. EUA 
.  i 
Payments  effected  Number  of  1• 
-------i  12ths of 
%  of  the approps 
commitments  used  I  Amount 
(C)  (PlJ 
----~~~----------------------~~~---1--~  ___  z  __  ·~--3--~--4--~  ___  s __  ~_s  ___  , 
TITLE  _3_ 
Chapter 37 
TITLE  10 
Chapter 100 
Chapter  101 
EXPENDITURE  RESULTING  FROM  THE  INSTITUTION'S 
. CARRYING  OUT  SPECIAL  FUNCTIONS 
Expenditure relating tQ  certain institutions 
and bodies 
TITLE  3 - TOTAL 
oTHER  EXPENDITuRE 
Provisional appropriations 
Contingency reserve 
TITLE  10 --'TOTAL 
GRAND  TOTAL 
14.530,00 
-····- ·------- ------:---1. 
- ..  I  .  ~ 
·I  u.:.u. '"'.s.a1••••••••, •••r••·•~••:.••"• 
--------- .....  --~._._.........._..  -·----~·~---·-------
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I 
I 
I' 
..  I 
I 
I 
.  I 
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COURT  OF  AUDITORS -58-
"  I 
~  I 
•  I 
,._  I -59-
Expenditure during 1978 
I •  OVERALL  ASSESSMENT 
1.  ~p~r~p!i!t~o~s_ayail~b!e_i~ 1918_ 
Section V of the Budget  provides for initial approprations 
totalling ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  9•982.055 EUA 
2.  fm_El!:_m!n!_a_!i2_n_ 
Peyraenta  amounted to • • •• • ••  6.880.934,  77  EUA 
Commitments  not  settled 
amounted to ••••••••••••••••  251.586,11  EUA  (1) 
Appropriations not used  •••• 2.849·534,12  EUA  (1) 
The  appropriations not  used break down  as follows: 
(1) Remunerations,  allowances and other benefits 
relating to remunerations,  sickness and 
accident  cover 
(2)  Other staff-related expenditure 
(allowances and  expenses on  entering 
the service,  missions and  duty travel, 
social welfare expenditure) 
(3)  Administrative expenditure 
(Titles II and III of the Budget) 
633-401,48 
(1) Provisional figures taking account  of P8\Ylllents  as of 15  Ja.nua.ry  1979  a.nd 
subject to ohecking.  · -60-
3.  _!m~ll!!m~n.is_  t.2 y>,Er.£P.!:i.!tJ:,oas_bz E!e!P!.  .2,f_,<3~~l~m~n.!~­
!!.u.sl~t2_ 2_r_tr.,B:£}.S!,.er.,s_ 
A Supplementary :Budget  was  adopted  on  11  MaJr  1978.  It covered 
the creation of 32  permanent  posts  and  the elimination of three 
temporary posts.  As  the corresponding appropriations, 
817.550  EUA,  were  taken from  Chapter  101,  the Supplementar,r 
Budget did not  increase the Section V total. 
Transfers were  made  to offset the expenditure  incurred as the 
administrative machinery of the Court of Auditors was  set in 
motion.  The  total amount  of these transfers was  1.058.230  EUA, 
including transfers  from Chapter to Chapter  and.  from Article 
to Article or Item to Item. 
II. Comments  on expenditure by the Court  of Auditors 
Title  I 
During the last financial year,  only 71,67%  of the budgetary 
appropriations  final~ provided under Title I  could be  utilized as  the 
Court  was  justifiably very cautious in recru.i  ting its staff,  and 
staggered the operation over  a  substantial part of the year.  Moreover, 
it was  not possible to begin recruitment until the  second  quarter of 
1978.,  Consequently only three-quarters of the  amount  originally 
estimated were  required,  as  can be  seen from  the expenditure in Chapter 11 • 
Even though the Court  took the staggering of recruitment into account 
with regard to expenses  incurred on staff entering the service, there 
were  unforeseeable delays  chief~-because of having to give notice  and 
the  time  taken by removals,  which only took place several months  after 
staff had  entered the service. 
Title II 
The  p~ents and  commitments still to be settled represent 73,95%  of 
appropriations.  The  fact that an unexpended balance  accounts for 26,05% 
is due  to the difficulty in forecasting appropriations with no 
experience of the  amount  required and  above all of the rate of 
expenditure.  Those  i tams  of expend.i  ture most  closely bound up with the 
recruitment  of staff and  with control operations - a  more  accurate 
picture of these should be  provided b,y  the results of 1979  - were  also 
affected qy  the staggered recruitment of Court staff. - 61  -
Approm:iations  carried over  from  1971 
Payments  on all carryovers  {automatic carryovers  and  those subject to 
authorization),  a  total of 182.657,45  EUA,  accounted for 168.613,43 EUA, 
thus  showing a rate of utilization of 92,31%. -62-COMMISSION 
(Breakdown  by budget nomenclature) -64- ·. 
I. 
... 
.... 
', -,, . 
1.  ~pnroprin.tionn nvnil'\hlil  in 1918 
1 • 1  ,Armroprin t ionn  n·i~  i lnhln undor th"  1918  Budt;~Jt 
Tho  initi~l Dudgei  ndoptod  on  2J  Doeembor  1977  alloonted to the' 
Commission: 
tot~l  nppropri~tionn for  commit~ont: 
totnl  npproprintions  for  pn~~ontn& 
...  12.  4C? .1 )0.  795  EUA 
12. f37. 147. 303  EUA 
Tho  First  Am'!ndinr;  13udr,~t  nrlopted on  15  Februnry 1978  ndjustod the 
cstimntos  of  rovonu~ to rofleet  tho fnct that there eould be no  own 
ronourcca  fro:n  VAT,  owing to tho deln.v  in :tdoption of the requisite 
legislntion by  th'l  M~mhtH' Stl\tco.  Tho  totnl amount  of appropriations 
wno  not  nltorod. 
The  Sl.lcond  3upplomontnry  n.nd  Amending  Budi,{et  Ado~ed on  15  Maroh 
n.tlocntoo  tho followint; tvlditton11l  appropriation• to the Commission to 
cover totnl  commitm~nta nnd  pnymtntat  650.000  EUA 
dintrihutod ns  follows: 
ndminiotrn.t  i ve·  oxpandi  ture (Ti  "le 2) 
to cover new  pooto: 
to covor ocrtnin fin:mcial  oblig:ltione 
relnting to fishing in tho Adriatic  Sea: 
Tota.l  npproA.tiona for commi tmenta a.ro 
therefore inorencod tos 
435.000 EtJA 
215.000 EUA 
Total  appropriAtions for payments are 
incrensed to:  12.137  •  797.-303  EUA 
The  Third Supplementnry Budget  adopted on 11  Jh.v  oonoerns the Court  of' 
Auditors and does  not al  tor t·be  Commission' a  total •ppropriations. 
1 • 2  W,roprin.ti  ons  (lV:'l.ilable  from  1.9]1 
!..El'£2.P.ri~tione for commitment  out·o:t;mdin« 
Appropriations for commitment  outat,anding from  1977-:' amount  to: 
. 239.650.742.>  mA 
Breakdown: 
.....  n.grioul  t ure: 
- aooia.l  seotor: 
- regi  ona.l  EJeot ors 
- researcoh: 
- energy and industry: 
26•633.:853  EOA 
696~·565 EUA 
15.030.·887 EUA. 
13:4.450···541  IDA 
62."838.·896  l!lJA Aut omq,t ic cnrryove,rE! 
Autom~tio carryovers  total 
Breakdown: 
- nt,rricul ture 
- social sector 
- regional  sector 
- research,  onargy,  industry, 
tr:.tnsport 
- development  coopor~tion 
- ndministrA.tivo  expenditure 
- repn.,ymont  to tho  lw!embor  States 
of the costs incurred in 
collecting own  resources 
~Ton-autom:ttic  c~overs 
- 66-
1.309.9ffi.493  IDA 
82.689  •  .348  EUA  . 
83.083.30.3  FlJA 
118. 454· 689  EUA 
181. 296.387  IDA 
28.429.877  IDA 
The  lists of CA.rryovers  runounting 139·597·954  EUA  were  approved by the 
C  ounc i 1  9n  19  JW1o  and 18  Julyz 
for industry and transport 
for agrioul  ture 
for development  cooperation 
8.085.538  EUA 
128.266.358  EUA 
3.246.057  EtJA 
2.  Transfers  of appropriations between  Ch~pters 
The  attached Annex  C is a  summary  of the amounts  transferred between 
Chapters during the 1978  financial year  including transfers from 
Chapter 100  (Provisional  appropriations~ and  Chapter 101  (Contingency 
reserve).  Almost  all the Chapter 100  differentiated·appropriations 
were  transferred,  whereas  only 38%  of the non-differentiated 
appropriations were  drawn.  In all,  94%  of the appropriations in 
Chapter 101  were  transferred. 
Total movements  between Chapters  involved the transfer of 
173,406  million EUA  in appropriations for commitment  and  72,243  million EUA 
in appropriations for payment  as regards differentiated appropriations, 
and  9,815  million EUA  as  regards non-differentiated appropriations.  To 
this  should be  added  applications for the transfer of 829,000  million EUA 
between Chapters in the EAGGF  Guarantee Section which  are currently 
being examined by the Eudgetar,y Authority. - 67-
3.  Overall  review of the utilization  .... ?f appro;e:r;iationf! in  197~ 
Annexes  D and  E  give  a  Chapter-by-Chapter rundown  of the implementation 
of the appropriations for the financial year (Annex  D)  and appropriations 
carried over  (Annex  E). 
It should be  stressed that this is provisional.  However,  an assessment 
of the situation as  a  whole  calls for the following general  remarks: 
3.1  ~lamentation of the apgropriati.ons for the 1218  financial year 
itself 
3.1.1  Commitments  entered  in~ 
{a) pen-differentiated  ap~~2Eriations 
Taking the  Commission's Budget  as  a  whole,  99.%  of 
non-differentiated appropriations have been used;  whilst 
the equivalent  figure is only 60%  for Title 3  (Community 
policies in regard  t~ certain  s~ctors), it is between  90 
and  -100%  for the remaining Budget  Titles. 
{b)  Differentiated  ap~ropriations 
The  rate of utilization of differentiated appropriations 
(including appropriations for commitment  left over frqm  1977) 
varies widely from  area to  area~  It is: 
27%  for Chapter 30  (:~pendi  ture,: in the social sector)  : 
32%  in Chapter 32  (Expenditure under the  energy  p~licy) 
49.%  in Chapter 33  {Expenditure  on  research and  investment) 
39%  in Chapter 36  (Expenditure on  scientific and technical 
information and  on information management) 
6%  in Chapter 37  (Expenditure in the industrial and ·transport 
sectors) 
10o%  in Chapters 50  to 52  (Social Fund) 
93%  in Chapter 55·  (Regional Fund) 
54%  in Title 8  (EAGGF,  Guidance  Section) 
52%  in Chapters  93  and  94  (Cooperation with developing 
countries) 
o%  in Chapter 96  (Cooperation with non-member  countries). 
The  Chapter-by-Chapter remarks set out  later in this document 
bring out  the reasons for the  low utilization rate for certain 
appropriation.s.  It should nevertheless be noted tha.t 
appropriations not  committed remain available for the following 
financial year (Chapter 33  appropriations  remain available 
until cancelled by budgetary prooedure). - 6S-
, 
.,,...,..I  ',,, 
3.1.2  Payments 
(a)  Non-differentiated appropriations 
Where  it is a  matter of administrative expenditure or expenditure 
in the  form  of advances,  the percentage of p~ents in respect 
of commitments  entsred into is high.  In Titles 6 and 1 the 
implementation rate is even 1  oo% if we  take account of advances 
to the national  p~ng  agencies which  have to be  entered in the 
Budget  by  31  March  1  979. 
On  the other hand the rate of p~ent in Title 3 is low.  ·This 
Title involves intervention appropriations for programmes  in 
respect of which  p~ents are made  several months  after the 
commitments. 
(b)  Differentiated appropriations 
Except  in the case of Title 9,  where  only just 6%  of the 
appropriations for PC\YIDent  have been used,  the rate of utilization 
varies between  33  and  44%  depending on  the Budget  Title.  The 
unused  appropriations for  p~ent will be  carried over 
automatically to the next financial year. 
3.2  Implementation of appropriations carried over from  the 1977  financial 
year 
3.2.1  Automatic  carryovers 
(a)  Non-differentiated appropriations 
In certain sections of the Budget,  the  implementation of  '' 
appropriations carried over is unsatisfactor,y.  Whilst  almost 
the entire sum  has been implemented in Titles 4,  6 and 7,  the 
rate varies from  41  to 87%  in the remaining areas. 
The  Title 8  appropriations  (EAGGFt_Gu~dance Section)  for financial 
years prior to 1977,  of which  2o%  has  ~~en used,  and  the Chapter 58 
appropriations  (Aid to Friuli), of  whic.t~, 7%  ha.s  been used,  may 
be carried over for five years,  anci~oi7~if this proves neoessar,y. 
(b)  Differentiated appropriations 
All the appropriations for payment  oar1;.,..ed  over under the Social 
and  Regional  Funds  have  been used.  For Titles 3  and 8 utilization . 
rate is 55  and  7o%  respectively. 
3.2.2  Non-automatic  car£Yovers 
The  rate of utilization of authorized carryovers is satisfactor,y 
except  in Article 371  (Operations in the aerospace sector),  for 
which  the reasons are given in the comments  later in this document. 
The  appropriations for Title 8  (EAGGF,  Guidance  Sector)  m~  be 
ca-rried over again. 
.  •' '  \  i . 
i 
'  '~  > 
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~  ~-'•'' 
. TITLE  1 - EXPENDITURE  RELATING  TO  PERSONS  WORKING  WITH  THE  INSTITUTION 
The  appropriations inTi  tle 1 - Chapters 10 to 15  - amounted to  a.  total 
of 385,3  m EUA.  Of  this sum,  90%  was  utilized in commitments  and 
B&fo  in payments.  In all,  7~  of the appropriations carried over from the 
1977  financial year - 3,9  m EUA  - have  now  been utilized. 
' Chapter  10  - Members  of the institution 
Chapter  11  - Staff 
Chapter  12  - Allowances  and  eXF!nses  on  ent~ring and  on  leaying the service 
and  on  tra.psfer 
The  factors determining the appropriations entered under Chapters  10, 
~  11  and  12  were  notably: 
' the number  of Members  of the  Commission, 
the number  of staff authorized in the establishment plan, 
· the number  of reoipients of pensions and va.tious allowances,  , 
· the  level of  re~erations, pensions and allowances authorized when  the 
Budget  was  drawn  up  in February/March  1977,  and the provisions relating 
· to the  possible adjustment  of remunerations  to be  decided by the  Council 
during the  1977  a.nd  1978  financial years. 
The  foreseeable  requirements have  thus been fully met. 
However,  the acuta.l utilization of appropriations depends primarily on: 
, the number  of posts occupied, 
' the  level of remunerations actually sruthori~d by the Council. 
· The  number  of posts ha.s  evolved as follows  a· 
1977  authorization 
new  posts created ins  ! 
(i) the ordinary 1978  Budget , 
( ii) the Second Supplementa.ey :cmd. 
Amending  Budget of 1978 
l 
l 
Final  197~ authorization 
1 
8.048 
246 
84 
8.378 The  pattern of filling the posts authorized is as follows:  '" 
Vacant  posts 
at  31  December  1977 
excluding posts in the 
Official Publications Office 
at 1 January 1978 
posts created by 
(a)  the  1978  ordinary Budget 
the Second Supplementary 
Categories 
A,B,C  and  D 
134. 
-26 
108' 
226 
(b) 
and  Amending  Budget  of 1978  84 
418 
posts vacated following staff 
changes  186 
604 
Language  Total 
Service 
123  257 
-26 
123  231 
20  246 
84 
143  561 
19  205 
162  766 
It is because  of the  766  vacant posts,  which  remained unfilled for 
var,ying lengths of time,  that appropriations were  available at the  end 
of the financial year,  especially in Chapters  11  and  12. 
Thanks  to satisfactory recruiting in 1978,  the  figure  for vacant posts 
at  31  December  1978  was  reduced from  231  to  223  (including 59  LA  posts). 
The  number  of vacancies  shows  a'slight decrease,  therefore,  compared 
to the  situation at the beginning of the financial year. 
As  to  Council  Decisions on  the adjustment of remunerations, it should be 
recalled that. requirements for appropriations are  determined on  the basis 
of estimates,  whereas  authorized appropriations are  only utilized on  the 
'basis of the decisions which  the  Council actually adopts. 
1<: 
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The  statement below provides a  significant comment  on  this point in 
. respect of staff employed  in Belgium and  Luxemb~urg: 
(i) 
(ii) 
the base  figures for calculating- in
1February/Ma.rch  1977- the 
appropriations which  would  be  require·d for  1978,  and 
the decisions actually taken by the  Council after February/March  1977 
which-thus affect the utilization of appropriations for 1978. 
In keeping with the  above  gap,  a  portion of the appropriations corresponding 
to the gap has not been utilized and has·  therefore lapsed. 
The  4·95%  saving affects the  Commission  Budget  as follows: 
- Chapter  10: 
- Chapter  11: 
- Chapter  12: 
97.$%  of the appropriations· 
94.1%  of the appropriations 
88.9%  of the appropriations. 
For information purposes it should also be noted that savings have  been 
possible for the  same  reasons in the appropriations set aside for: 
the Euratom Supply Agency  (Article  280) 
the Official Publications Office  (Article 287) 
the European Schools  (Article 289) 
the  EAC  (Article 943) 
the European  Centre,  Berlin (Item 3010) 
the European  Foundation for the Improvement  of Living and  Working 
Conditions,  Dublin  (Article 359)· 
,,_ r: 
I 
In order to coordinate and  harmonize  the ways  in which  requirements tor 
staff appropriations are calculated,  the  Commission  has proposed to the 
other institutions that they should base their estimates on  the  same 
criteria.  Where  they have  accepted this proposal,  they will have  the 
same  percentage of excess appropriations aa the  Commission. 
A figure  of 2,08 million EUA  has been included in the provisional 
appropriations for Chapter  100 as a  reserve in respect of various posts· 
covered by Chapter  11.  It has not been necessary tQ  use this reserve 
and  the appropriation has therefore been cancelled. 
Implementation of the appropriations' allocated or increased by Parliament 
exercising its margin for manoeuvre  ! 
~~Y changes in the establishment plan are due  to the alterations 
decided by Parliament.  The  changes  ~re: 
(a)  the increase in the number  of posts 
; 
partially offset by a  cut .in  the 
number  of LA  posts  ! 
I 
net increase 
i 
+  115 
- 20 
!I  95  'i 
In aooorda.noe /with  the  guidelines laid clowri  b7 Parliament,  the  Commission 
assigned these new  posts as follows:! 
: Safeguards 
. EAGGF 
General  services staff  compleme~t 
I 
~BA,  25B,  10C 
17B,  20C 
10B,  25C 
'  ~  ' 
posts . 
posts 
posts 
Out  of these  115  posts' all the  C' Category A  nposts have  been  filled~  As 
to the  107  Category B and  C pos~s,  17  were  still not filled a.t  the end 
of the  1978  financial year,  the::reserve lists having been used up; 
(b)  The  creation of 25  permanent  C poets Qffset by abolishing the 
same  number  of local staff poets. 
: .as  e:.  result,  25·1oc~l stdf hav' _now:tilled these permanent posts, after 
passing a  competition in accordance with the Staff Regulations; 
(c)  A total of 91  posts have  been upgraded.- · In a.ll,  9.1  posts in · 
Categories A,  B  and  C have  been upgraded,  which has enabled the 
Commission  to approve.  advancements  endelimina.te some  of the bottlenecks 
·for certain grades which have  arisen in the last few  years. 
I 
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Chapter  13  ..  Expenditure relating to missions  and  duty travel 
A total of 88%  of the  1978  appropriations for this Chapter have been 
committed,  while  65%  of the  appropriations carried over from  the  1977 
financial year have  been utilized. 
That  some  of the  1978  appropriations are still available is due  to two 
main  reasons: 
(i)  the  increase in transport costs has been less significant than 
forecast; 
(ii)  during 1978  the  Commission  proposed that the  Council  should 
change  the rates of the daily mission allowance.  The  Council 
Decision differs considerably from  t~~ Commission's original 
proposal  with regard to the date when  such  changes enter into 
force  (proposal:  1 January 1978;  decision:  1 October  1978). 
Chapter  14  - EXpenditure  on  social welfare 
In all,  99%  of the  1978  appropri~tions for  ~his Chapter have  been 
committed,  while  77%  of the  appr~priations carried over from  1977 
have  been utili  zed. 
1
: 
Chapter  15  - Organization of internal trainins courses  for atatt 
Ths  1978  appropriations for this Chapter have  been fully committed,  while 
77%  of the  appropriations carried over from  1977  have  been utilized. 
•I 
* 
<I 
*'  * 
Where  certain commitments  entered into in respect of Title  1 had not 
given rise to payments  by  15  January 1979,  the appropriations 
concerned were  carried over automatically.  As  in the previous financial 
years,  no  non-automatic carryover was  requested. -74-
TITLE  2  - BUILDINGS,  EQUIPMENT  AND  MISCELLANEOt.B  ADMINISTRATIVE  EXPENDITURE 
':Phe  to  "tal  appropriations available in 1978  for Title  2  were  186,6 million EUA, 
of which  162,1  million EUA  were  appropriations for the  1978  financial year 
and  24,5  million EUA  were  appropriations cartied over from  1977.  Comrni tments 
were  entered into  (156,5 million EUA)  in respect of  96'/o  of the appropriations 
for the fina  .  .ncial year. 
'l'otal  payments  made  ( 145,7  million EUA)  represented  7&%  of appropriations 
for the financial year and appropriations  carried over from  1977  combined. 
Payments  from  appropriations for  .. the financial  year amounted  to  77%, 
while  87%  of appropriations carried over from  1977  were  utilized. 
Chanter  20  - Immovable  propertl  investment~ 
In al1 7  97%  of the  appropriation of 145.000 EUA,  set aside for expenditure 
on  the  extension of the Jean Monnet  building in Luxembourg,  were 
committed,  having been  transferred from  Chapter  100  to Article  202. 
Payments  were  made  in respect of 87%  of the appropriation. 
Chapter  21  - Rental  of buildi,ngs ·and  associated expend.i ture 
More  than  99%  of _the  appropriations for this Chapter were  committed. 
As  the  extension to the Jean Monnet  building in Luxembourg  will be 
finished  only towards  the  end  of 1979,  no  payment  has been  made  from 
the appropriation of 494.000 EUA,  which  was  earmarked for the rent and 
entered under  Chapter  100. 
Chapter  22  - Movable  property and  associated expenditure 
Qhapter  23  - CtiTrent  administrative expenditure 
For each  of these  two  Chapters,  99%  of the  a~propriations for  commitment 
have  been utilized,  and  there are no  particular comments  arising. 
Chapter 24- ;EDterta.;inment  and  representation expenditure  - Expenditure in connection with this  Chapter is governed by special internal 
rules.  The  rate of utilization  (commitments)  for  1978  appropriations is 
95%· 
Chapter  25  - E¢penditure  on  formal  and  other meetings 
In all,  92%  of the  appropriations set aside for this  Chapter for the 
financial  year were  committed.  A total of 69%  of the appropriations 
were  used for payments  and include  payments  entered in a  holding account 
whilst the  responsible department  oarries out the  formal  validation  ' 
of the expenditure. ,,l 
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Chapter 26  - Expenditure  on  studies,  surveys and  consultations 
In the first quarter of the financial year the  Commission  authorized 
finance  for a  programme  of studies accounting for 9,7  twelfths of the 
total proeramme  allocation entered in the  Chapter.  In the  second 
quarter the  Commission  completed this programme,  which resulted in 
ten twelfths of the appropriations being utilized.  At  30  June  1978  the 
commitment  of the  relevant expenditure had used up  6,6 twelfths of the  , 
allocation.  Thanks  to the  compulsory time  limits for the  commitment  of 
appropriations set by the  Commission  each year on  30  September it was 
possible to allocate the  amount  which  had not been committed,  i.e. one 
twelfth,  to the final  adjustment of the  programme  in keeping with 
the  most  recent developments. 
The  management.of  the  studies during the  1978  financial year brought 
the  total  commitment  up  to 11,6  twelfths of the  Chapter allocation. 
The  table  on  the  following page  shows  how  all the appropriations were 
utilized during the financial year. 
'1 
Implementation of the appropriat1ons allocated or increased by Parliament 
exercisin~ its mar~in for manoeuvre  · 
On  5 July 1978  the  COmmission  approved the allotment, ·as requested by 
Parliament,  of an appropriation of  160.000 EUA  entered under Article  266 
to studies on  the  situation with regard to fishing and tourismn the 
border regions between  the  UK  and the  Republic of Ireland (Amendment 
No  301  by Parliament).  All  of this allocation was  committed during the 
second quarter. 
Chapter  27  - Expenditure  on publishing and  information 
In all,  99%  of the appropriations for the financial year were  committed. 
The  high rate of utilization is explained,  as in other Chapters,  by 
the uniform rate at which  the appropriations in the various budget 
headings  were  spent. 
Implementation of the  appropriations allocated or increased by Parliament 
exercising its margin for manoeuvre 
As  to Item 2129,  information projects relating to direct elections to the 
European Parliament,  the 5 million EUA  entered as appropriations have 
been fully committed at  31  December  1978  after the  Commission  and Parliament 
had agreed how  they should be utilized. I  ' 
" 
Sill'J!{ARY  TABLE  AT  31  DECF2r:BER  1978  OF  THE  UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  STUDIES 
( CHAFTSR  26 
Budget· heading  [Appr9pria.tior: s  Commitments  Payments 
1977 
A  B 
260  -
Consultations,  studies and surveys of limited  sco~  0 
·r~  1.170.00 
261·- Studies and surveys of the short-term economic  1.677.000 
262  C  h  .  C  . t  t  d.  d  situation  - ompre  ens1. ve  ommun1.  y s  u  1.es  an  genera.! surveys 
26)0 -
26J1-
26)2  -
2633  -
2634  -
Studies provided for in Article 46, 3rd paragra!olj_ht 
1
-
Studies provided for in Article 46, 3rd  paragra~Jl:at 
2 
Studies provided-for-in Article 46, 3J:.d.  paragranh..~.:: 
·  ·  pOl.nt  3 
Studies provided for in Article 46,  3rd para.gravh:a 
pol.n.,  4 
Studies provided for in Article 46, 3rd paragra_phht 
5  (Economic  and social studies provided for  pol. 
in -Article 46  of the ECSC  Treaty)  _ 
264 -Statistical studies and  surveys 
2650 -Studies in the context of technical assistance for 
nuclear power plant operators  A 
2651  -Studies of .safety techniques  ..  , .. :  . 
2652  - Studies on advanced reactor designs 
26)) -studies on the nuclear fuel  cycle 
266  _Regional  studies at the request of the  Member  Statec 
267  -sectoral studies and  surveys  on  competition 
'fota.l 
'  I  I  i' l  t  I  , 
1  ! 
1.510.000 
18.500 
0 
469.500~ 
100.000 
60.000 
J 
7.000.000 . 
25.000 
250.000 
100.000. 
1;25. 000  . 
500.000 
250.000 
13.255.000 
c 
1.154.184 
1.626.350 
1.376.810-
17.409 
0 
429.487 
93.646 
58.845 
:l 
6.813.877 
24.055 
248.875 
94.051 
496.298 . 
248.513 
12.806.593 
'  ! 
D 
535.005 
438.253 
448.419 
8.896 
0 
:266.952 
28.138 
8.058 
3.222.852 
9.556 
46.739 
18.642 
47.375 
130.770 
85.425 
5.295.080 
in EUA 
Commitments  as 
a  pereentage  oj 
appropriations 
E 
99 
97 
91 
94 
0 
91 
94 
98 
97 
96 
99 
94 
99 
99 
99 
97 
I  ....... 
..  0\ 
I  -··~ 280 .  . 
281  .  . 
283  .  . 
287  .  . 
289  .  . 
......... 
-; ·-
Chuptel"  23 ..  ~luboidicn  tor balancing budgets 
In all,  91)~ of all approprintiono for Chapter 28  have  been  oommi tted. 
1be  situation with  regard  to each Article is as  follows~ 
Institution  Amount  (EUA)  Utili-
zation 
Appropriat- Commitments  on 
ions 
Euratom Supply Agency  - 840.700  794.900  95 
Business  Cooperation  Centre 
86.300  83.783  97 
European  Foundation  500.000  - 0 
Official Publications Office  10.978.100  9.891.560  90 
~uropean Schools  .  - 27.291.900  25.433.500  93 
" 
~ 
Total  39.697.000 36.203.743  91 
\'lith regard to Articles 280  - Euratom Supply Agency,  287  - Official 
Publications Office  and.  289  """  European  ~,ohools,  staff expenditure 
was  less than provided for in the esti,tes since  compensation for 
the  increase in the  cost of living and  he  preservation of purchasing 
power  have  not  meant  the  expected large. salary increases  (see  the 
comments  on  Title  1).  If t~~s had not Qeen  the  case,  the appr9priations 
would  have  been utilized more  quickly. 
No  appropriations were  allocated to Article 288  for the European 
TJni versi  t.v  Institute  (Florence). 
Implementation  of the  nnpronriations  opened  or increased by Parliament 
exercisine its margin  for munoeuvre 
Article  282- Euronean  Communities'  Institute for Economic  Analysis  and 
Research 
The  appropriation of  3,05 million EUA  entered under Chapter  100  was  not 
drawn  on,  as  the  Colmcil  had adopted no  substantive decision.  ,.. 
Article  283  - European  Foundatio~ 
No  commitment  was  made  in respect of the appropriation of 500.000 EUA, 
since no  formal  agreement  setting up the  Fbundation has yet been 
completed. -78-
9l'l~.q)ter  29  - Subsidies  and  financial contributions 
Tne  co~~itments- representing more  than  9~  of the appropriations-
indicate normal  consumption. 
Im-:)lement8.tion  of  ~he. appropriations  opened or increased by Parliament 
exercising its margin for manoeuvre 
The  satisfactory completion of discussions enabled the appropriation 
allocated to Article  293  to be  fully utilized (subsidy in respect  of 
certain activities of non-governmental  organizations pursuing humanitarian 
aims  and  promoting human  rights). 
.. f, 
j 
-; 
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TITLE  3 - COMltlUNITY  POLICIES  IN REGARD,  .PARTICULARLY,  TO  RESEARCH, 
TECfffiOLOGY,  INDUSTRY,  THE  SOCIAL  SECTOR,  THE  ENVIRONMENT  AN,D 
THE  SUPPLY  OF  ENERGY  AND  RAvl  ~JJ\TERIAI.S 
Chapter  30 -Expenditure in the social sector 
This Chapter contains both differentiated and non-differentiated 
appropriations.  · 
Some  6,12 m EUA,  or more  than half,  of the  11,76 m EUA  in total 
appropriations for commitments  relate to headings for which  the 
appropriations are differentiated. 
1.  Non-differentiated appropriations 
These  concern all the Articles in this Chapter with the exception of 
Articles 303  and  306,  dealt with below. 
(a)  Appropriations for the  current financial year 
The  expenditure  concerns the European  Centre for the  Development  of 
Vocational  Training in Berlin,  exchanges of young  workers,  measures 
under  the employment  policy and  the European  Trade Union Institute. 
Commitments  for all these measures accounted for 95%  of available 
appropriations at  31  December.  This rate would not have  been achieved 
completely without a  slight redistribution of appropriations at the  end 
of the financial year (transfers of 80.000  EUA  from Article  300  and 
15.000  EUA  from  Item 3051:  35.000  EUA  to Item 3050  and  35.000  EUA  to 
Article 304) •  Payments  have been .made  against more  than two-thirds of 
these  commitments.  With  regard to the European  Trade Union Institute 
(Article  307),  with which  the  agreement governing its relations with 
the  Community  was  signed on  7 June,  half the appropriation of 
500.000  EUA  allocated to it has been disbursed.  An  additional instalment 
of  10Q  .• OOO  EUA,  committed but not paid and  thus  carried over to 1979, 
can  be paid to the Institute if its actual expenditure  justifies this. 
At  31  December  only 2, 25  m EUA  of tha 2, 80 m  EUA appropriation in :H:.em  3010 for  the 
European  Centre  for the  Development  of Vocational Training in Berlin had 
been paid.  The  Commission  reserves the right to make  additional  payments 
from  automatic carryovers at the beginning of 1979  on  the basis of the 
Centre's actual expenditure in 1978.  The  utilization of this subsidy is 
shown  in the  Centre's accounts,  which are  submitted annually to the 
Court  of Auditors and the Budgetary Authority,  as set out in Article  12 
of Council  Regulation 337/75  setting up  the  Centre. 
Note  the non-utilization of the appropriation for Article  309  "Community 
aid to workers  made  redundant in the Italian sulphur mines",  an operation 
which  is being phased out and for which no  appropriation was  entered in 
the  1979  Budget. 
(b)  Appropriations  carried over 
Leaving aside  the appropriation carried over from Article .303,  to which 
appropriations which  are differentiated and thus treated separately have 
been allocated since  1978,  the carryover of appropriations amounted to 
0,68 m EUA,  0,61  of which  have  been disbursed,  the balance being distributed 
among  the various Items. -so-
2.  Differentiated  appronriation~ 
These  concern Article  303  (Community  measures to improve  migrant  and 
handicapped workers  1  living oondi  tiona)  and Article  306  (Pilot research 
projects on  action to  combat  poverty). 
(a)_  Article  303 
The  implementation of commitments  for Article  303  is complete 
(1,12  m EUA).  The  implementation of payments is not:  the 
appropriations available for payments  amounted  to  1,15 m EUA, 
taking into account the appropriations automatically carried over 
from  1977.  Of  this total, 0 767  rn  EUA- 58%- have  been used.  An 
appropriation of 0,36 m EUA  is automatically carried over to the 
1979  financial year.  The  difference  between the  utilization rate 
of commitments  and that of payments  shows  how  sound it was  to 
include  this type  of expenditure - housing- among  the differentiated 
appropriations as from  1978  - thanks to amendments  by the European 
Parliament. 
(b)  Article  306 
As  regards Article  306  (Action to  combat  poverty),  although the 
accounting statement  shows  only a  commitment  of 0,67  m EUA, 
utilization of the appropriations for  commitment  has been  almost 
complete:  5,46  of the 5,54  m EUA  available,  taking into account an 
appropriation of 0,54 m EUA  carried over from  1977,  even  though this 
will not  show  up  in the accounts until the beginning of 1979. 
This action,  which  began at the  end of 1975,  is continued from  year 
to year by a  Commission  decision at the  end of the financial year. 
Since the  Commission  decision of December  1978  did not appear in 
the  accounts before the end of the financial year,  the appropriations 
which  were  not used in 1978  will be  committed at the beginning of 
1979  as appropriations carried over from  1978  and thus available in 
1979  in accordance  with Article 6(2)(a) of the Financial Regulation 
of  21  December 1977.  . 
As  for the appropriations available for payments,  2,8 m EUA  were 
used out  of 3,8 (three-quarters),  taking into account  an automatic 
carryover of 0,9  m EUA,  which  was  entirely spent. 
The  unused  remainder of 1  m EUA  is thus automatically carried over 
to the  1979  financial year. 
Implementation  of appropriations introduced or increased by the 
European Parliament within its margin  of manoeuvre 
Apart  from  the  comments  above  on  Articles  303,  306  and  307,  the 
consumption of the appropriations under the headings where  the 
European Parliament made  amendments  (Items  3021,  3030,  3031,  3050, 
3051,  Articles 306  and  307)  may  be  considered normal. ~~ 
I 
i 
• 
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Chapter  31  - Exnenditure  in the agricultural sector 
(1)  Implementation of the appropriations for the financial year 
Of  the 7.993.700 EUA  in appropriations entered in the Budget,  6.075.794 
were  committed,  a  rate of utilization of 7~. 
Two  series of budget headings  may  be  identified: 
those where  the utilization of appropriations has been complete,  and 
those where it has not been  complete. 
(a)  Complete  utilization of appropriations 
.I.te_m~3•1•0~3- (Community  contribution towards  the  campaign  against foot-and-
mouth  disease  outside the  Community):  448.000  EUA  contribution 
towards  the building of an institute for combatting this 
disease in Ankara. 
Item 3121  (Comparative trails of seedlings and seeds):  133.000 EUA. 
This is concerned with  Community  tests of seedlings and 
seeds to control  observance  of Community  regulations in 
this sector. 
Article  313:(Farm accountancy data network):  1.540.000 EUA.  This is 
concerned with observation of Community  farms  on  the basis of 
representative sampling. 
Article  314:(Agricultural research):  2.990.000 EUA.  Utilization of these 
appropriations made  it possible to continue  implementation of 
the agricultural research programmes  decided on  by the 
Council  and  the maintenance  and updating of the permanent 
inventory of EEC  agricultural research programmes. 
Article  316:(Community action relating to the vocational training of 
farmers):  131.100 EUA.  This  subsi~ was  given to  CEPFAR, 
which  performs  a  number  of taSks of general interest in the 
field of vocational training for farmers. 
(b)  Partial utilization of appropriations 
Item  3105  (Action in the event of outbreaks of epizootic disease).  Of 
the  2.500.000 EUA  entered in the Budget,  779.780 were 
committed,  a  utilization rate of 31,1%.  The  appropriations 
used made  it possible to check an  outbreak of African  swine 
fever in Sardinia.  Since this appropriation is meant  to be 
used only in an emergency,  when  an outbreak of epizootic 
disease  occurs, it is only used when  needed:  the utilization 
rate does not,  therefore,· have  the  same  significance as for 
other budget headings. 
Item  3111  (Veterinary inspection of the application of Community  rules 
and regulations).  Of  the  36.300 EUA  entered in the Budget, 
none  was  committed,  since the Member  States did not avail 
themselves of the opportunity  • 
Item 3112- (Veterinary inspection in non-member  countries):  25.717  EUA 
were  committed,  i.e.  28%  of the appropriation entered in the 
Budget. - 82  -
Article  315:(Training of national officials responsible for monitoring 
EAGGF  expenditure):  18,2%  of the appropriations were 
committed- under-utilization attributable to the difficulties 
of organizing seminars for training officials responsible 
for monitoring EAGGF  expenditure. 
(2)  Implementation of carryovers of appropriations 
Of  the  3.216.126  EUA  carried over,  2.038.486  EUA  were  paid, i.e.  63,3,%. 
It is mainly under  two  AI·ticles that implementation was  incomplete: 
Article  314 - (Agricultural research).,  This is a  matter of contracts 
w~th research institutes where  part of the work  has not been carried out 
or is not  ye·t  finished  ( 89%  utilization). 
Article  3'13  - (Farm  accountancy data network)"  Payments  are  made  very 
late because  of the  checks which  have  to be  made  on  the results obtained 
(9,4%  utilization). 
Implementation of the appropriations introduced or increased by the 
European Parliament within its margin of manoeuvre. 
It will be  recal~ed that the allocation to Article  316  was  raised from 
50.000  EUA  to  131.100  EUA  by  an  amendment  made  by the European  Parliament. 
The  appropriation adopted  was  completely utilized. - 83-
Chapter  32  - Exoendi ture under the  energy policy 
A total of  17%  of the  80.000.000 EUA  in appropriations for commitment 
entered under this Chapter for the  1978  financial year were  used; 
this was  devoted to the actions adopted in the hydrocarbons  sector 
(first part) and to uranium prospecting. 
On  the  other hand,  utilization of the appropriations for payment,  based 
mainly on  the financial  provisions of the contracts concluded by the 
Commission  in the hydrocarbons and uranium sectors,  accounts for only 
10%  of the appropriations entered in the Budget  (46.300.000 EUA). 
A total of 4~ of the appropriations for payment  carried over from  the 
previous year was used,  the  remainder being cancelled. 
The  low level of consumption of the appropriations entered under this 
Chapter reflects the difficulties encountered by the  Commission  in getting 
its proposals approved by the  Council. 
Implementation of appropriations.,introduced·or increased by the European 
Parliament within its margin  of manoeuvre 
Article  320  - Projects in the hydrocarbons  sector 
Item 3200- Community  technological development  projects 
The  Council  having approved  the fourth series of projects in accordance 
with Regulation  (EEC)  3056/73  of 9 November  1973  (OJ  L  312  of  13  November  1973) 
on  30  October 1978,  an initial portion was  committed,  as well as the 
remainder of the  1977  contracts,  against the  outstanding appropriations 
for commitment  (100%)  and the appropriations entered in the  1978  Budget  (25%). 
The  second part of the  1978  contracts will be  committed in 1979  against 
the appropriations for  commitment  carried over from  1978. 
Utilization of the appropriations for payment,  which is based on  the 
financial  provisions of the contracts,  represents only  14%  of the 
appropriations entered in the Budget  for this financial  year.  The  balance 
will be  used as the  Commission  approves the progress reports on  each 
project.  · 
Utilization of the  carryovers of appropriations for payment  is normal  and 
is based on  the financial provisions of the various contracts  •. 
Item  3201  - Joint projects in prospecting for hy4rocarbons 
The  utilization of these appropriatinns is still waiting for adoption by 
the  Council  of a  regulation on  the basis of Article 235  of the EEC  Treaty. 
The  Commission  hopes thathis regulation will be  adopted at the beginning 
of 1979;  the Budgetary Authority accordingly authorized a  precautionary 
transfer from  Chapter .100  to  the appropriate budget heading,  so  that 
these appropriations will be  available in 1979. 
Article  321  -Prospecting for uranium deposits 
The  Commission  having approved the selected projects,  the  commitments 
were  made  before  the end of the  financial year. 
Utilization of the appropriations for payment  account for only  1~ of the 
appropriations entered in the Budget,  but it matches with the  financial 
provisions of the  contracts concluded in connection with this project. - 84-
Utilization of the appropriations carried over from the  1977  fiancial 
year is on  the basis of the financial provisions of the various contracts. 
Article  323  - Use  of coal  in power  stations 
For  lack of a  decision by the  Council  on  the proposal for a  regulation 
submitted by the  Commission in December  1976,  utilization of this 
appropriation is still pending. 
Article  324- Aids  to  demonstration urojects under  the  Community 
energy policy 
The  basic Regulations  concerning granting of financial  support in this 
sector were  adopted by the  Co~~cil on  16  June  1978.  In December  1978, 
the  Commission  prese11ted  ru1  initial series of projects corresponding 
to the  Community  intervention criteria which will make  it possible to 
use  the appropriations entered in the  1978  Budget,  as  soon as agreement 
is reached  on  this initial series. 
Article  329  - Euratom  loans 
Under  the  Council  Decision of 29  March  1977  (OJ  L 88  of 6 April  1977), 
the  Commission  is empowered  to contract loans up to a  caling of 
500.000.000 EUA  'to  finance nuclear power  st-ations. 
Two  loans were  made  in 1978,  one  in July for Sw  F 8o.ooo.ooo  and the 
other in December  for 149-400·000.  At  31  December  1978,  the total of 
Euratom  loans thus  stood at the equivalent of 174,000.000 EUA. 
; 
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Chapter  33- Expenditura on  research and  investment 
The  four-year  (1977-Bo)  programme  of the Joint Research  Centre  (direct 
actions)  and  a  series of indirect action projects carried out under 
contract  (indirect actions) were  continued  or~  in the  case  of  some 
new  actions,  launched in 1978. 
As  for indirect actions, it should be  remembered  that the appropriations 
for commitment  amount  to 89  9 m EUA  (including 81,9  m EUA  in appropriations 
for commitment  from  1976-77~ relating to  the JET  project,  the  incorporation 
of which  in the  "plasma fusion and physics" programme  was  decided only 
on  30  May  1978.  Consequently,  the launching of this project in 1978  was 
subject to considerable delays - which  explains the  large amount  in 
appropriations for  commitment  (83,468  m EUA)  still outstanding at 
31  December  1978.  This applies equally to certain other indirect  · 
actions not decided on  by the  Council until March  and July 1978 
(primary raw materials;  uranium ore prospecting and processing;  long-term 
forecasts and assessments). 
Taking into account the  outstanding JET  appr.opriations ·mentioned above, 
implementation of the Budget  is as follows: 
Appropriations for  commitment 
m EUA 
Approps.  Approps.  JET  Total  Approps.  Use % 
carried  entered  approps approps.  commit- in rel-
over from  in 1978  . outstan· actua].y  ted  at  ion 
1977  Budget.  ding  to be  to. 
taking  at  consid- approp. 
·account  31.12. 78  ered  actually 
of  for 1978  avail-
transfers  able 
'  ~ ...  - - -·  ..  ·- - -~ ~  -.  --
1  2  3  1+2-3 
Indirect action  124,.873  64,465  83,468  105,870  65,527  62 
Direct action·  . 9,578  119,262  - 128,840  89,271  69 
( 1) 
TOTAL 
134,451  183,727  83,468  23L,,. 710  154,798  66__j 
Furthermore,  mention  must  be  made  of the fact that  17 1093  m EUA  in 
appropriations for commitment  were  blocked provisionally at the end of 
the financial year for contracts under negotiation for the indirect action. 
(1)Including 51076  m EUA  in revenues for services rendered to outside bodies 
or individuals. -86-
Appropriations for payment 
m EUA 
Approps.  JET  Total  Payments  Use  %in 
entered  a.pprops.  approps.  made  relation 
in 1978  carried  to be  to  approps 
Budget  over to  considered  actually 
taking  1979  for 1978  available 
account  of 
transfers 
1  2  1  - 2 
I 
Indirect action  97,016  15,000  82,016  36,200 
Direct  action  122,454  - 122,454  7,0,306 
TOTAL  219,470  15,000  204,470  106,506 
Like  tho  appropriations for commitment  destined for the  JET  project, 
the  appropriations for payment  relating to that project must  be 
considered separately.  They  have been carried over to the  1979 
financial year. 
As  regards the utilization of the appropriations for payment  carried 
over from  1977,  it should be  pointed out that 14,952  m EUA  of these. 
carryovers relating to the  JET  project  could not  be used because  of 
delczys  in launching this programme.  In view of this fact,  the  amount 
to be  considered is thus 66 ,050  m EUA  instead of 81  ,002  m EUA  and the 
utilization of appropriations is 71%  instead of 58%. 
44 
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Implementation of anEropriations introduced or increased by the European 
Parliament within its margin of man2.euvre 
Item 3358.- Xrradiated fuel reprocessing 
The  appropriation of 1.ooo.ooo  EUA  entered in Chapter 100  lvas  not used. 
The  Commission r-lill  be  unable to draw  up  a  proposal for a  research 
programme  in this field.until the  Council  approves the document  on 
Community  strategy on  the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuels 
(COM(77)331  final of 15  July 1977). 
Item  3329  - Decommissioning of nuclear installations 
The  appropriation of 500 .coo  EOA  entered in Chapter 100  was  not used, 
since the  Council has not yet decided on the three-year programme 
(1978-80)  put to it by the  Commission  on  28  April  1978. 
Item  3361  - Primary ra\v  materials 
The  appropriations allocated amount  to  5·000~00 EUA  in appropriations 
for  commitment  and  2.000.000 EUA  in appropriations for  p~ent. 
I 
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Only  a  small  proportion of these appropriations has been utilized because 
the programme  was  not  adopted until 6 March  1978  and  effective 
implementation has been  del~ed by  such factors as staff recruitment, 
negotiation of contracts and  consultation of the Advisor.r  Committee.  on 
Programme  Management.  A large  sum  in appropriations for commitments  will 
be  utilized at the beginning of t~e 1979  financial year. 
Item  3362  - Long-term  forecasts  and  assessments 
The  appropriations allocated to this Item amount  to 179·400  EOA  in 
appropriations for commitment  and  532.600  EUA  in appropriations for 
p~ent, 72.000  EUA  of which have  been committed  and  13.000  EUA  paid out. 
,·  Item  3364  - Uranium  ore  prospecting and  processing 
Since the programme  was  not  adopted until 6 Maroh  1978 1  only a  small 
proportion of the appropriations for this :J;te,m  (2.846.000  EUA  in  : 
appropriations for commitment  a.nd·aoo.ooo EUA:in  appropriations for 
p~ent) has  as yet been used.  Here,  too,  work  on  starting the 
programme  (invitations to tender,  ACPM,  etc~ 'has  caused deley in using 
the appropriations.  ' 
Item  3371  - Implementation of coordinated projects 
No  programme  decisions having been taken,  the' appropriations for 
commitment  (615 .000  EUA)  and  appro.priations for paJ1111ent  (475·700  EUA) 
were  provisionally entered in Chapter  100.  Qnce  the decisions on  the 
town  planning,  medical research and  food technology programmes  had  b~en 
taken by the Council- on  7,  13  and  20  ~bruar.y respectively- the 
Commission  applied to the Budgetar.y Authority for the transfer from 
Chapter 100  to Item  3371  of 577.000  EUA  in appropriations for commitment 
and 443.500  EUA  in appropriations for  p~ent - the requirement for 1978. 
Approval  was  given in July 1978,  and 417 ·000  IDA  were  committed  and 
36 .000  EtTA  paid.  All the figures in this Chapter are still provisional 
and  ma,y  be  amended  after the final closing of the accounts. -88-
Ch~ptc~ 34  - ~engiture relating to  safeguards 
In all,  99%  of the  appropriations entered in this Chapter have been 
cor::.rr,i·~ted.  These  appropriations  cover in particular the costs of 
on-the-spot  inspections  (Article 340),  the coat of sampling and  analysis 
(Article  34.2)  D.nd  of buying equipment  and  carrying out scientific and 
tccru1ical -v;ork  (Article  343). 
~rho  pcyments  mad.e  during this  fin~;ncial yea:r represent  59%  of the  commitments 
mad.e. 
A total of 97%  of the  appropriations for  peym~nt carried over from  1977 
i.>'as  spent. 
Chapter  35  - Protection of }Ilan and his enviroumem 
1.  !pproprjation~ for the current year 
Commitments  represent close to 96%  of the  app~opriations allocated to this 
Chapter  (6,68 m EUA  of 6,97).  The  difference,is spread over most  of the 
Items. 
Payments  have  reached the figure  Q~ 2,94 m EUA,  i.e. 44%  of the 
commitments,  a  normal  percentage devoted largely to studies m~  of 
which  were  committed well into the financial year. · The  balance not paid 
out will be  carried over automatically to the:1979 financial year. 
It will be  seen that at  31  December  only 55%  of the 2,3 m EOA  subsidy 
to the European Foundation for the  Improvemen~ of Living and Working 
Conditions in Dublin  (Article 359),  almost all of which  had  been committed, 
had been utilized.  The  Commission  reserves the right to make  additional 
peyments  at the beginning of 1979  out of automatic carryovers in line with 
the  Foundation's actual expenditure in 1978. 
The  utilization of this subsidy can be  seen from  the Foundation's 
accounts,  which  are  submitted annually to the  Cour-t  of Auditors  a.nd 
the Budgetary Authority in accordance with Article 16  of Regulation 1365/75 
on the setting up of the Foundation  • 
.JpJPlemen.tatior>;  of appropriatior;_f! introduced or increased by the European 
.farlirunent  "tvi thin its .margin of manoeuvre 
By  amendments totalling o, 6  m EUA,  the European Parliament had restored 
the appropriations of the Preliminary Draft  Budget  (i.e.  1,5 m EUA) 
to headings  3520  (Health protection at the place of work),  353  (public 
health),  3541  (Environmental projects)  t  3550  (Consumer  protection studies) 
and  3552  (consumer protection and  information studies).  On  average, 
95.3%  of these headings have  been committed,  the percentage being nowhere 
below  9o%.  · 
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Chapter  36  - ~enditure on scientific and  tegh~cal information and  ' 
on  information mamgement 
In all, 97%  of the appropriations entered under this Chapter  (except 
for Items  3620  and  3621),  and which  amount  to 1.605.000 EUA,  have  been 
committed,  while  peyments  represent 49%  of the commitments  made. 
Implementation of appropriations introduced or increased by the 
European  Parliament  ~ri thin its margin of manoeuvre 
Article  362  - Documentary research,  scientific and  technical information 
and  documentation 
Item  3620  - Three-year projects 
and 
Item  3621  - Activities supplementary to the three-year projects 
Of the differentiated appropriations allocated to these Items  , 
(5.825.000  EUA  in appropriations for commitment  and  3·550.000 EUA  in 
appropriations for p~ent) only 3o%  were  committed because  of the 
late adoption by the  Council  of the second three-year action plan. 
On  the other hand,  43%  of the appropriations for p~ent authorized 
were  utilized. 
There  was  100,% utilization of the outstanding appropriations for 
commitment  and  97% utilization of carried-over appropriations for 
peyment. 
C} Chapter  37  - Expenditure in the industrial a.nd  transport sectors 
Ten  per cent of the non-differentiated appropriations entered under 
this Chapter for the 1978  financial year (Items  3721  and  3751, 
Articles 373  and  374)  and  amounting to 16.675.000  EUA  were  committed 
and  the  p~ents represent  25%  of the commitments  made. · 
As  regards the differentiated appropriations  (Items 3701,  3710  and 
3750),  which  amount  to 22.920.000 EUA  in appropriations for commitment 
and  4.700.000 EUA  in appropriations tor p~ent, there was  8% 
utilization of the appropriations for commitment  and  9.%  utilization 
of the appropriations for  p~ent.  · 
The  appropriations for payment  carried over from  1977  were  utilized 
normally. 
The  low level of consumption of the appropriations entered under 
this Chapter reflects the difficulties which  the Commission is encountering 
in getting its proposals approved by the Council. 
'  "  Im  lamentation of the  a  ro  riations introduced or increased b  the 
European  Parliament  within its m rgin of manoeuvre 
Article  370  - Projects in the  data-prooessin~ sector 
Item  3701  - Second  programme 
In accordance with the  Council Decision of 27  September 1977  on the 
second series of priority actions in the data-processing sector,  the 
commitments  made  represent  65%  of the appropriations for oommi tment, 
entered in the Budget  (2.920.000 EUA)  and  the appropriations for p~ent 
(1.700.000  EUA)  and  26%  of the appropriations for p~ent were  used. 
As  these projects could be implemented only in 1978,  the various 
budgetary bodies agreed,  when  the 1978  Budget  was  drawn  up,  that the 
appropriations for commitment  (9.000.000 EUA)  and  the appropriations 
for p~ent (2.835.000  EUA)  entered in the 1977  Budget  would  not be 
used;  they were  thus cancelled  ~t 31  December 1978. 
Article 371  - Operations in the aerospace sector 
Item  3710  - Technological  research 
The  proposal for a  programme  drawn  up by the Commission  in July 1977 
is still under discussion by the Council. 
The  Commission  transferred appropriations entered under Chapter 100  as 
a  precautionary measure  so  as to be able to use in 1979 - once  the 
Council has adopted the programme  - the appropriations entered in the 
1978  Budget. 
The  appropriations for payment  carried over trom  1977  (8.000.000 EUA) 
were  cancelled at 31  December  1978  because of the lack of a.  decision 
by the Council  which  would  have made  it possible to implement  the 
aerospace  research programme. 
Article 373  -Financial operations intransport infrastructure projects  : 
After the Commission  approved three studies in this sector on 10 May  1978, -l 
the requisite appropriations were  tra&Nferred: trom  Chapter 100 and 100%  1 
of them  were  committed. 
The  pa;yments  made  in a.coordanoe  with"'the· financial" provisionas of'.the  .. 
contracts concluded by the Commission  represent  2~  ot the total cos1s:.:or · 
these studies. 
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Article 375- Community  reorP,anization and  redevelopment  operations in 
connection with crises in certain industrial sectors 
Item  3750  - Loan  interest  rebates 
Item  3751  - Investment  premi~~s 
The  Comm:ission  has put before the Council  and the Parliament  a  proposal 
for a  Re·gula.tion  under which  these intervention appropriations  can be 
implamented  (31  October 1978). 
A request will be made  to oarr.y over the appropriations entered in the 
1978  Budget,  so  that they can  be used u  s.oon  as a  decision is reached. 
Chapter 39- Other expenditure  on  specific projects undertaken by the 
inotitution 
Of the 9.445.000  EUA  in appropriations entered in the 1978  Budget, 
78%  were  committed  and  43%  paid out. 
In all,  94%  of the appropriations for p~ent carr~ed over were  used. 
Implementation of the  appropriations  introduced or increased by the 
E.."'uropean  Parlin.ment  within its  .,margin  of manoeuvre 
Article  390 - Research  projects in the  field of technologY and  industrY 
On  30  June  1977,  the  Commissio~ sent to the Council  a  proposal on 
Community  intervention to encolU'age  the  i~ovating capacity of fi.rms, 
in particular small  and  medi~sized firms;~  in the conte:rt of  Co~uni  ty 
cooperation.  '·  · 
After considering this proposal,  the  Council  asked the  Commission  to 
make  a  more  thorough study of the matter in  the light of experience 
gained from  indirect action projects, ECSC'operations and nydrocarbons 
projects. 
n  n 
As  a  precautionary measure,  the Commission has transferred appropriations 
entered under Chapter 100;  th~y will be the subject of a  request  for 
a  non-automatic carryover. 
Article  392  - Educational measures  I; 
Item  3920  - Implementation of the education programme 
All the appropriations authorized in the 1978  Budget  were  committed, 
making it possible to continue the operations already under way;  , the 
p~ents represent  48%  of the  commitments  made.  In all,  95%  of 
the appropriations for payment  carried over were  used. 
Article  393  -Expenditure on  cultural projects 
The  cultural projects are under way  and the appropriations  committed 
represent  10o%  of the appropriations entered under this budgetar,y 
heading;  p~ents deriving from  the commitments  amount  to 92%· 
All the appropriations carried over were  uaed. - 92  ·-
!ITLE A - REP AYNENTS  AND  AIDS  TO  MEMBER  STATES  AND  MISCELLANEOUS 
Chapter 40  - Lump;:sp.m  repayment  to the Member  States of the costs 
incurred in collecting own  resources 
Unlike  that of previous years,  the  1978 Budget,  as far as  revenue  is 
concerned,  is a  cash budget.  This means  that  own  resources  are  entered 
j_n  the  accounts, not  when  they are established,  as was  done  previously, 
but when  they are  credited to the  accounts  opened in the  name  of the : 
Commission.  The  revenue  for the financial year therefore  corresponds 
to the  p~ents made  by  the Member  States on  the  20th day  of each  of the 
t1velve  months  of the year.  Since  the  lump-sum  repayment  to Member 
States of the  costs  incurred in collecting own  resources is made  within 
thirty  d~ys following notification that the  resources have been credited, 
the  appropriations used in 1978  are  equivalent to eleven months' 
utilization and  amount  to 9Cf'/o. 
Chapter  4_2  - Community  lending operations 
Hi thin the  3· 000  million US  Dollar limit fixed by Council  Regulation 
No  397/75  of 17  Februar,y  1975,  the  Community  took up  a  number  of loans 
i.n  197 6 and  1977  to help Member ·States in balance  of payments  difficulties; 
pursuant to the  Council  Decision of 15  March  1976  (76/322/EEC),  the  . 
Community  granted loans to Italy and  Ireland on the  same  terms  as  those 
on  which  the  Community  had borrowed· the  m·on;~y. 
I 
The  total  involved in these  loans has not  changed since  the beginning of 
the year and  now,  on  31  December  1978,  amounts  to 1.420 million EUA. 
Chapter 47  - Assumption by the European Communities  of certain financial 
obli@tions 
, Article 470  of the 1978  Budget  (Refunds  ar~s~ng out  of certain financial 
obligations in respect  of fishing in  t~e Adriatic)  was  created in the 
First Supplementar.y  and  Amending  Th1dget  for 1978 in order to set up  a 
budgetar.y  framework  for the  expenditure provided for in connection with 
the  fishing agreement between Italy and Yugoslavia.  At  that  stage,  an 
appropriation of 215.000 EUA  was  entered in the Article to  cover the said 
, expenditure  fol"  the  6-month period ending on  30 June 1978. 
By  means  of a  transfer approved by  the  Council  on  25  October 1978 1  this 
appropriation was  increased by a  further allocation of 215.000 EUA,  to 
cover the  expenditure for the  6-month  period ending on 31  December  1978. 
Total  available appropriations therefore increased to 430.000 EUA. 
However,  at the  accounting level,  it was  not possible to arrange the 
commitment  in respect  of this expenditure before 31  December  1978.  For 
various internal  administrative reasons Italy has not yet been able to 
transfer the  amounts  due  for 1978 under the  agreement  with Yugoslavia  and 
therefore has not yet formally applied for  reimbursement  by the  Community. 
Application will be made  for the non-automatic carr,yover  .of this 
appropriation to 1979. i- -· 
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TITLE  5 - SOCIAL  A1~ REGIONAL  FUNDS 
'  Chapters 50,  51  and  52- European  Social Fund 
A.  Summary  of implementation in 1978 
The  tables on  the next  few  pages  give  an  analysis of budget  implementation : 
in this sector.  Implementation can be  summarized  as  follows: 
'  (a)  Commitments  entered into during the financial year accounted for 
568,17  millio~of the available  appropriation of 569,68  million EUA 
an  implementation rate of almost  100%; 
(b) 
(c) 
(a) 
P~ents made  during the financial year.accounted for 284,78 million EUA 
of the  available appropriation of 584,30  million EUA,  i.e. 48,7%;  · 
Total  commitments  entered into during 1978 but not paid - including 
commitments  from  previous financial years  - amounted  to 
1.506,52 million EUA.  Of  t.his,  284,78  million EUA  -i.e. 18,9%  -
have  been paid out leaving  a;-: balance of 1.  221,7  4  inill  ion EUA to be 
settled in the next  few  fin~ci~ years. 
The  significant data are: 
All  commitments  have  been implemented.  This  shows  how  much  is 
required in this field - applications we're  made  under most  headings 
and  those for the largest amounts  far exceeded the available 
resources; 
(b)  Implementation of p~ents is comparable to previous years,  but 
there still remains  a  great deal to be done.  If the system of 
advances which  has been in force  since 1978  could really get under 
w~, it would  contribute greatly to progress  on  this front; 
(c)  Over  and  above  del~s in p~ent, the volume  of commitments  entered 
into but not yet paid is an indication of the volume  and  growth of 
the  appropriations allocated to the Social Fund by the Budgetar,y 
Authority. 
B.  Analysis of implementation in 1978 
The  three tables on  the following pages provide the basis for an  analysis 
of each of the main  aspects  of implementation in 1978,  i.e. commitments, 
payments  and  obligations in the  course of being settled. 
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Appropriations  available for 1978 
Approps. *  Approps. 
Budget  nomenclature  entered in  left over  Total 
the 1978  from  1977 
Budget 
-.  -. 
1  2.  3 
500  - Agricultural  and textile  32,50  0,04  32,54 
sectors 
501  - Young people  179  0,07  179,07 
502  - Handicapped persons  - - -
503  - liligrants  18,50  - 18,50 
505  - Women 
-.  8  --- 8 
50  238  0,11  238,11 
510  - Regions,  economic  sectors  281,40  0,02  281,42 
or groups of companies  ..  . 
511  - Handicapped persons  48,60  - 48,60 
I 
51  330  0,02  330,02 
52  - Pilot  schemes  and  1,50  0,05  1,55 
preparatory studies 
I 
-I 
TOTAL  50-52  569,50  0,18  I  569,68 
I 
*Includ.ine transfers. 
**These  approyriations  are still available for the financial  year 1979 
{Article 6\2)(a)  of the  Financial Regulation of  21  December 1977). 
Utilization in 
Commitments  Percentage  entered 
into in 197E 
used 
!I  4  5 
-
I  31,97  98,2  I 
178,94  99,9 
- -
18,50  100 
7,69  ]  96,1: 
237,10  99,6 
281,38  100 
c  l' 
48,14  99 
329,52  99,8 
1,55  100 
. 
l  5o<$,1l  99,7 
-Q 
1978 
--
Appr·ops. 
available  at 
31.12.1978*-* 
6 
0,57 
0,13 
-
-
0,31 
1,01 
0,04 
0,46 
-
0,50 
-
1,51 .  --------------~-----+-----
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2.  UTILIZATION  OF  THE  APPROPRIATI01-rs  FOR  PAY1·ffiNT 
Appropri~tions.for p~ent 
.. 
Payments made  in 1978  Appropriations not used ~ 
available. in 1978  31  December  1978 
Carry- Approps.  Out  of  Out  of  Out  of  Out of 
Budget  nomenclature  overs  for 1978*  Total  carry- Total  carry-
from  approps.  approps.  overs  for 1978  overs  for 1978**  1977  from  1977  from 1977 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  tS 
500  -Agriculture and textile 
sectors 
1,23  61  62,23  1,23  20,74  21,97  - 40,26 
501  - Young  people  5,98  118  123,98  5,98  68,90  74,88  - 49,10 
502  - Handicapped persons  2,47  19  21,47  2,47  17,89  20,36  - 1,11 
503  -:Migrants  0,53  25  25,53  0,53  10,66  11,19  - 14,34  .. 
505  - Women  - 2,50  2,50  - - - - 2,5 
50  10,21  225,50  235,71  11~,19  12~,40  -- -f(fi;3i  ----- --------
10,21  - ---
510  - Regions,  economic  sectors  31,41  275  306,41  31,41  99,37  130,78  - 175,63 
or groups of companies  ..  . 
.. 
511  - Handicapped persons  ,3,77  37  40,77  3,77  21,35  25,12  - 15,65 
-----'· 
51  35,18  312  347,18  35,18  120,72  155,90  - 191,28 
52  - Pilot schemes  and  0,11  1;30  1,41  0,11  0,37  0,4d  - 0,93 
preparatory studies 
. 
. 
TOTAL  50-52  45,50  538,~0  584,30  45,50  239,28  284,78  i  - 299,52 
*Including transfers  •. 
'**These  appropriations will be carried over automatically to the financial year 1979 
(Article 6(2)(b)  of the Financial  Regulation of 21  December 1977). 3.  PROGRESS  HITH  REGAPJ)  TO  C01·J.IITI·IE1~TS  KADE 
COltlMITl/IEl~'TS  P  AYIYIENTS  l·IADE  IN 19 7  8  cm.rr.-tiTI·IE:N<rs  REIAINING  TO  lEE 
I 
SET'l
1LETI  UP  AT  31  DECEJ:-J3EE  1978 
--- -
Outs tan- Entered  Out  of  Out  of  Out  of  Out  of 
Budget  nomenclature  ding at  into in  Total  commit- commit- Total  cormni t- commit-
~'Otal 
1.1.1978*  1978**  ments  ments  ments  ments  in 
in Col.  1  in Col. 2  in Col.  l  Col.  2 
---
1  2  3  4  5  6  I  7  8  9 
~--· 
00  - Agricu1  ture  and textile 
I 
119,21  31,97  151,1~  18,5  7  3,40  21,97  100,64  28,57  1129,21 
sectors 
Ol  -Young people  203,23  178,94  382,17  61,84  13,03  74,88  141,39  165,91  lm',30 
()2  - Handicapped persons  29,73  - 29,73  20,36  - 20,36  9,37  - 9,37 
03  -Migrants  69,69  16,50  88,19  9,66  1,54  11,19  60,03  16,96  76,99 
.u_s_  -'  ~!  :.rr:.~~."!  - 7,69  7,69  - -
;  '- - ..  '  - 7,69  1rb9 
.. 
!)  _  _)  421,86  237,10  658,96  110,43  17,97  128,40  311,43  219,13  Slll»,56 
10 - Regions,  economic  sectors  468,05  281,38  749,43  124,96  5,81
1  130,78  343,09  275,57  618,66 
or groups  of companies  .. 
'll: 
ll - Handicapped persons  47,71  - 48,14  .. 95,85  20,96  4,17  25,12  26,75  43,'}7  10,72 
~ -- ' 
l  515,76  329,52  845,28  145,92  9,98  155,90  I  369,84  319,54  689,38 
~  - Pilot schemes  and  '0,73  1,55  2,28  0,20  0,28  0,48  0,53  1,27  1,80 
..... 
preparatory studies 
I  . 
I  -- -
1QTAL  ---~1  50-52  938,35  568,17  1  ~506,52  256,55  - -28,23·  . 2·84,78  '  681,80  539,94  1.221,74 
~Updated EUA  rates. 
fOtf.iee  Column  4 of Table  No  1  "Utilization of the  appropriations for commitment". 
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I..  COMMIT~rENI'S 
1.  Commitments  entered into under appropriations for 1978 
(a)  Rata  of utilization of appropriations 
Almost  all the appropriations for commitment  entered in the 1978  Budget 
(568t17  of the 569,68 m EUA  available,  i.e.  99,7~) have been utilized 
following very slight rearrangements resulting from the following 
transfers: 
2,5  m EUA  from  Article 500  (agriculture and textiles) to Article 503 
(migrants), 
and 
0,4 m EUA  from  Article 511  (handicapped persons) to Article 510 (regions). 
(b)  Purpose  of the appropriations 
There is a  very marked  concentration in two  Items: 
(i) Measures  for young  people (Article 501):  31,5% of the total 
appropriation,. i.e. -t  of the Chapter 50  commitments 
(intervention under Article 4 of the basio Decision); 
(ii) Measures  in favour  of regions,  economic  sectors and undertakings 
in difficulty (Article 10):  49,5%  of the total appropriat·ions, 
i.e. 85%  of Chapter 51  commitments  (intervention under Art:icle 5 
of the basic Decision).  It should be noted that  over 
nine-tenths  of the commitments  in this Article are sat aside 
for regions in difficulty (those also eligible for  ERDF  aid), 
whilst  expenditure under the other two  Items  of this Article 
has  so far been marginal  • 
It can therefore be said that,  taken together,  action in favour  of young 
people and action in favour of the regions have accounted for over 
four-fifths  of the commitment  under the Fund in 1978,  whilst  unequal 
shares  of the remainder have gone to the other intervention areas 
(see Table  No  1 above). 
(c)  Comparison between commitments  and applications for aid 
(Chapters 50  and 51) 
As  in 1977,  only those applications recognized as priorities under the 
criteria defined in the directives for the management  of the Fund 
(see  OJ  No  C 116  of  19  May  1978)  were  considered.  Even  so,  the 
most  urgent  priorities had to be singled out  in the case of migrants 
(Article 503)  and handicapped persons (Article 511).  In the case 
of young  people (Article 501)  and the regions (Article 51 0)  the sums 
applied for in respect  of the less urgent  applications had to be scaled 
down  in order to bring them  down  to the level of the appropriations still 
available  once  applications in respect  of the urgent  priorities had been 
granted.  · 
In all,  270  m EUA  of less urgent applications were  thereby dropped. 
To  this figure  should be added an almost  equal  sum  ( 259  m EUA)  in the 
form  of applications dropped because they were  not  allowable, 
ineligible or not  urgent. 
.  f.  \' 
,..  -- ~  -~  - l  .  j  ...  -- ' The Fund's total allocation (568  million IDA  for Chapters 50 and 51) 
was  therefore  exceeded by  529  million EUA  (270 +  259  million EUA) 
i.e. by almost  1 oo%. 
(d)  Mul t iannU3.l  as  oect  of intervention under the  Social  Fund 
Intervention w1der  the  Social  Fund  in respect  of operations  Which  may 
extend over two  or more  financial years  proceeds in the form  of 
tranches,  any  ono  of which  may  also straddle two financial years. 
Overall,  it can be  said that the  period of completion of the 
operations in which  the Fund  was  involved in 1978  accounted for 
approximatoly 8Cffo  of the  sums  granted (i.e.  some  450 million EUA)  in 
1978  itself,  the residual  2o%  (i.e. approximately 118  million EUA) 
in 1979  and 1980  (about  two-thirds in 1979  and one-third in 1980). 
2.  Last  incidences  of the commitment  authorizations 
Before the introduction in 1977  of the system of differentiated 
appropriations for corrmitment  and  payment',  the  Social Fund had 
ita own  system under  which  commitments  cOuld be entered into in 
one  financial-year in respect  of operations to be completed in 
each  of  the two  following financial years,  the sums  involved 
being entered in the Budget.  These  sums  represented the 
commitment  authorizations (see Article 104  of the Financial 
Regulation of  25  April  1973  applicable to the  General  Budget  of the 
European Communities). 
Under this system,  commitments  were  entered into in 1976  in respect 
of  operations to be completed in 1978  and involving the following 
sums  in million u.a.  (see the revenue and expenditure accounts for 
the 1976  financial year,  Volume  II,  page 96): 
* 
Commltment  authorizations  entered  Commttments  made  in  1976 
tn  the  1916  Budget  for  operat\o~s  under  these  authorlzations 
*  to  be  completed  ln  1978 
1  n mllli on  u.a.  ~f ~n~!  1!~ 
0 ~~  ~~~ 
Chapter  50  30  29,38  27,16 
( Artl c1 e  4-) 
Chapter  51  45  43,67  30,20 
( Artl c  1  e  5) 
TOTAL  75  73,05  57,36 
NB:  Commitment  authorizations were  not  broken down  Article by 
Article - the system of commitment  authorizations did not  apply to 
Chapter 52  (Pilot schemes and preparatory studies). 
• 
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3.  Total  commitments  in respect  c~operations to be  completed in 19J8 
From  points 1 (d) and 2  above it car.;  a  seen that,  in 1978,  more than 
500 million EUA  (450 +  57,3)  will  l~e been used for that year's  . 
operations.  At  the respective ar: r..al  average rates, the corresponding 
amounts for 1976 and 1977  were 36L  ,nd 521  million EXJA. 
From  ihi.s  point  of view therefore  <:  .1  increase of  over 4o%  from  1976 
to 1977  will be succeeded by a  le,·,Lling-out bet.ween 1977' and 1978. 
II.  PAYMENrS 
1.  Rate  of utilization of appro..t: i  at  ions available for payments  in 19J8 i 
A total of 584,30 million IDA  was i:..vailable for payments,  45,5 thereof 
automatically carried over from  1111  and 538,8 representing 
appropriations for the financial year.  Actual  payments  amounted to 
284,8 million EUA  (see Table,  "U-tilization of Appropriations for  : 
Payment"  above),  of  which  45,.5  m·J lion EVA  was  covered by  appropriati~ns: 
automatically carried over (enti l(ly used up)  and 239,3 by the'·  ; 
appropriations for the financial rear (44,5% utilization).  The 
difference (i.e. 538,8- 239,3  :  299,5 million EUA)  will be carried 
over  automatically to the 1979  j6nanoial year (Artiole 6(2)(b)  of 
the Financial Regulation of  21  <:camber 1977). 
2.  Payment  procedures in force.in 1978 
In 1978 for the first time two ·,rocedures  were used for payment.  In 
addition to the procedure  prov:Jled for under the original rules of 
1971  and 1972,  there was  the p:)cedure authorized as from  1  January 1978. 
following the review of the original rules in 1977*.  . 
Under the first  system,  pa.ymer 1  s  were  ma~e on product ion of supporting 
documents.  The  second syste.t. involved payment  on  ~pplications 
certified as correct by the Mu.iber· states for operations prior to 
1977  (payments  on account ·of  u·~ to 85%  of the applications submitted 
by 1  July),  or for 1977  operations  (payments  on account  of up t,o 85% 
vf applications submitted ~  1 January 1978)  or for post-1977  ·-
operations (advances  of 30%  up~1n start-up of the operation and 3o% 
half-way through the  operation.)}. 
3.  under  each  of the  rocedures in 
The facilities offered- paym(:.!lt  on account  of up to 85%  of the aid-
upon applications certified as correct by the Member  states and 
submitted by 1  July 1978)  were hardly used.  At  least three-quarters 
of the 1978  payments in respect  of these operations (82 million EUA 
in all)  were  made  under the old procedure mainly because  some  of the 
Member  States most  involved had been unable to certify the 
correctness  of the applications for payment  by the date requir$d. 
*  See  Council  Regulation 858/72  on certain administrative and financial 
procedures for the operation of the European Social Fund,  amended 
by Council Regulation 2894/77  of 20 December  1977  (OJ  L 337  o£ 
27  December  1977).  . .....  ·  ..  - · ·  ·  · 
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~~inly because  of the under-utilization of this fa~ility, but  also. 
in view of the  operations  which  ware  cancelled or  ~n re~p~ct of wh1oh 
the original aid was  reduced- i.e.  13  to 15%  of tne  or1g1nal 
commitments  for the  operations for the period 1973  to 1975  (years 
which  are now  almost fully cleared) - about  70 million EUA  should 
still be  outstanding for operations prior to 1977,  mainly those for 
1976. 
Under this heading a  total of  some  520 million EDA  was  allocated by 
the  Social Fund  partly in 1975  and 1976  ~der the system  of  _ 
commitment  auth~rizations then in force,  and partly in 1977  under 
the·appropriations for that financial year. 
Even  allowing for a  reduction of the same  order as that actually 
accruing for the years  1973  to 1975  (see the'previous  paragraph)  as 
compared  with the original commitments,  the facilities offered in 
1978  (the same  as for pre-1977 ~operations 'with  a  deadline of up  t'o 
the end  of the year)  it seemed possible that the Fund  would be able 
to pay out  a  minimum  of 300 million WA  under this heading.  ·Mainly 
for the reasons  alrea~ given in oonneotion with pre-1977  operations, 
the Fund  paid out  only half of this minimucl  - some  140 million EUA. 
(c)  .Qp~r~t,!.o!!s_c_£m;el~t;!d_i:_: 1918 
The  only sums  to concern us here are the aid allocated under this 
heading in 1976  under the system of commitm,ent  authorizations 
(57  million EUA),  in 1977  (approximately 100 million EUA)  and ·under 
the first  instalment  of authorizations  out  ·of  1978  appropriations. 
(approximately 140 million EVA),  i.e.  some·300 million EUA  in all. 
On  the  other hand,  as aid from  the second instalment  of 1978  grants 
(approximately 310 million EUA)  could not  be allocated until the end 
of December,  as is the case  each year,  it was  impossible to pay 
anything out  under this head before the end of the financial year.  Of 
this sum  of 300 million EUA  it was  reasonable to hope to be able to 
pay out,  on  average,  at least the first  3o.%  advances· payable upon 
start-up of an operation guaranteed by the Member  State to the 
Commission,  i.e.  90 million IDA.  In practice,  it was  possible to pay 
out  approximately 60 million EGA  under this head,  and there were 
big differences between the amounts  going to the various Member  States. 
(d)  To  sum  up,  most  of the commitments  awaiting settling up in 1978 
were  connected with operations  completed in 1977  (520 million EUA's 
worth  of commitments  entered into).  Such  under-utilization of the 
facilities offered to reduce this mass  largely explains the size of 
"the  appropriation to be carried over to the inext  financial year. 
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4.  Possibility of catching-up in 1972 
The  possibility of using simplified procedures for pre-1978  operations 
no  longer exists in 1979.  In other words,  payments  in respect  of 
pre-1978  operations have to be made  in accordance  with the old 
procedure (supporting documents). 
Nevertheless a  number  of applications in respect  of 1977  operations, 
Which  arrived just before the expiry of the relevant  deadline (end 
of December)  and therefore too late to be paid up in 1978,  will be 
settled up in 1979  under the simplified procedure. 
Morever,  in 1979  advance  payments  may still be made  in connection with 
operations completed in 1978.  As  stated. in paragraph 3(d)  above, it 
was  not  possible to pay more  than 60 million EUA  at the most  in the 
form  of such advances  in 1978.  Over  500 million IDA  in aid was 
granted for 1978  operations;  two  instalments of 3o% in the form  of 
advances  on  this aid makes  300 million EUA,  of Which  60  million have 
alrea~ been transferred. 
It is estimated that  in pract~ce some  200.million EUA  could  stil~ be 
paid in 1979  under the heading of advances for 1978  operations,  if the 
system  of advances functions #ormally.  Any  other forecasts as to 
budget  implementation of the Social Fund  in 1979  would be premature 
and would  in any case fall outside the scope of this report. 
III.  TREND  IN THE  VOLID~ OF  COMMITMENr S  ENrERED  INI'O 
At  the beginning of the financial year,  the volume  of commitments 
outstanding amounted to 938,3 million IDA.  By  the end of the 
financial year it was  1.221,7 million EUA.  The  increase is th~ 
difference between the commitments  entered into (568, 2 million WA) 
and the payments  made  (284,8 million EUA)  in 1978.  ' 
·In evaluating this sum,  it should not be forgotten that:  :I 
'I 
II 
(i) firstly,  the volume  of operations receiving aid from the Fund, 
and likely to spread over several financial years,  has grown 
because  of the increase in appropriations for commitment; 
(ii) secondly,  although the process of settling up is more  efficient 
~han in previous financial years,  it still does not  match  up to 
estimates because of the under-utilization by the Member  States 
of the exceptional facilities offered in 1978,  and because the 
new  system  of advances has bean slower to get  under  way  than 
expected.  · 
It must  also be recognized that the ad.min;istrative d.iffioul  ties which 
prevented certain Member  States from  profiting fully from the 
facilities offered 'in 1978  were  underestimated. 
',• ,. - 102 :.. 
Implementation  of the appropriations  introduced or increased by the 
European  Parliament  within its margin of manoevre 
The  Council  had accepted,  as they stood,  the appropriations for 
commitment  entered in the Preliminary Draft  of the Budget,  including 
the Letter of Amendment.  On  the other hand,  it had reduced the 
appropriations for payment  from 538,8 to 402,5 million EUA 
(- 13 6, 3 million EUA).  Parlia.If!ent  reinstated the appropriations 
entered in the Preliminary Draft. 
For the reasons given above (see II - Payments)  and expanded in the 
Annex to this report,  there remains an unused balance of almost 
300 million EUA·in appropriations for payment to be carried over 
automa.tioa.lly to the 1979  :finanoial year. 
X  X  x· 
X 
On  9  November  1978  the Commissi9n  sent the Budgetary Authority a 
paper entitled "Causes  of delays in implementing payments  in 
certain budget  fields (Social and Regional  Funds),  a  paper for the 
attention of the European Parliament's Committee  on Budgets".  In 
order to clarify the conditions 'Wlder  'Which  the Budget  was  implemented 
and ensure better comprehension of this report,  it seemed beat to sat 
out  the essential points of the above paper in Annex A to this 
document. 
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Chapter 55 ..  EUROPEAN  REGIONAL  DEVELOPMENT  FUND 
A.  REVIE~i OF  IMPLEMENTATION  IN  1978 
The  following tables give an overall view of budgetar,y  implementation in 
this sector. 
The  main  features of implementation are: 
j 
_,,t 
(a)  Commitments  entered into in  ~978 totalled 556,36  million EUA  of the 
available appropriations of 599,84  million EUA,  i.e. approximate~ 93%. 
(b)  P~ents effected totalled 254,89  million EUA  of the available 
appropriations of 608,08  million EUA,  i.e. 42%. 
(c) Total commitments  entered int.o  in 1978  were  960,65  million EUA. 
Some  254,89  million EUA  (27%)  of this amount  were  paid 
and 705,76  million EUA  is outstanding from  subsequent financial years. 
It can thus be  concluded that  implementation of commitments  was  extremely 
satisfactor,y but that of p~ents unsatisfaotor.y. - 104  ~ 
UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  COMMITMENT 
I  l  Available  appropriations  for  1978  Appropriations  used  in  1978 
!BudQetary  Aporopri at ion~ Appropriations  C01aitmants  1ade  l  Appropriations 
ln001enc 1  atura  enterad  in  outstanding  Total  in  1978  utilized  avail ab 1  e at 
I  1978  Budgat  from  1977*  31.12.78 
1  I  j  4  !:!  h 
55  ER~F  581,00  18,84  599,84  556,36  92,75  43,48 
I 
I 
l 
*  lncludin9  sums  released  in  1978. 
UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  ·FOR  PAYMENT 
Sudgatary  Appropriations  for  payment  Payments  made  in  1978 
Appropriations  not  used  up 
nomancl atura  :1v:~i1:~hla  1n  1Q7R  at  31.12.1978 
1977  1978  Tot a  1  against  againit  Total  again$t  against 
carryovers  approps.  1977  1'978  1977  1978 
carryovers  approps.  carryovers  approps. 
1  ')  3  4  s  b  I  H 
'  55  ERDF  83,08  525,00  608,08  83,08  171,81  254,89  - 353,19 
1 
BREAKDOWN  OF  COMMITMENTS  CONTRACTED 
Budgetary  Co~11ihents  Payments  made  in  1978  Commitments  outstanding  at 
31.12.1978 
no;onclatura 
Out stand- Contracted  Total  against  againat  Total  against  against  Total 
ing  at  in  1978  commitunh  COIIIIihant  commitment  COIIIIIitlllenh 
1. 1.78  Col.  1  Col.  2  Col.  1  Col.  2 
1  2  J  ?t- ~  {)  (  8  9 
55  ERDF  404,29  556,36  960,65  151,39  103,50  254,89  252,90  452,86  705,76 
-l 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
! 
i  ~ 
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Appropriations for commitment 
Total appropriations available for commitment  in 1978  amounted 
to 599,84  million EUA,  of which  581  million EUA  were  entered in the 
Budget,  15,03  million EUA  were  outstanding from  1977  and 3181  million EUA 
had  been released from  previous financial years. 
At  31  December the  commitments  made  against these appropriations amounted  · 
to 556.36  million EUA  for aid awarded in May,  July and November;  this 
figure represents a.  utilization--rate of approximately 93%. 
As  in previous years,  a  large proportion of commitments  (300 703  million EUA 
or 54%  of the total) were  made  in the last quarter. 
The  following remarks must  be  made  about the unused appropriations for 
commitment: 
(a) A sum  of 29,05  million EUA  (5%  of the  581  mi]ion EUA  entered in the 
Budget)  was  earmarked for the non-quota section provided for in the 
revised Fund Regulation which  was  not  adopted as expected in 1978.  This 
appropriation has been carried over to the present financial year.  If it  , 
proves  impossible  in p·ra.ctioe to  use this appropriation for the non-quota 
section within a  reasonable  length of time it will be allocated to the 
quota section.  This amount  wili be  subsequent~ refunded to the non-quota 
section by the quota section,  as agreed by the Council  and Parliament under 
the procedure of concertation on  the revised Regulation. 
(b)  The  amended  Regulation also raises France's quota. by two  percentage 
points.  Since the revised Regulation was  not adopted by the  end of  1978 
the  commitments  contracted on behalf of France had at that stage to be 
limited to an amount  approximately  equivale~t to the former quota..  The 
outstanding appropriations attributable to this Member  State have been 
kept  in reserve pending the  adoption of the: revised Regulation. 
If the above facts are taken into account  the actual rate of utilization of 
appropriations for commitment  is 99%. 
The  breakdorm by country and type of investment  in the table on  p~ge 109 
calls for-the following comments: 
(a) The  Council and Parliament agreed in the  concertation procedure that 
the national quotas for each financial year did not have  to be strictly 
observed for each year but  solely for the period of three years.  The 
commitments  contracted on  Italy's behalf thus could slightly exceed its 
theoretical quota.  ·  · 
(b)  The  proportion of aid granted for infrastructure projects 
(approximate~ 67%)  is less tharithe  70%  ceiling imposed by the revised 
Regulation;  there were,  however,  wide  variations from  one  Member  State to 106.-
another  (e.g. ranging from  77%  for  Ita~ to  61% for the United Kingdom). 
(c)  The  rule that Member  States  should give priority to applications for 
aid for  investments equal to or exceeding 10  mi][on EUA  has been observed 
to the extent that  commitments  for these projects account for 52%  of the 
total commitments. 
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Appronriations for  p~yment 
In 1978  the ERDF  had  a  total of 608  million EUA  in appropriations for 
payment,  of which  83  million EUA  had been carried over from 1977•  Total 
payments  made  in 1977  were  255  million EUA  or approximately 42%  of the  . 
available appropriations.  The  appropriations carried over were  used first 
to finance  requests for payments for 1975,  1976  and 1977  projects and have 
been completely used up. 
Payments totalling 172  million EUA  have been made  against  the appropriations 
entered in the  1978  Budget  (525  million EUA).  The  balance  of unused 
appropriations  (353  million EUA)  has been carried over to 1979• 
There was  obviously a  serious  del~ in implementing p~ents (for details 
see the table on  page  110)  which  calls for the following explanations: 
(1)  The  appropriations entered in the  1978  Budget  had been overestimated. 
Calculations had been based on  the volume  of appropriations for commitment 
in the Preliminary Draft Budget  for 1978  (750  million EUA)  and not  on  the-· 
amount  in the final Budget  (581  million EUA).  A· total of 83  million EUA  · 
had also been carried over from  1977  to 1978, 
(2) There had been a  marked  slowing-down in the ·rate at which Member  States 
made  requests for payment.  ' 
Total payments  made  (255  million EUA)  was  less than the 1977  total 
(372  million u.a. = 280  million EUA)  although the  increase  in appropriations 
for commitment  in 1978  ought  to have  led to a  corresponding increase  in 
peyments  made. 
P~ents against  new  commitments  entered into in 1978  reached only 19%  of 
the value  of these  commitments;  some  35%  might  have been expected to have 
been paid in the year in which  the  commitments were  contracted in the light 
of the trend in previous years. 
P~ments relating to  commitments  made  before  1978  again only reached 
approximately two-thirds of the proportion of commitments  outstanding which 
could have  been expected in the light of the trend in the period 1975-1977• 
(3)  The  new  Fund  rules provide for a  system of accelerated payments  under 
which  75%  of aid from the Fund for a  project ~  be paid,  provided at 
lea3t  3o%  of the total expenditure relating to the project has been 
effected by the Member  State. 
If the new  rules had been adopted only  short~ before  31  December  1978,  a 
large proportion of accelerated payments  could have been made  in 1978 
itself'.  It is also highly likely that national officials who  deal with 
requests for p~ent could have made  additional requests for other 
projects if they had not  concentrated their efforts on  accelerated payments 
which  could not  in practice ~e made. - 108 ·-· 
Conclusions 
1.  Budgetary implementation in 1978  wa.s  extremely satisfactory for 
oo~~itments but  unsatisfactor.y for  p~ents.  A marked  improvement  in the 
payments  situation is expected in 1979  as a  result of the adoption of the 
new  rules, vlhich  is expected shortly,  and under which  a  system of 
accelerated payments will be  introduced. 
2.  ~men the Regional Fund  was  first  introduced,  particularly in 1975, 
projects which had already been started up  some  time before the time for 
submission of requests for assistance had to be accepted {although payments 
could only be  ~~e if they had been effected after 1 January 1975)  so that 
the Fund  could become  operationa.l as quickly· as possible. 
Now  that the Fund  has  reached "cruising speed" after four years of 
operation,  projects approved are  "new"  in the sense that they start up  just 
before the Commission approves their funding.  The  Fund thus has a  much 
stronger incentive effect than it did in the past.  This is a  marked 
improvement  on  the old situation when,  regrettably,  aid from the Fund was 
always  merely a  subsequent  reimbursement  of expenditure  and this system of 
Community  financing failed to provide the element  of complementarity 
desired at political and  Community  level. 
3.  The  projects approved  seem  to be  increasingly designed to meet  the 
particular needs  of the  reg~ons to which they relate.  This is why  the 
percentage of Fund  aid for infrastructure projects varies considerably 
from  one  Member  State to another;  it is allocated in the best way  to  meet 
·local needs.  This will ensure  optimum utilization of available resources. 
Imnlementation of appropriations  increased by Parliament  under its margin 
of manoeuvre 
Parliament  increased appropriations for commitment  from  580  million EUA 
to 581  million EUA  and appropriations for p~ent from  460  million EUA 
to 525  million EUA.  As  was  explained above,  the  increase in appropriations 
for  p~ent was  in fact  unnecessary since the additional appropriations 
could not be  used. 
On  9 November  1978  the Commission  forwarded to the Budgetary Authority a 
paper setting out  the reasons for delays in implementing payments  in 
certain budget  ~ields (Social and Regional Funds)  drawn  up  at the request 
of Parliament's Committee  on  Budgets.  The  essential points of this paper 
are described in Annex  A in order to give a  clearer picture of budgetary 
implementation and to facilitate understanding of this report. 
..  ...., 
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m EUA 
. Co.~it::len.isJr.M-.5~t!}  _  _l_,j_.1q78  to 31.1~~c.P8 - ~'ppropr12t  1  ons  .  .
1  1 
•  . 
Total  Total 
Me:.her  States  A  B  industry  c  D  E  ,  infrastruc- Grand  ~~teret )"  t~  ~Val  ab.e  . 
ture  total  -
udget  1  an  aoprtpnat  10r.1~ 
~utst3~d1n9  at  31.
12.78 
1-lPPropriatlons 
e~t9ialll  1,18  0,19  1,37  - 4,76  - 0,02  .. 
4,78  6,15  7,67  1,52 
tqnmark  - - - 3,1o6  2,12  - - 5,58  5,58  6,67  1,09 
~ermany  10,40  . 15,26  25,66  4,71  18,89  - - 23,60  49,26  50,63  1,37 
I r•nct  7,84  21,83  29,67  18,25  26,1,3  - 8,27  52,95  82,62  93,07  10,45 
lrtl•nd  4,36  10,60  14,96  3,01  13,74  - 3,44  20,19  35,15  35,77  0,62 
It  aty  •·  29,82  19,33  49,15  140,27  26,25  - 4,66  171,18  220,33  218,44  (1,89) 
lYuab¢1Jrg  - - - - 0,50  - - 0,50  o,so  0,50  -
~~therl  anrls  S,S2  - 5,52  - 2,66  _.'  ..  - - 2,66 
1  8,18  8,72  0,54 
Un1tf'd  .:;ngd~  36,22  21,03  57,25  26,18  62,36  - 2,80  91,34  148,59  149,32  0,73 
95,34  88,24  183,58  195,88  157,71  - 19,19  372,78  556,36  570,79  14,43 
~on~quota section.  - - - ..  - - - - - 29,05  29,05 
rot•la  95,34  88,24  183,58  195,88  157,11  -
19,19  372,78  556,36  599,84  43,48 
v 
'  ·- --- ----
A  Investment in industr.y,  craft +  trades or services of 10  m EUA  or more. ' 
B  Investment in industry,  craft +  trades or services of less than  10  m EUA. 
c  Infrastructure investment  of  10  m EUA  or more. 
D  :  Infrastructure investment  of less than  10  m EUA. 
E  Infrastructure investment in hill-farming areas of 10  m EUA  or more. 
F  Infrastructure investment  in hill-farming areas of less than  10  m EUA. 
(1) The  appropriations for commitment  entered in the 1979  Budget  were  allocated to the Member  States according to the scale 
in subparagraph  (a)  of Article 2(3)  of the amended  Regional Fund Regulation which  has not yet been adopted  (joint 
position sent by the Council to Parliament  on  29  June  1978). 
. OET A  I  LED  BREAKDO\iN  OF  PAYMENTS  AT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
Ct)!ltfhtwh  PayAents  Payments  agains  Conftaents  Couihlents 
outstandin9  at  a~ainst  appropriations  prior to  1978  made  in  1978 
Melllber  State  31. 12.77  autoutic  for  pay111ents  outstanding  at 
carryovers  fro!R  1978  31.12.1978 
1977  to  1978 
-
8e lgiwll  12,98  2,55  3,42  1,01  6,15 
: 
Ce nraark  5,80  0,76  0,62  4,42  5,58 
-· 
Garmany  45,83  24,62  2,96  18,25  49,26 
france  98,59  6,67  25,25  66,67  82,62 
Ireland  22,77  7,63  1,54  13,60  35,15 
J 
Italy  119,48  13,19  22,56  83,73  220,33 
luxeabourg  0,68  - 0,21  0,47  0,50 
Netherlands  14,22  4,60  1,88  7,11.  8,18 
United Kingdoa  83,94  23,06  9,87  51,01  148,59 
. 
404,29  83,08  68,31  252,90  556,36 
Paygents  against  1978 
1978  appropriat- CCQII f ber'l t  $ 
ions  for  pay11ent p  outstandin·J  at 
31.12.1978 
- 6,15 
- 5,58 
14,60  l4,66 
8,72  73,90 
11,29  23,86 
c-
42;79  177,54 
- 0,50 
...  8,18 
26,10  122,49 
103,50  452,36 
f chl  PI)' tents 
uda  in  1978 
5,97 
1,38 
42,18 
40,64 
20,(6 
78,54 
0,21 
6,48 
59,03 
254,!9 
m FlJA 
Total 
coufhents 
out s  t41ild inq 
at  31.12.1978 
U,16 
10,00 
52,91 
140,51 
37,4.6 
26t,l7 
0,97 
1S,92 
173,50 
705,76 
.....  ..... 
0 
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Chapter  59 ...  Aid to disaster victims in the Community 
The  total amounts  committed  and almost fully paid at  31  December  cover the 
following aid granted by the Commission  in 1978: 
(i) Storms  and· snowstorms 
in January 
(ii) The  Amoco  Cadiz 
disaster in March 
{iii) Floods in May 
{ i v) Earthquake  in 
September 
(Baden-WUrttemberg) 
(v) Floods in August 
(Val d'Ossola) 
United Kingdom 
France 
France 
Federal Republic 
of Germany 
Federal Republic 
of Germany 
Italy 
Total 
1,5 m EUA 
0 14  m EUA 
0,5  m EUA 
0,5 m EUA 
0,2 m EUA 
0,7 m EUA 
3,8 m EUA 
Because  of the purpose for which,it is intended this appropriation:cannot 
be estimated or utilized according to the usual criteria.  The  fact that it 
has not been completely used up  and a  proportion has thus been cancelled 
(1,2 m  EUA  out  of  5 m EUA)  is of no  significance. 
Implementation of appropriations allocated or increased bl Parliament  under 
its margin  of manoeuvre 
This appropriation of 5 million EUA  was  entered in the Budget  after the 
introduction of an amendment  by Parliament. ~ 112 
T!TLIDS  6  and 1 - EUROPEAN  AGRICULTURAL  GUIDANCE  AND  GUARANTEE  FUND 
I  •  INTRODUCTORY  NOTE 
The  budgetary implementation of the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section on 
31  December  was  provisional and  incomplete for the following two 
reasons: 
(a)  the administrative time  required for charging to the Budget is 
generally 2-3  months.· 
Article 97  of the Financial Regulation states that  "the  commitment 
shall be  entered into within two  months  following receipt  of the 
statements forwarded  by  the  Member  States.  The  charging as a  p~ment 
shall, in general,  be  carried out within the  same  periodn.  That is 
why  Article  98  specifies the  length of the additional period for the 
EAGGF  Guarantee  Section,  the accounts being '.closed on  31  March. 
As  a  result,  the statements  of accounts currently available  cover the 
detailed implementation of the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section only as far as the 
beginning of the  autumn.  Some  sectors might  have  been subject to 
cyclical or other changes in the last tour months  of implementation, 
and  this will have  influenced the rate of expenditure. 
The  following analysis must  therefore be  considered provisional;  however, 
when  analysing the sectors,  account has been taken of certain trend 
evaluations resulting from recent quantitative information about  the 
recent developments  on  the agricultural markets. 
(b)  second-category expenditure on public  s-torage  operations  (financing 
of stocks,  determination of bookkeeping los·ses or gains)  cannot  be 
established until late February or March  of the year following the 
budgetary year,  as  the paying agencies have until 20  February to  s~nd 
their supporting documents  to the Comndssion. 
The  relatively high proportion accounted for by this expenditure  leads, 
in the absence  of accurate information on the amount  and  breakdown,  to 
adopting a  cautious attitude when  commenting on the rate at which the 
appropriations for each market  have  been utilized. 
In addition,  the  Commission has decided  (1)  to write down  stocks for the 
financial year  1978  pursuant to Regulation (EEC)  No  1883/78;  this will 
have  a  major impact  on the final. expend.i ture for the financial year, 
although no  accurate assessment  can yet be  made. 
*  * 
* 
As  the final accounting situation for the financial year  1978.cannot be 
established until 31  ~~ch 1979,  no  accurate information on the 
definitive implementation of the  1978  Budget will be available until 
April.  In these  circumstances,  the provisional nature of the following 
presentation must  be  borne in mind. 
(1)  6 December  1978. 
,.  ' ....  , 
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II.  OVERALL  SITUATION  OF  IMPLEMENTATION  IN 1978 
Before analysing the  main  aspects of the implementation of the  1978 
Budget, it would  be useful to sum  up  the basio features as follows: 
(a)  ,!h~ ,ir~nS_ in_a~th_or_i~e!! !.P.E.r.2.P£.i!:tio!!s 
1.  The  initial budget for the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section adopted by the 
Budgetary Authority amounted  to 8.695,25 m EUA  (of which  6.959,75 m EUA 
are entered in Titles 6  and 1 and'1.735,5 m EUA  in Chapters 44-46). 
2.  The  .Amending  B.ldget 
Not  all the  consequences  of applying the co-responsibility levy in the 
dairy sector could be  taken into account when  drawing up  the initial 
budget;  that is the  reason why  the  Commdssion  proposes  a  revision of 
nomenclature in this field in order to allow management  of these funds 
and  the  charging of expenditure arising from application of this system. 
This was  approved by the  Budget~ Authority,when adopting the First 
Supplementary Budget  on  15  February 1978.  ~; 
3.  Adjustments  of appropriations 
(a)  On  18  July 1978  the· Council  approved  a  non-automatic  carryover of 
24m EUA  (21.783.000 u.a. for Chapter 62,  2.217.000  EUA  for Chapter 46) · 
from  1977  to the financial year 1978;  a  sum  of 24  m EUA  had been 
collected under the co-responsibility levy when  implementing the 
1977  Budget  without equivalent expenditure being co~tted  • 
. (b)  On  20  November  1978,  the  Council also approved a  transfer of 16  m EUA 
(14  m EUA  from  Chapter 60,  2  m EUA  from  Chapter 46)  to Chapter 83  {Item 8303-
Surveillance of the  Community  fi~ing zone).; 
(c) Finally,  on  16  January  1979,  the  Comndssion  proposed to the  CoUpoil 
a  number  of adjustments in the appropriations allocated to  each  Ch~~ter 
of the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section by transfers between Chapters. 
The  outcome  of these transfers is the latest indication of the trerid in 
respect of the utilization of the  appropriations of the  EAGGF  Guarantee 
Section.  These  transfers are  the  consequence  of the implementation of 
Article 8  of Regulation No  1883/78, which changed  the method  for assessing 
intervention stocks at the end  of the financial year  (average purchase 
price instead of the intervention price valid at the start of the 
following financial year and  the possibility of further writing-down in 
the light of the estimates of market  conditions);  this change  has  led to 
the  assumption by  the  Chapters  concerned in the financial year 1978  of 
additional expenditure which  may  be estimated as follows  (1):  . 
Chapter 60  - Cereals  +  13,4 m EUA 
Chapter 64  - Beef  and veal  +  7  5,  3  m EUA 
Chapter 62  - Milk and milk products  +  213,5  m EUA 
Chapter 63  - Oils  and fats  +  22,6 m EUA 
Chapter 70  - Tobacco  +  14,2 m EUA 
Chapter 46  -Expenditure resulting from dual  exchange 
rates  +  69  m EUA 
TOTAL  408  m EUA 
(1) .Estimate  made  in December  1978  which does not assess the final impact 
of the quantities in store on  31  December  1978;  this impact will not 
be known  until later. - 114-
However,  it was  possible to apply the new  rules on valuation of the stocks 
by using the  appropriations already available and  no  additional 
appropriations were  thus required:  the appropriations required for 
implementing this measure  were  obtained by means  of transfer during the 
bud6etary implementation of the EAGGF  Guarantee  Section, despite the 
adjustment of prices for the marketing year 1978/79  and  the related 
meaL~es adopted by  Council  on  12  May  1978. 
(b)  Provisional implementation on  31  December  1978 
'rhe  following table gives the  overall si  tua.tion of the provisional 
implementation on  31  ]ecember 1978.  All the appropriations had been 
co~illdtted without  specification of destinatiDn;  however,  this report 
c~~ot estimate how  the appropriations have been utilized a.s  the  p~ing 
agencies have until 20  Februar,y to send their supporting statements to 
the  Commission.  · 
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SUMMARY  OF  I  MPLEME NTA Tl or~  FOR  THE  Fl NANCI Al  YEAR  1978 
APPROPRIATIONS  AVAILABLE  m u. a. 
A.  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  THE  FINAnCIAL  YEAR 
1.  Initial  appropriations 
2.  Supplementary  Budget 
3.  Transfers  to  the 
f1sheries  sector 
TOTAl 
8.695,25 
-16,00 
- 8.679,25 
B.  APPROPRIATIONS  FROM  THE  PREVIOUS  FlfJANCIAl  Y£AR 
- Automatic  carryovers 
from  1977 
- Non-automatic  carryovers 
from  1977 
TOTAl 
609,8 
24,00 
633,8 
TOTAl  APPROPRIATIONS  AVAILABLE  ---- 9.313,05 
~1)  Provisional  figures. 
Provistonal  s1iuation  on  31  December  19?8 
I  HPLEMENTA Tl ON  (  1) 
C.  COHt11 TME NTS 
1.  Total  commitments  1978 
-amounts  committed  specifically 
-balance of  general  comm1tments 
• carried over  to  1979 
•  cancelled 
2.  Amount  not  comml tted 
TOTAl 
D.  PAYMENTS 
1.  Implementation  of  the  carryovers  from  1977 
- Payments  (a)  agalnst  automattc  carryovers 
(b)  against  non-automatic  carryovers 
Balance 
'  - '  -
2.  Implementation  of  the  approprlattons  for  1978 
(a)  Payments 
(b)  Carryovers  to  1979  _  . 
•  Appropriations  committed  specifically and  carried over 
automattcally  to  1979 
•  Approprlations  committed  generally  and  carried over 
automatically  to  1979 
•  Unused  appropriations:  possible non-automatic 
carryover  to  1979 
Total  amount  carried over  from  1978  to  1979 
3.  Cancelled appropriations 
• against  appropriations  committed  generally 
.-not agatnst  approprlat1ons  com~itted generally 
Total  appropriations  cancelled 
Balance 
TOTAL 
These  figures  cannot  be  establlshed  unt,l  after the  flnal  closure  on  31  March  1979. 
• 
11  u.a. 
8.679,25 
5.230,65 
3.448,60 
* 
8.679,25 
605,78 
24,00 
to  be  completed 
after 
31  March  19 79 
• 
.... 
-I. 
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The  followinc table  1nd1cntes utilization for ench  ~tnptcr or  the  ~~dret 
on  the  ba~nn of the  trn.r:ofcrn  recently propooed to the  B-~dretnry Authorl.ty. 
--·--
~ 
l 
Appropriations  (in m EUA) 
Chap.  Headings  Appropriations Transfers  Budget  New  following  proposed on  appropria-
I 
transfers  16.1.79  tiona  already adoptee 
60  Cereals  1.428,3  ~.414,3  - 412  1.002,3  f 
61  Rice  36,6  36,6  - 14  22,6 
62  Milk  and  milk products 2.895,8  ~.917',6  (1)  + 425  :3.342,6  (1) 
63  Oils  and fats  413,3  413,3  - 40  373,3 
64  Sugar  812,5  812,5  - 812,5 
65  Beef and veal  460,8  460,8  + 120  580,8 
66  Pigmeat  84,5  84,5  - 35  49,5 
I 
67  Eggs  and  poultr,ymeat  25,4  25,4  +  5  30,4 
68  Fruit  and vegetables  139,2  139,2  - 28  111,2 
69  ~"line  224,3  224,3  - 150  74,3 
70  Tobacco  237:,4  23~,4  - 20  217,4 
i 
71  Fisheries  18  18'  - '78 
Other products  63,6  63,6  '15  78,6 
I 
73  +  . 
t  74  Refunds  on  processed  120  120  +  57  177 
products  --
44  ACA's  30  30  - 30 
45  1>ICA Is  992,6  992,6  - 130  862,6 
46  Dual  rate  712,9  713,1  (1)  +  207  9!0,1  c  1) 
TOTAL  - EAOOF  GUARANTEE 
f  8.695,2  8.703,2  - 8.703,2  SECTION 
(1)  Including non-automatic  carr.y-over of appropriations  from  1977  to 1978. 
'  ' • 
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'' 
A.  Chapters for which  the initial appropriations available have proved 
to be  lower than the  requirements  (see  tables  above)  (1) 
1.  Chapter 62  - l·~ilk  ;rnd  milk uroducts 
The  shortfall  of appropriations is due  to the following: 
(a)  the  stock valuation operation pursuant to Article 8  of Regulation 
No  1883/78  (2); 
(b)  the Council Decisions  of 12 May  1978; 
(c)  an  increase in exports,  the  amounts  of skimmed  milk powder used for 
feeding pigs,  the private storage of butter and  quantities qualifying 
for the  special measures for absorbing surpluses of butter-fats. 
It also appears that the  revenue  from  the financial  contributions of milk 
producers will  be  higher than the  expenditure  on  the  co-responsibility 
. programme  in 1978.  In accordance with the rules put  forward in the 
Preliminary Draft of the First Supplementary Budget  of 1978,  the 
Commission  therefore  intends to proposed transfers as part  of the  , 
implementation of the 1979  Eudget to provide the appropriations for the 
co-responsibility sector in order to achieve  the multiannual  overall 
balance which  must  be  aimed for in this sect'or.  The  EAGGF  Committee  has 
already been notified of this. 
2.  Chapter  65  - Beef and veal 
The  appropriation is expected to be insufficient for the following reasons: 
(a)  the writing-down of stocks pursuant to Article 8 of Regulation 
No  1883/78  (3); 
(b)  increased exports; 
(c)  the fact that the  improvement  on the internal market has been slower 
than expected,  the  stocks being high at the end of the financial year. 
3.  Chapter 67  -Eggs and  poultrymeat 
The  degree  of self-sufficiency has  increased for poultr.ymeat,  leading to 
a  higher level  of exports than forecast. 
4.  Chapter 73  - Other common  market  organizations 
The  shortfall in the appropriation is mainly due  to the  establishment of 
the  common  market  organization for dehydrated or dried fodder and, 
secondarily,  by  the new  provisions concerning peas,  beans  and field beans. 
5·  Chapter 74  - Refunds  on  certain goods  obtained by processing 
agricultural products 
The  shortfall in the  appropriation results from the increase in the flow 
of exports of processed products to non-community  countries  and the 
reduction in the world rates for sugar and milk products  • 
(1)  Subject to the definitive returns  on  the closure date of 31  March  1979. 
(2)  Involving around 213,5 m EUA. 
(3)  Involving around 75,3  m EUA. - 118-
6.  Chapter 46  -Expenditure resulting from the application of different 
exchange  rates 
A very laree deficit was  recorded in the Chapter containing the entries for 
the differences between the conversion of national currencies into 
agricultural units of account  by means  of ~he coefficients laid down  in 
Re~tlation (EEC)  No  724/78  and their conversion into European units of 
account  according to the  rates applying on the 20th of each month.  The 
shortfall in this Chapter is mainly  due  to the extension of the provisions 
allowing the exporting Member  States to p~  the monetar,y  compensator,y 
amounts  on  importation into certain Member  States with depreciated 
currencies  (Article 2a of Regulation  (EEC)  No  974/71)  while the Budget  was 
drawn  up  in the  assumption that there would be no extension;  this extension 
involves a  transfer of entries of around 250 "m  EUA from  Chapter 45 to 
Chapter 46.  In a.ddi tion,  the coefficients were  adopted· before the  Council 
Decision of 12  May  and were  fixed on a  flat-rate basis by Regulation  (EEC) 
No  724/78. 
Finally,  the breakdown of the expenditure in  1 agricu1  tural u. a..  in 1978 
differs slightly from  that propos·ed in the BUdget;  in particular,  the 
propo~tion of the expenditure of certain Member States with an above-
average dual-rate· coefficient is higher than .forecast. 
B.  Chapters  in which the initial appropriations have  ~roved higher than 
the  requirements  (see  above  Table)  (1) 
1.  Chapter 60  - Cereals 
The  sizeable saving in this sector is due  ma.~nly to the  refunds,  th$ 
storage  items  and durum wheat. 
The  reduced expenditure on refunds is due  to the fact that the world rates 
were better than at the  end of last summer  and,  in particular, to a· lower 
1977/78 harvest  than estimated in the Budget,  an  estimate which itself 
was  much  lower than the trend. 
The  reduction in -storage  expendi.t\lre ,also resulted from the poor hal"Vest 
a.nd  the Council Decisions of 12 Ma;r  19'78  on the carry-over pcey1nents. 
The  reduction for durum  wheat is partly ·clue  to a  reduction in the area 
under cul  tiva.tion in 1977  - whi.eh  was  .OVel'.l  .hi,gher tih$n expected when  the Bud&et 
was  drawn up  - and partly to the fact that the number of p~ents 
caught up  with in respect of the previ41us :maric.eting years was  lower than 
expected. 
2.  Chapter 61  - ~ 
i 
The  expe·ct·ed saving is the result o:t .&  :x.bctiotl in u:ports .and  ref\l.nd 
rates. 
3.  Chapter 63  - Oils  and  fat.s 
This  sector will probably show .a  small  exo,e.:us  as .~gards production aid for 
oil  seeds  (10 m u. a.) which is l~ply  'bal·anc.-.d.  ·1:w  savings expected for 
olive oil, for which  ·st.o~age ooris are :incre.Ming bu.t· for which the 
production aid has .not  caught up .as  ~ted  ,1fitll  the delq in pqments. 
(1)  Subject to the definitive rietums ·on  ~· closu.re date of 31 :March  1979  .• - 119  -
4.  Chapter 66  - Pigmeat 
This  sector shows  an  appreciable  saving as  exports are lower than forecast 
(because  of increased domestic  consumption),  as are the refund rates. 
5.  Chapter 68  - Fruit and vegetables 
The  expected saving is the result  of a  reduction in production and, 
consequently,  of the quantities withdrawn from  the market,  in particular 
as  regards  apples  and  pears. 
6.  . Chapter 69  - ~ 
The  harvest was  far lower than expected from  the trend,  which explains 
the  saving as  regards  storage  and,  in particular, distillation.  In 
addition,  there was  no  need for the  operations  considered when  drawing up 
the Budget  in accordance with the provisions guaranteeing long-term 
contracts. 
1.  Chapter 70- Tobacco 
The  saving expected in this sector (20  m u.a~) is due  partly to lower 
production than forecast  and partly to difficulties in marketing certain 
Eastern varieties,  which brought  large quantities into intervention,  with 
a  staggering of the  p~ent of premiums. 
8.  Chapter 45  - Monetary  compensatory  amounts 
The  breakdown of the MCAs  in intra-Community trade has had to be  reviewed 
following extension of the facility granted to those Member  States with a 
depreciated currency  (Article  2a of Regulation No  974/71). 
This  extension,  although not  affecting the o.verall  amount  in EUA,  involves 
a  transfer of entries of around 250  m u.a.  f+om  Chapter 45  to Chapter 46. - 120-
TITLE  8  -EUROPEAN  AGRICULTURAL  GUIDANCE  AND  GUARANTEE  FUND- GUIDANCE 
SECTION 
I.  GENERAL  SURVEY  OF  IMPLEMENTATION  IN 19J8  , 
The  objective appraisal of implementation in 1978  is based  on the 
observations in the detailed  ana~sis given in the following pages.  One 
should however  first take  a  general view of implementation pure~ on the 
accounting level. 
The  tables below give  an overall view of the  implementation of the 
Budget  in this particular area,  which  can be summarized as follows·: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
the commitments  entered into in the financial yea:r  amounted to 
285,2 m EtJA,  or· roughly. 5315%, .  out  :..o~ available appropriations 
totalling 533, 1· m EU'A;  ·  · 
p~ents effected amounted ·to 281,3  m ~A  out of an available 
sum  of 1245,7 m EUA  (of wh:ich  801 , 2  W'~re carryovers  and 444 i'5 
appropriations for 1978); 
the totality of commitments  entered into in 1978  amounted to 
1221,4 m EUA:  281,3 million of these were  paid out  leaving 
therefore a  credit balance of 940,1 million. 
Leaving aside the detailed explanations given later on,  the main 
features  of this implementation CCJll  be  summar~zed as follows: 
/;  ,, 
(a)  the  implementa~ion of'  commitments  has  not been satisfactory, for 
nearly half the available apJ?ropriations  ;:remain unused; 
(b)  there  are  two  observations to be  made  on the  implementation of 
pcyments:  firstly, it is unsatisfactory insofar as  an 
appropriation of a  mere  148 million EUA  - only one-third· - has ;, 
been paid out of an initial allocation of 444  million EUA(1);  ' 
secondly,  this low rate of utilization is largely the direct 
result of not using appropriations for commitment  for  joint 
rep~ent measures  (it. should be remembered that with these 
measures  commitment  is practically equivalent to ~ent); 
(c)  the volume  o.f  commitments  entered into, but still not paid out, 
is explained by the large number  of mul  ti-annu.al operations 
(i.e. individual projects) in progress in the Member  States. 
( 1)  Appropriations for the 1978 :financial yrear. 
II - 12'1  -
UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS-FOR  COMMITMENT 
(in m EUA) 
Approprtations  avatlable  for  1978  Utll~zat1on \n  1978 
Approps  entered  Subshtt ng  Commitments  Rate  of  Approprt a  tt  on• 
Article  or  Item  1  n the  1978  approprta tt ons  1  entered  into  utll tzatt on  ~vall  able at 
Budget  1rcl uding  from  197?  Total  tn  1978  %  31.12.78 
transfers 
...  " 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
800 
Separate  projects  70,000  12,011 (1)  82,011  12,011  14,6  70,000 
8100 
Moderni zatt on  31,500  3,437  34,937  28,019  80,2  6,918 
8101 
Cessation  of  farmlng  .{),700  0,003  ·o,7o3  . 0,251  35,7  0,452 
8102 
o,o2Z:  Vocational  guidance  5,500  5,522'  2,638  47,3  2,884 
~103 
o¥ntain  and  hill  60,100  1,189  61,289  34,581  56,4  26,708  arming 
Jeri  97,800  4,651  102,450  65,489  63,9  36,962 
8200 
Producer  groups  token  entry  3,598  3,598  - 0  3,598 
8201  ... 
Hop-producer  groups  1,000  1,190  2,190  1  ,606.  73,3  0,584 
8202 
Marke t1 ng  & processing  122,000  - ..  122,000~  102,469  84  "  19,531 
!02  123,000  4,738  127,788  104,075  81,5  23,713 
f-·  r  8302  i 
Conversion  non~lndus~ 
i 
5,000  - 5,000  - 0  5,000 
8303  flsh1ng 
Surveillan~e of  the 
Co~mun1ty  1sh1ng  zone 
8310 
16,000  - 16,000  - 0  16,000 
Beef  and  veal  prodQ~on  13,200  9,089  22,289  13,322  59,8  8,967 
8322  premtums 
Re-org.  of  ~oo~ 1  4,200  - 4,200  3,336  79,4  0,864  pro  uc  on 
~350  onv.  premium  1n  the 
8360  wine  sector 
16,200  - 16,200  9,960  61,5  6,240 
Non-marketing  of  milk_  123,900  7,971  131,871  71,863  54,6  60,008 
18-3  i78,500  17,060  195,561.  98,481  50,4  118,080 
890 
Prod.  groups-fruit  &  veg  2,600  -
893 
2,600  0,323  12,4  2,277 
ll)lprotement  cltrus  frut ts 
894 
22,300  0,135  22,435  4,699  20,9  17,736 
Prod.groups  f1sheries  0,300  - 0,300  0,087  29  0,213 
89  25,200  0,135  25,335  5,109  20,2  20,226 
T 0  T A L  494,500  38,645  533,14~  285,164  53,5  247,981 
(1)  Appropriations  released  ln  accordance  with  Regulation  (EEC)  3111/75. UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIO!i'"S  FOR  PAYI·:ENT 
I 
- ..  '. 
in-1978 
.  - ~ .  .  . 
Appro~s. for  payment  avatlable  Payr.:ents 
Article  or  I tern  -~~??Y{&er~  ~ro~ Appropriations  Tot a  1  A~ainst 
~_yea~;r ·  1  for  1978  f~oP~~1~
5 
1  2  3  4 
tiUU  ,{ 1)f~~  723,416  - 723,416  127,864 
Separate  projects  b  47,847  26,000  73,~47  2o,o12 
f~1~0  •  t•  3,437  31,500  34,937  3,437  o ern1za  10n 
8101 
Cessation  of  farmtng  0,003  0,700  0,703  0,003 
8102 
Vocational  gu\dance  0,022 
8103 
5,500  5,522  0,022 
rlountain  & hill  f::\rminn  1,189  88,300  89,489  1,189 
181  4,650  126,000  130,650  4,650 
8200 
Producer  groups  3,598 
8201  .  - 3,598  -
Hop-producer  groups  1,190  1,000  2,190  1,190 
8202 
I  Marketi no  &  :t nn  - 32,000  32,000  -
~82  4,788  -33:,000  -- 37,7~8 - 1-,1.90 
8300  J2>  Conv.  in  tvehfalt-co~  1-,60  - 1,603  - 8302  1s  ng  sec  or 
Conv.  non-ind.  fishing  - 5,000  5,000  -
W.303  . 
~urvet  11 atl_fet of the  Co min.  - 16,000  16,000  - 8310  1  sh1 ng  zone  , 
Beef  &  veal  prod.  prem.  9,089···- . - 13;200  "2;!,289~  -.-9,089 
8322  . 
Re-org.  of  food  prod.  - 4,200  4,200  - '8340 
1  ,691-?:)  Farm  structure survey  - 1,699  1,720 
~350  onv.  prem!um  ln  the  - 33,000  33,000  -
~360  w1ne  sec  or 
7,971  ,23,900  131,871  on-markettng  of  mllk  7,971 
8370 
Erydicatjon.bruclltuber  & eucos1s  1n  ca  le  - 39,000  39,000  -
83  20,367  2~4,300  254,667  18,780 
890 
Prod.  groups  fruH&veg.  - 2,600  2,600  - . 893 
I 
Imp.  cltrus fruits  o, 135  22,300  22,435  0,135 
894  ! 
Prod.  groups  fisheries  - 0,300  0,300  - -gg  0,135  25,200  25,335  0,135 
T 0  T A L  I  BO~L204  444,500  1245,704  !1s1 ,'·32 
{1>  (a>  Before  1977:  non-differentiated appropr1at1ons. 
tb>  A!ter  197~:  dlfferent1ated  ap~ropriations. 
(2>  Non-d1fferent1ated approprtations  tgolng  back  to  the  period  before  1977). 
... -. 
made  in  1973 
iAga1nst  f  I  Total 
app~g~~  or  . 
5  6 
- 1~7,~r4  - o,o  t. 
24,582  28,019 
0,248  0,251 
2,616 .  2,638 
33,392  34,581 
60,838  65,488 
- -
0,416  1,606 
0,006  0,006 
0,422  1,612 
- -
'  - -
- -
4,233  13,322 
3,336  3,336 
- 1,720 
9,960  9,96{) 
16,132  24,103 
- -
33,660  52,~t41 
0,323  0,323 
4,564  4,699 
0,087  0,087 
4,974  5,109 
99,895  281,327 
(in m EUA 
Appro;ls. 3 !E12;98a  t 
Ag31nst  .Ao31ns{ 
~arryovers  acprogs  for 
.-.-.-:..~~_g_ 
7  I:S 
)95,552  -
19,035  ze,ooo 
- 6,918 
- 0,452 
- 2,8~4 
- 54,908 
- 65,1o2 
3,598  -
- O,SM 
- 31,994 
3,59~  32,578 
1,608  -
- 5,000 
- 16,000 
.. 
'  6,967 
...  0,864 
- 0,021 .  ... 
- 23,040 
- 107,768 
- 39,000 
1,587  200,b3Y 
- 2,277 
- 17,736 
- 0,213 
- 20,226 
619,772  344 _605 
I 
1\1  . ., 
I 
... .  --··------~----------!.__ _______  _ 
EVOLUTION  OF  CO:·~·riTI·::EliTS  ENTERED  INTO 
COM:11 TMENTS  PAYHElHS  HADE  I  ~·l  1978  SUBSISTI~~-~9~~~~~ENTS AT 
ISiibSi fD ng; -con fracted 
1 
A~i(llt  Against  j,\galnst  1  Against  I 
-
Budget  heading  1.1.1978  in  1978  Tota 1  c  i.ltll  tien ts  colmi  tm~n  ts  Total  ~o~nitments  o~~itm~nts  Total  colur.tn  1  co  umn  ~o umn  1  ~o unn 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  ~  9 
~00  (  1)  fb~ 
723,416  [  12~0111)  723,416  12 7,  ~61,  - 27,h64  595,5S2  I  [  12,011 Jd  D95,552 
Separate  projects  t21,)o9  ltl,:>oY  t6,o12  - th,~1t  1Yt.,r77  1Yt,7711  ·-
R~~~rntzation  - 2H,019  2~,019  - 28,019  2~,019  - - -
~01 
~essat1on of  farming  - 0,251  0,251  - 0,251  0,251  - - -
~02 
~ocational  guidance  - 2,63lS  2,63lS  - 2,63~  2,63lS  - - -
~03 
Kountain  and  hill  farmino  - 34,581  34,581  - 34,5lS1  34,581  - - -
~1  - 65,48~  65,48H  - 65,4bH  65,488  - - -
~200 
~8yucer groups  - - - - - - - - -
Hop-producer  groups  - 1,606  1,606  - 1,606  1,606  - - -
a2o2 
~rketina & orocessino  - 102,469  102,469  - - 0,006  0,006  - 102,46~  102,463 
B2  - 104,075  104,075  - 1,612  1,612  - 102,463  102,463 
~0  - 1,608  - 1,~pts  1,60lS  - 1,60H  nv.  tn  the·salt-c~d ftsh.  - - -
2o302  sec  or 
nv.  non-lnd~ial flshinc  - - - - - - - - -
!1304  urve tll  a  nee  ·of  the  Comm.  - - - - - - . - - - fi shl 0.9  zone  I 
~~  &  veal  prod.  premiums  - 13,322  :13,322  - 13,322  13,322  - - -
8322  e-org.  of  food  productlon  - 3,336  3,33b  - 3,336  3,336  - - -
8340 
Farm  structure  survey  1,699  - 1,699  1,720  - 1,720  - 0,021  - 1- 0,021 
8350 
Conv.  premium  in  the  ¥1ne  - 9,960  9,960  - 9,960  9,960  - - -
8360  sec  or  71~8631;5)  71,lSJ~  47,7603) 
3 
Non-marketina  of  milk  - - 241103  2-4,1.03  - 47,76u 
IS3  3~307  9lS,4~1  101,7tH:S  1~720  !>U,721  52,441  1,5~7  47,760  49,347 
890 
Prod.  groups  fruit &  veg.  - 0,323  0,323  - 0,323  0,323  - - -
893 
lmprovement  c1trus  frufts 
89~ 
- 4,699  4,699  - 4,699  4,699  - - -
Prod1  groups  flsher1es  - O,Ots7  0,087  - 0.,0~7  O,OH7  - - -
89  - 5,109  5,109  - ),109  5,109  - - -
T 0  T A L  948,312  273,153  1221,365  158,396  IC.t.,'ijU  "281 ,326  789,916  150,223  1940,  13~ 
fl>  a>  Before  1977:  non-different1ated approprtat1ons. 
b)  After  1977:  differenttated approprlattons. 
12)  Re-commt tments  against  appropriations  released  from  column  1 and  charged  agatnst  their or1gtnal  year. 
(3)  lnr.lruHnn  h..7  7f:n  -LilA  ""  ......  ,  nf """"""0<'  1+  ... J..n ..  1...1  ""'  ·----'~..J  -'"~-'  .&.l..~  .£: __  ,  -··- ..  t11  A-1 ..  L- '----·- -- .., ..... 
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II.  ANALYSIS  OF  IMPLEMENTATION 
1.  GENERAL  CONSIDERATIONS 
It would  seem  appropriate to compare  the budgetar,y implementation for 
1978  with that for  1977  and with the original estimates for 1978. 
(1)  ,C,o,mpared  witfl. ,1911.,  the  implementation of the  1978  Budget  is 
wcy behind with regard to new  commitments  ( -18%).  At  the 
same  time,  p~ents for the reform of agricultural structures 
have  increased by 48%. 
This is explained chiefly Qy  the  change  in the distribution 
of appropriations between individual projects  (Article 800 
and  Item 8202)  and  rep~ent measures  (all the  other  Items 
in the  Guidance  Section).  The  share{1)  of appropriations 
for all structural aid which went  to individual projects 
for  the reform of agricultural structures has fallen by  34%. 
At  the  same  time  the share  of Community  and  special rep~ent 
measures  has risen from  30  to 64%•  In expenditure terms 
this means  an increase of 83 m EUA  for the latter. 
(2)  Com;eared  with the  or:i.ginal  estimates,  implementation of the 
Budget  is everywhere  lower  than expected,  except  for  Item 8202: 
Aid for  improving the marketing and  processing of agricultural 
products.  During the  financial year the Council decided to 
approve  a  supplementary allocation in this case for  the 
Mediterranean regions. 
Taking all the  expenditure together,  commitments  have  reached 
60%  only,  and  p~ents 35%,  of the initial budget estimates 
for  1978. 
A considerable  sum  of appropriations  (248 m EUA  for  commitments 
and  348  m EUA  for  p~ents) has  remained unutilized and is 
therefore carried over to 1979.  Detailed analysis shows, 
however,  that more  than half (i.e. 55%)  of the subsisting 
appropriations are  in fact  covered by rep~ent requests 
submitted by the Member  States to the  Commission before 
31  December  1978  and  which were  not  processed in 1978  for various 
reasons  (see point 4 above). 
The  above  remarks  lead  one  to conclude that, all in all, the  implementation 
of the  Budget  has  not  been entirely satisfactory.  The  drop in socio-
structural expenditure  (Chapter 81)  is rather worrying even.  Nevertheless, 
detailed analysis  of the expend.i  ture do-es  reveal some  positive features, 
among  which,  notably,  are the progress  achieved in the wine  and  milk 
sectors and  the  improvement  in fruit production. 
The  figures  in the  accounts,  therefore,  are not  alw~s an objective  guide 
to the  progress  achieved by  the Member  States in implementing Community 
policies for  the  improvement  of agricultural structures. 
(1)  This was  the major share in the financial years prior to 1978. --
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2.  REMINDER  OF  THE  RULES  G<~VERNINO THE  UTILIZATXON'  OP  APPitOPR:tA'£XONS  IfX m 
GUIDANCE  SECTION 
Given the special conditions with regard to implementation in this field, 
attention should be  drawn to the procedures to be applied.  Details of these 
are  provided in Annex  B. 
3.  ADAPTING  APPROPRIATIONS  TO  REQPIREMENTS 
Given  the actual requirements for  1978,  as they appeared at the beginning of the 
second  quarter,  the initial 1978  appropriations were  adjusted as  indicated in 
the  following table: 
SUMMARY  OF  All  TRANSFERS  IN  1918  FROM  ONE  CHAPTER  TO  ANOTHER 
Chapters  cred1ted  Approps.  for  Approps.  for  Chapters  debl ted  Approps.  for  Approps.  for 
commttment  pay•!!!  comral tment  payment 
80  Projects  for  the  improvements  81  Co11mon  measures  for  the  refora 
of  agricultural  structures  of  agrlcultural  structures 
~  provided  for  under  Arttcle  13  Art,cle  810 
of  Regulation  No  17/6~/EEC  • 7o.ooo.ooo  - lte1 8100  Modernizatton  of 
farms  - 17.300.000  - 17.300.000 
82  Common  measures  concern\ng  ''  Item  8103  Hounta\n  and  hill 
the  marketlng  and  processing  farmlng  and  farmlng 
of  agr\cul tural  products  tn  certatn less-
Adlcle  820  favoured  areas  - 4-0.200.000  - 12.000.000 
Item  8202  Marketing  and 
process\ng  of  · 83  Co1mon  measures  tn  parttcular 
agrlcultural  prod.  +  lt-2.000.000  +  28.000.000  sectors 
Article  835 
lte• 8350  Converston  prem1ums 
83  Common  measures  tn  particular  tn  the  v\ne  sector  - 16.800.000  -
sectors 
Article  830  Ftshor\es  sector  Artlcle 831  I 
Item  8302  Conversion  ln  the  ltea 8370  Coamunlty  measures 
non-\ ndustrlal  to  eradicate 
\ nshore  ft shl ng 
sed  or  +  s.ooo.ooo  +  s.ooo.ooo 
brucellosts,  tuber-
culosls and  leucos\s 
Item  8303  Survetllance  of  \n  cattle  - 39.000.000  -
the  CommunHy 
f\ shi ng  zone  +  16.000.000  + 16.000.000 
~g Special  measures  60  Cereals 
ArHcle  600  Article  890  Producer  groups  Item  6000  Refunds  on  cereals  - 1~t.ooo.ooo  - 1  4-. ooo. 000  l n the  frult & 
vegetable  sector  +  1.100.000  +  1.100.000  48  Expendtture  resulting  from  the 
~ 
Ar't1cle  894  Producer  groups 
appllcatton  of  dlfferent 
exchange  rates  to  the  EAGGF 
1n  the  flshertes  Guarantee  Sectlon  - 2.000.000  - 2.000.000 
sector  •  200.000  +  200.000 
100Prov1stona1  appropr,atlons  ...  5.000.000  - 5.000.000 -126-
4.  UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  COMMITMENT 
4.1  Overall  survel 
At  31  Decamber  1978,  appropriations totalling 285,2 m EUA  had 
been  committed  out of an  available  sum  of 533,1  m EUA,  i.e. 53%. 
The  situation for each Chapter was  as follows: 
m EUA 
~as% of1  3 as %of 2  ~QQr~priat~ana an-t  Appropriations  C¥mmitments  Chapter  .ery  d:n  e  u ge 
InC  U  1~¥ 
ae~r~gr  a u  ons  .  avallable  a.  31.12.  78 
o  s  ~  ng  .  (1)  X 
1  2  3  4  5 
Chap ..  80  '12,0  82,0  12,0  100  15 
81  160,0  102,4  65,5  41  64 
82  85,8  127,8  104,1  121  81 
83  235,42)  195,6  98,5  42  45 
89  24,0  25,3  5,1  21  20 
517,2C:J  533,1  285,2  55  '  53 
The  utilization of commitments  has thus been very low,  despite 
the fact that appropriations were  adjusted during the financial 
year.  Overall,  therefore,  there is a  drop in comparison with 
previous financial years,  where,  in practice, all appropriations 
for commitment  were  utilized.  It should be  recalled,  however, 
that the  1978  financial year is a  transitional one  (the reasons 
for this are set out below).  In the circumstances, it is 
possible to  compare  wi·th  previous years only if the  chan.ged  frame 
of reference is borne in mind. 
There  are  four  main  reasons for this utilization pattern: 
(a)  the  changed  legal frame  of referene  of the Guidance Section 
In previous financial years,  the whole  sum  available after 
the  requirements of the  common  measures had been met  was 
assigned to individual projects {Regulation No  17/64); 
I 
(b) 
this enabled all the appropriations to be  fully committed. 
The  frame  of reference has since changed,  however,  for it 
is now  no  longer possible to use the available balance for 
individual projects; 
the  Council's delay in taking certain decisions 
The  Council  delayed  in taking certain decisions,  which  meant  that 
some  appropria·tions for 1978  were  only utili  zed in part,  or 
not at all (as was  the  case with the decision  on  the  70  m EUA 
set aside in accordance  with Regulation  No  17/64  for conversion 
premiums  in the wine  sector).  Moreover,  the  Council has still 
not  taken any decisions with regard to revising the rates for 
the  socio-structural directives. 
(1)ncluding amounts  released,  appropriations outstanding and transfers 
(see table  on  the utilization of appropriations for commitment). 
(2)This  sum  does not  include  the appropriation of 16  m EUA  transferred from 
the  Guarantee Section to the Guidance Section (Item 8303)  for 
surveillance in the fisheries sector. ~I 
•  ! 
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(o)  Administrative  delays in the Member  States affecting the 
implementation of certain measures 
The  implementation of certain measures  was  slowed down  in the 
Member  States by delays in adopting the  implementing provisions 
required  (Item 8370:  Measures  to eradicate certain cattle 
diseases). 
(d)  Measures  implemented  by the Member  States more  slowly than 
expected 
This is the  most  serious cause,  for it affects the very 
substance  of the  farm  structure policy.  It must  be  admitted 
that,  with regard to most  of the  common  measures,  implementation 
has fallen significantly behind the estimates  supplied by 
the  Member  States,  and this must  mean  that the measures most 
probably do  not meet  actual requirements in the present 
economic  and  social situation.  Furthermore, it should be 
emphasized that the framework  of legislation in force  does 
not,  in itself, oblige farmers  to apply the  measures laid 
down,  for the deterxP.ning factor. is in fact the  financ;Jal 
attraction of the  v~rious premi~s. 
The  Commission  acknowledges  that  some  measures  are no  longer 
sufficiently attractive to the recipients,  since the value 
of the  premiums  ha.s:been eroded:by inflation.  In order to 
remedy this, the  Commission  presented proposals to the 
Council  in  1976  for  restoring  the  financial 
value  of measures under the  socio-structural directives, but, 
so  far,  with two  exceptions,  the  Council has not  adopted 
these  proposals. 
4.2  Detailed analysis 
A.  Discrepancies 
Detailed analysis of each Budget  Reading shows  that  t~e 
generally poor implementation covers a  wide  range  of 
individual situations:  the discrepancies between appropriations 
available and  those utilized range  from  16  to  10o%.  An 
appraisal of budgetary implementation will therefore be 
hedged about by qualifications. 
With  this in· mind,  it is worth .classifying the measures 
according to the  si~e of the discrepancy.  The  implementation 
rate will be  considered.relatively good if the discrepancy 
is  s~aller than  25%,  unsatisfactory if between  25  and  60%, 
poor if over  6r/fo,  and non-existent a.t  100% • - 128-
<25%  25  to  6(1,!  61  to  99%  100% 
1.  !·~arkcting and  1.  Hop-producer  1.  Cessation  of  farmlng  1.  Conversion  non-
processlng  groups  (Item  8201)  (Item  8101)  1ndustrial  f1shing 
(I tcm  8202)  (Item  8302) 
2.  Eudernization  2.  Conversion  in  the  2.  Producer  groups,  2.  Surva ill a  nee, 
( l tern  8100)  wine  sector  fisheries  (Art.894)  Communtty  fishing 
(I tern  8350)  zone  (Item  8303) 
3.  Reorganization  3.  Encouragement  of  3.  Improvements  citrus  .. 
o-f  ftuit 
I 
beef  and  vea 1  fruits  (Art.  893) 
production  pro due t1 on 
•' 
( l tom  8322)  (I tern  8310) 
4.  1·loun ta in  and  hi 11  4.  Individual  projects 
farming  (Item  8103)  (Art.  800)( 1) 
5.  Non-marketing  of  s.  Producer  groups, 
mi 1  k (I tern  8360)  fru1 t 'imd  vag. 
,, 
6.  Vocational  guidance  (Art.  890) 
and  training 
,, 
(Item  8102) 
(1)  In fact,  10o%  of the  appropriations made  available after being 
released in accordance  with Regulation No  3171/75  have  been  committed;  the 
other appropriations  could not be  committed for the  legal reasons set 
out below. 
Commitments  were  most  fully used under a  recent  common  measure  (Marketing 
and processing of agricultural products)  which,  in fact,  is very similar 
in character to  the earlier individual projects.  A more  detailed analysis 
of this expenditure will be  found in point 4.3 below. 
B.  Expla~ation of the discrepancies 
As  already stated,  the administrative and procedural  reasons 
for these  discrepancies  should be  clearly distinguished from  the 
substantive reasons. 
(a)  The  administrative and procedural reasons: 
the  Commission's  departments  could not  complete their study 
of certain Member  States' dossiers in. time  (8100,  8103, 
8322); 
Member  States were  unable  to supply the extra.information 
required by  the  Commission  in time  (8100,  8103); 
there is a  dispute between a  Member  State and the  Commission 
with regard to the  inclusion of certain regions in Item 8103,; ..  I 
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certain requests  fo~ repayment notified by the Member  States 
were  not in fact  submitted  (8350,  8310); 
Member  States were  unable  to  submit  programmes  in time  (8303); 
the  Commission  could not  approve  the  n~tional re~lations drawn 
up  to implement  Community  legislation (8100,  8103); 
the  Council  took  longer than expected to decide  on  certain 
legislation (Boo,  8202,  8350,  8360)  or has still not taken 
a  decision (for instance,  the absence  of a  decision revising 
the rates to be  applied for certain socio-structural 
directives has definitely had an adverse effect  on  the 
submission of development  plans). 
(b)  The  substantive reasons mainly .affect Items 8100  and 8101: 
the less favourable  socio-economic context over the past 
five  years has  impeded  the reform of agricultural structures; 
some  provisions are still inadequate to solve specific 
problems in certain particularly less-favoured regions; 
some  provisions need to be  made  more  flexible if they are to 
concern all the  farmers for whom  they are  intended; 
the  support  given by the  common  organization of the  markets 
is not  conducive  to the  neoess~ry adaptation  of~rming 
structures. 
4.3  and:common  measures  similar to 
Item 
(a)  Individual projects (Chapter 80) 
Only  12  m EUA,  or 15%,  of the appropriation available  (82  m EUA) 
was  committed at  31  December  1978.  This figure represents a 
recommitment  of  10Q%  of the appropriations released in 1978 
in accordance  with Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75  of 3 December  1975~ 
The  remaining appropriation of 70  m EUA  was  made  available for 
Member  States to implement  projects in 1978  and  1979,  in 
accordance  with a  d~cision taken by the Agriculture  ~nisters 
at a  Council  meeting held from  8 to  12  May  1978  and on  the 
basis of Regulation  (EEC)  No  17/64 as amended.  That  sum  of 
70  m EUA  was  not  committed in time,  because the Regulation 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  17/64 was  adopted by the  Council 
only on  19  December  1978:  and in that amending Regulation the 
deadline for Member  States to submit requests was  set at 
31  December  1978 • - 130-
(b)  Common  measures  similar to individual projects  (Item 8202) 
It should be  noted that the initial sum  of 80  m EUA,  set aside 
in the  1978  Budget  in accordance  with Article  16(3)  of 
Regulation  No  355/77  for financing individual projects to 
improve  the  conditions under which agricultural products are 
processed and  marketed,  was  increased by 42  m EUA  during 
the financial year;  this sum  was  allocated by Council 
Regulation  No  1361/78  of  19  June  1978  to projects undertaken 
in the  Mezzogiorno,  Languedoc-Roussillon and five  French 
"departements".  The  total available appropriation for 
financing this type  of project was  therefore  122  m EUA. 
In all,  84%  (10215 m EUA)  of the available appropriation was 
committed at  31  December  1978. 
The  commitments  were  effected in three instalments of 
30,9,  14)9  and 56,7  m EUA  respectively.  In all,  384  indi·r.idual 
projects in all the  sectors obtained Community  support, but 
most  of them  were  in the meat,  fruit and vegetable,  wine, 
milk  and fisheries sectors.  The  projects supported were 
mainly capital investment to modernize  and expand plant for 
storing,  packaging,  preserving, handling or processing 
agricultural products,  and distribution circuits. 
The  breakdown  by Member  State of committed appropriations 
is as follows: 
D  8  OK  F  + OD  IR I IT  iLUX,.PB  UK  Commun1 ty/9 
Total 
I  •  I 
0,2[4,7  Reg.  flo.  355/75  16,6  3,6  3,9  14,3  6,1  20,0  10,3  79,7 
Reg.  No.  1361/78  8,9  13,9  22,9 
Total  16,6  3,6 3,9  23,2  6,1133,910,214,7  10,3  102,5 
%  16,2  I  3,5!3,8  22,6 
1s,9r33,1 [o,2!4,6 1  o,  1 I 1  oo 
It will be  seen from  the table  th~t the  ~ount not  committed 
relates  ~lmost exclusively to projects in the Mediterranean 
regions to be  financed under Regulation No  1361/78.  This is 
mainly  due  to  the fact that -too.few projects were  submitted 
to the  Commission  by the two  Member  States concerned,  since 
th~ basic decision had been  taken very late in the year. 131  -
5·  UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPR!ATIO~~S  FOR  PAYMENTS 
At  31  December  1978  appropriations amounting to  281,3 m EUA,  i.e. 
23%  had been utilized out of a  total of 1.245,7 m EUA. 
The  following table gives a  more  detailed view of the  situation in 
each Chapter: 
Appropriation  entered  in  the  Appropr1 a  t1 on  •  · ·  '1  Payments  as  at  r.  Chapter  Budget,  inc 1  udi ng  transfers .  aval.lable  inf{ud1_n·g 
carrYovers  (  1 .  .  31.12. 78 
80IJ aJ  - 723,4  127,9  1~ 
b)  26,0  73,8  2~,8  39 
81  126,0  130,6  65,5  so 
82  33,0  37,B  1,6  4 
83  234,3  254,7  52,4  19 
89  25,2  25,3  5,1  20 
444,5  1245,7  281,3  23 
Although it provides an interesting overall picture, this table does 
not  enable  one  to appreciate the  reasons behind the apparently low 
rate of payments. 
Fully to understand the position,  a  distinction must  be  made  between 
the  implementation of carryovers and that of appropriations for the 
1978  financial year. 
5.1  Utilization of carryovers 
The  table below shows  the  scale of carryovers from  preceding financial 
years. 
It should be  understood that the  carryovers include both automatic 
and non-automatic  carryovers  (the non-automatic ones dating from 
more  than five years ago). 
Payments totalling 18114 m EUA,  or roughly 23%,  were  effected from an 
available  sum  of 801,2 m EUA. 
The  table below shows  that the utilization rate for Chapters  81 
(Socio-structural measures)  and  89  (Special measures)  was  100%, 
while  that for Chapter 83  (Particular sectors) was  ver,y high. 
(1)(a) Prior to  1977:  non·-differentiated appropriations. 
(b) as from  1977:  differentiated appropriations. - 132-
On  the other hand,  utilization in Chapter 80,  which  represents by far 
the  la~gest part of the appropriations, is relatively  low;  since these 
are  individual projects which  are  only completed after a  relatively 
long.period of several years,  this utilization pattern should be 
considered as normal. 
Chapter  Carryovers  IUttlizatigr:  t  .  - avmen  s 
auto rna tic  non-automatic  Total  m  EU-A  I. 
Bb)a)  b1Y,1  'I04,j  ft:..),Lt  It_ f,  'I  10 
b)  47,8  47,'0  2'0,8  60 
81  4,7  4,7  4,7  100 
82  4,8  4,8  1,2  25 
83  20,4  20,4  18,8  92 
89  0,1  0,1  0,1  100 
TOTAL  696,9  104,3  801,2  181,4  23 
It should be  noted with regard to the  individual projects  (Ch~pter 80) 
that payments  for  1977  projects represent about  13%  of the  s~s 
committed •.  Thereafter,  the rate of project completion is somewhat 
faster and  payments  for the following four years stabilize at roughly 
2~; of the  commitments  outstanding, but then drop to below 7%. 
(1)(a) Prior to 1977: 
(b)  As  from  1977: 
non-differentiated appropriations. 
differentiated appropriations. • 
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Utilization of appropriations for the  1978  financial year 
From  available appropriationsof 444,5  m EUA,  99,9  m EUA,  or 
roughly  22,1a,  have  been paid(1)  • 
There  are two  reasons for this under-utilization in the  form 
of payments: 
either 
(a)  the measures  involve individual projects which require 
virtually no  appropriations for payment  in the year when 
the aid decision is taken  (Item 8202,  Marketing and 
processing of agricultural products; 
Article 800,  Individual projects); 
.2£ 
(b)  the measures  involve  repayments for which no  commitment 
decision was  taken in 1978  (Article 830,  Fisheries sector; 
Item 8370,  Eradication of certain diseases in cattle; 
Item 8200,  Producer groups),  or the  commitments  made  were 
less than expected.  In this case,  where  payments are in step 
with commitments,  the  above  explanations relating to 
commitments  are also valid. 
The  following table  summarizes  the utilization of appropriations 
for the  financial year: 
Chapter  Appropriation  Payments  effected  Appropriati~nst.T·  d.  no  u 1  1 ze 
~ 
· m  EUA  ~  m  EUA  i. 
80  26,0  - 0  26  100 
~1  126,0  60,8  48  65,2  52 
82  33,_9  0,4  1  32 .. 6  99 
83  231;,3  33,7  14  200,6  8.6 
89  25,2  5,0  20  20,2  ~0 
TOTAL  444,5  99,9  22  34lr,6.  78 
(1)It should be noted that 41  applications for payments,  totalling 
about  50  m EUA,  are pending in the  Commission's departments 
for the reasons given above. - 134-
•rcrrLE .2.- COOPERATION  WITH  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES  .AND  OTHER  NON-MEMBER 
COUNTRIES 
Tne  rate  of commitment  of the  appropriations available was  50,5%· 
HoHE:ver,  if this is adjusted to take into account  the fact that the 
Co:r1ruission  Has  unable to make  use  of the appropriations relating to 
the  fin~~cial protocols  (228,3 m EUA)  concluded with the Mediterranean 
Basi~1 co'..illtries,  the rate  of utilization rises to 87%. 
This  result,  which is slightly worse  than in 1977  (96%),  is attributable 
to the fact that,  for various reasons which will be  explained below, 
only 42fo  of the  appropriations for aid to non-associated developing 
countries  (i-irticle  930:  70  m EUA)  were  committed. 
On  the  other hand,  there  was  a  very marked  improvement  in the  implementation 
of the  food-aid programmes  (which constitute a  third major aspect  of 
development  cooperation),  mainly because  the  backlogs  which  had built up 
in the  earlier programmes  were  removed. 
The  rate  of implementation for the  other Items in Title 9,  which are far 
less significant·,  was  satisfactory on  the whole,  particularly fol' the 
appropriations for  cooperation projects carried out by NGOs. 
Chaoter 92  - Food  aid 
In accordance  with Article  102  of  the Financial  Regulation,  which 
provides that  "every food-aid programme  shall as  soon as possible be 
made  the  subject  of a  proposal for  commitment",  the budget  appropriations 
are  committed  once  the  Council has  adopted the programmes  for the .various 
products to be  delivered as  food aid,  since the Community  is under a 
legal obligation from  that moment.  In practice,  the various food-aid 
operations are not actually implemented until some  time  afterwards. 
This  time-lag,  which varies according to the recipients,  is caused 
(a) by the  amount  of time  needed to obtain the  agreement  of the 
recipients as  to the nature  of the  commodities  and  the place  and 
details of delivery and  (b)  by the  accomplishment  of internal 
Community  procedures and  internal procedures in the Member  States 
concerning the  dispatch  of the  commodities.  The  Posting of  the 
commitment  to the  books  may  therefore antedate  the  carrying-out  of 
the  operations quite  considerably.  The  posting of the  payment  to the 
books,on the  other hand,  may  occur quite  some  time after the  operations 
have  been carried out  since,  under Article 97  of the Financial Regulation, 
charging as  a  p~ent is in general carried out within two  months  after 
receipt  of the  statements of expenditure  sent by the Member  States and, 
under Article 98,  expenditure is shown  in the accounts for a  given 
financial year  on  the basis of the  payments made  up to  31  December  by 
the Member  States' paying departments,  provided that the relevant 
commitments  and authorizations reach the  accounting officer not later 
than  31  March  of the  following year.  Consequently,  the  payments  ~hown 
in the  accounting documents  as·at  31  December  1978  are less,  though it is 
impossible to estimate how  much  less,  than the actual payment's.  rt would 
therefore  appear that neither commitments  nor payments  as  posted to the 
books  give  an exact idea of the rate  of utilization of the food-aid 
appropriations and that it is preferable to consider the quantities 
already delivered and those still to be delivered under the various 
programmes. 
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In the case of cereals,  for example,: .there was  a  302.000 t  backlog under  ~ 
pre-1978 programmes  on  1  January 1978;  by the end of the year the  . 
oatohins:-up  opera.tion had.  been virtuall~ oom;pllted •inoe ·this backlos had  j 
. been reduced to 1.200 t.  ·  j 
However,  it was  ~ot enough  to remove  the  ba~t1ogs, it was  also necesaar.r 
to prevent the  same  thing happening to the  1~~78 programme,  so .the 
Commission departments concerned also turned their attention t'o this 
matter.  For example,  alm~ 635.000  t  of the 720.500  t  under this 
programme  were  delivered during the year,  so  the balance to be delivered 
in 1979  will be  onl~ as.ooo  t  or so.  All in all, nearly 936.000  t  of 
cereals were  delivered in 197.8,  which  repras~ants 13o%  of a  year's 
programme  of 720.500  t  a.nd  gives a  good  idea of the acale of effort put 
in by the Commisaion departments concerned. 
On  1  January there  wa.l:l  a  backlog ot '130.000  ·t  of skimmed  milk powder 
under pre-1978  pl'og.rarnmes.  By  ·31  Deoember  t:tlis had been reduced to 
just under 29.000 t.  Only 40.000 t  ·Of  the  1~50.000 t  under the  1978 
programme  were  delivered during the year.  ~~e main reasons·for this 
situation, which is much  less satis:f'aotory  tl~an for cereals,  are as 
follows:  (a) the· Co'W'lcil  did not adopt  the  1978  milk products programme 
until 25  April,  ao little was  accomplished  il~ the first half of the' year, 
and it was  obviously impossible to catch ·up  :in the  second half, mainly 
because of the produot mobilization prooedurles ·to be  carried out;  . 
(b)  the recipient countries are more  interes·ted in cereals aid and· their 
re:plies  conoemitlg arrangements for milk prod.uots aid are,. often taN-: 
{c) preparation of vitaminized Skimmed  milk ·took quite a  long time
1in 
the Member  St&tea during certain periods of ·the  year.  Nevertheles~, 
amost  142.000 t, or more  than 94%  of a  year•ts programme,  were  delivered 
in 1978. 
'lhe  butteroil baCklog under earlier progra.tnmi~S was  jUSt  over 44.000 t, 
i.e. virtual~ one  year's programme  {45.000  ·t).  This had been reduced 
to 5.000 t  by the  end of the year·.  In add.it:Lon,almoat  14.000 t  of the 
1978  programme  was  delivered.  In i tsel:f',  th:ls is. not a  very satisfactory 
proportion,  and  the 'W'lderlying reasons are  a::J  for skimmed milk powder. 
However,  it shou1d be  emphasized that  a  total of 53.000 t  was  delivered 
during the year,  representing 118%  of one  ye•U''s  programme. 
Chapter 93 - finsmcial.  .. and -.aohnioaJ.  ooo;eera:~fon wi  th-noll-!associated· 
devtloping countries 
'  'lhe  rate of commitment  for the year's  approp~C'iations was  only 44.6%, 
mainly because  the appropriations in Artiole 930  were  not all used up. 
Article 930- Financial cooperation with  no~·assooiated developing 
coj,mtries 
T.he  appropriations in this Article  (70 m EUA  of appropriations for 
commitment)  w~re once  again used in the abseJloe  of a  Co\Uloil  Regulation 
defining the  tibj•ctives and  prooedurs  to be  followed for the  · 
implementation ot a  policy of financial  and  ·technical aid to 
non-associated developing countries,  as the Oounoil did not adopt its 
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l guidelines on  the basis of the Commission  draft until May,  and the 
consultations with  Parli~~ent were  not  completed before the end of the 
yoa.r. 
As  a  result,  an  ad  hoc  procedure  similar to those  of earlier years was 
followod:  on  10 October  the Council  agreed to the appropriation 
utilization  progrrufu~e presented by the Commission  (except for one  project) 
which  then took  the  co:n:nitmcnt  decisions for the  individual projects, 
with the  reoult that  financing agreements  relating to projects involving 
almost  37  m EUA  were  signed before the  end  of the year.  Note  that the 
accounting statements  show  commitments  totalling only 29.720.000 EUA,  as 
the  acco~~tine records  {co~itment proposals) for .certain financing 
agreements  alroa4y signed could not be  drawn up  between the date  of 
sier~ture  (22  December)  and  the end  of the year;  however,  this is a 
mere  formality. 
The  difference between the amount  earmarked for the  agreements  signed 
(37  m EUA)  and  the budget  appropriations  (70  m EUA)  is due  to the fact 
that,  for various reasons not  of a  fundamental  nature,  some  countries 
and bodies in receipt  of Community  aid were  unable  to sign before the 
fateful day  of  31  December  the  financing agreements  submitted to them 
a  short time  before.  There  is ever,y  reason to think that this situation 
will be  redressed in the first quarter of 1979· 
Payments  to meet  commitments  entered into in 1976  made  some  headway,  but 
the  pace  was  still much  too slow.  All in all, half of the  1976 
co~~itments had given rise to payments  by the end of 1978.  Bearing in 
mind  that the  1976  appropriations could not be  committed until right at 
the end of the year and  the fact that the operations in question concern 
infrastructure investments which  have  lead times  of several years and 
are carried out in countries ver.y  distant from  the Community  without 
on-the-spot representation,  the rate of utilization of appropriations is 
not as poor as it might  appear at first sight. 
i· 
For the reasons indicated above,  only a  ver,y  small amount  (5  m EUA  out 
of a  total of nearly 41  m EUA)  of the  carr,yovers from  1977  were  utilized. 
The  Commission  departments  concerned are doing their.utmost to urge  the 
authorities in the recipient countries to make  better use of earlier years' ' 
appropriations. 
Article 931- Promotion of trade between  the Community  and  non-associated 
developing countries 
Commitments  total 3.515.378  EUA,  7o%  of the appropriation of 5 m EUA 
available.  'lhe  main  reason for this under-utilization is that the 
Commission  departments  ~oncerned have  developed stricter selection 
procedures  (constant  contact with embassies,  national bodies,  etc.) 
concerning  the~ operations.  After the running-in period the rate of 
commitment  should increase.  It should be pointed out that contracts for 
a  fUrther 500.000 EDA  were  concluded before  the end of year but the 
relevant accounting records could not be  shown  in·t4e aooounts before 
31  December.  Payments  (1.242.000 IDA) .represent  31,0  of the budget 
appropriations  (4 m EDA).  This percentage is acceptable sinoe the 
operations. in question cover several years and  1978  was  the first year 
in which  the differentiation of appropriations was  introduced. 
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Just  over 6o%  of the  carry-overs were  used,  the difference representing 
lapsed appropriations.  Because  of the nature of the  operations 
(oreanization of  seminars,  trade missions,  etc.),  the  commitments 
entered into are inevitably a  rather rough estimate  (e.g.  becau~e the 
exact  number  of participants and·the actual costs are not known  until 
aftervrards). 
Article  932  - Measures  to encourage  regional or sub-regional  integration 
betHeen developing countries 
CoTh~itments totalled 398.874  EUA,  99,7%  of the  appropriation of 
400.000  EUA,  but  the  rate  of payment  was  low  (21.809  EUA)  because  of 
de'lays  in forwarding supporting docwnents  from  the developing countries 
and the  contractors in the Member  States. 
The  rate  of utilization of carr,y-overs was  8o%,  the difference being 
attributable to a  fairly large  contract which was  only partially 
executed. 
Implementation as  regards  appropriations allocated or increased by the 
European  Parliament  by means  of its mar~n for manoeuvre 
The  appropriations for  commitment  in Article 930 were  raised from 
40.796.000  EUA  to 70  m ~UA and at the  same  time  the differentiation of 
appropriations has been introduced. 
The  appropriations for commitment  in Item 9310  have  been raised from 
4 m EUA  to 5 m EUA  and at the  same  time  the differentiation of 
appropriations has been introduced. 
Chapter 94  - , Specific measures  for cooperation with developing countries 
The  rate  of utiliz3tion of appropriations for commitments  (19.600.000  EUA) 
was  94%. 
Article 940- Expenditure  resulting from  the Convention between the  EEC 
and  UNm'VA 
On  21  December  the Council decided to extend the Convention between the 
Cor.mruni ty and UNRHA  to cover the financial years  1977  and 1978.  It 
emerged at that time  that the budget appropriations were  considerably 
in excess  of the  obligations incumbent  on  the Community under the 
Convention,  as  UNffi~A had economized in a  number  of areas  (fewer staff 
employed in carrying out  the aid programme,  reduction in the quantities 
and prices of certain commodities purchased by UNRWA  under the 
Convention).  In the final analysis,  the  sum  of 2.602.977  EUA  turned out 
to be  adequate instead of the  3.291.000 EUA  budgeted for. 
The  non-automatic  carr.y-over from  1977  had also been calculated on  the 
basis of the abovementioned  savings,  but  only provisional information 
was  available  about  these at the time.  In practice,  the  sum  of 
2.307.195  EUA  out  of the non-automatic carry-over of 2.436.370  EUA  was 
adequate  to cover the Community's  commitments,  while  an appropriation of 
3.291.000 EUA  had been budgeted for. - 1.38  -
Article  9·1: 1 - Trainin.~ of nationals  of non-associated developing 
cou..11.tries 
Ite~ 0410  - Scholarships 
•  ace  ~-
All  of the appropriation available (250.000 EUA)  was  committed.  The 
rate  of  payment  v-as  only  25%  of this amo'Wlt  as a  result  of supporting 
documents  not  being sent  in time by bodies in the Member  5~ates 
operating as  intermediaries between the recipients of the 
scholarships and the  Community.  The  Commission  departments 
concerned sent  reminders to these bodies and had received many 
payment  applications by the  end of January. 
Only  34%  of the automatic carry-overs  were  used,  since a  course for 
nationals  of :Maghreb  countries scheduled for 15  to 20  participants 
did not  take place as  only three candidates had registered. 
It  em  9411  - Training courses  in the Commission's  departments for 
Latin American officials 
The  sum  of 7.500  EUA  out  of the appropriation of 30.000 EUA  available 
could not  be used as a  number  of trainees who  had agreed to 
participate did not  in fact  arrive.  It  was  then too late in the 
year to find replacements. 
Article 942 - Aid  to the management  of training institutes for 
nationals  of  developing countries 
The  rate of commitment  of the 120.000 EUA  of appropriations 
budgeted for  \'laS  981o,  while the rate of  payment  was  63%.  There is 
every reason for thinking that the  entire automatic carry-over will 
be paid at the beginning of 1979. 
Article 943  - EEC  subsidy for the  o  eration of 
Association for Cooueration  EAC 
Item 9430  - O;eerating  expenses  of the headquarters  of the  EAC 
Almost  all of the budget  appropriations (2.450.000 EUA)  were  committed 
a.nd  spent.  It  would appear that the surplus for the financial year 
is 112.000 EtJA;  this amount  will be paid back to the Commission 
Budget  as it constitutes a  subsidy.  · 
Item 9431  - Subsidy to the  EAC  for the running of Commission 
delegations in the  Southern Mediterranean countries 
linked to the  EEC  by coo;eeration agreements 
Initially this It  em  contained only the appropriations to cover  the 
cost  of the delegations in the  }~ghreb countries (820.900 EUA), 
but it was  later strengthened by a  t.ransfer of 379.100  EUA ·from 
Chapter 100 to cover the cost  of the delegations in the Mashreq 
countries following the decision as to the principle taken by the 
Council  on  10 October 1978.  However,  as the Council  decision was 
1'  ' -.  39-
taken so late it was  impossible tc use this appropriation as the 
administrative procedures  entailed. by setting up  th~ delegations in 
the Mashreq  countries  could not  bfl completed before the end of the 
year. 
The  entire automatic  carry-over (277.000  EUA)  for the Maghreb  delegations 
~as spent  in 1978. 
Item 2439  _  .E£._ovisional  appropriations for  possible adjustments to 
remunerations 
As  the  EAC  subsidy (Item 9431)  was  enough to cover all the 1978 
expenditure it was  unnecessary to make  use  of the all·ocation under 
this heading  • 
. . irticle  ...  ~44 - ~endi  tu.r0  on the organization of semin.ars  oR  the 
Community's  system· of generalized tariff preferences 
The  rate  of utilization of the appropriations available in this 
Article  was  significantly higher than in 1977,  79%  ( 120.000 EllA  out 
of 152.000 EUA)  having been committed compared with  26%  in 1977.  The 
unused appropriation mainly reflects the cost  of a  seminar in the 
Argentine  which  could not  take place because of the political situation. 
Article 9;15  -
There  was  a  considerable increase in the appropriation available 
compared  with 1977,  rising from 4 m  EUA  to 12 m IDA,  and at the same 
time the differentiation of appropriations has been introduced.  It 
should be  emphasized that all the appropriations for commitment  were 
utilized:  175  projects (of which  5o%  or less was  financed by the 
Community  as a  general rule)  have been approved and will be carried out 
by  61  non-governmental  organizations.  Of  these 175  projects,  78  were 
fully implemented during the year and as a  result the amol:mts  in 
question were  paid in full;  consequently,  the  sum  of 3.640.000 EUA 
of appropriations for payment  was  utilized out  of the amount  of 
6  m ~~A available.  · 
In addition,  management  of  113  projects started in 1977  was  confirmed 
in 1978;  it is also satisfactory to note that the entire carry-over 
(2.172.000 EUA)  was  spent  in 1978,  except  for 30.000 EUA  for a  project 
Which  could not  be completed because of the situation in the countr,y 
in question. 
~mplementation as  regards the aEpropriations allocated or increased by 
the Euronean Parliament by means  of its mar~in for manoeuvre 
The  appropriations in Item 9410 were  increased from  150.000 EUA  to 
200.000  EUA  at Parliament's initiative. 
As  regards Article 945,  Whereas  the Council had budgeted for 
4.500.000 EUA  of non-differentiated appropriations,  Parliament  introduced 
the differentiation of appropriations desired by the Commission  and 
increased the appropriations for commitment  to 12m EOA  and those for 
payment  to 6  m EUA. - 140-
Cb.i.?ter :;()- 1·:Xcect.ion?.l  :-:~eas-...Ire3  to  assigt  deve1cping cotmtries  and 
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ArticLe  9'~0-Cor:::nunitv aid to dic.aster victims  in developing and  other 
nor.r.-mr.;;;.':.H;r  countries 
'Iiho  budget  appropriations  ( 900.000  EUA)  were  increased as  a  result  of 
sever.J.l  transfers froT.  Chapter  101  and Article 924 totalling 
1.290.000 KJA,  with the result that  the appropriations available 
event·L.l.i..i.lly  totalled 2.190. 000  EllA.  Nevertheless,  by the  end of the 
year the  Co;nnn.Lrlity  had  only managed to respond symbolically to the 
application3 for aid. from  several  countries hit by natural  disasters, 
e.g  ..  25 .. 000  l:.UA  '.'Jere  granted to Laos  and Thailand following floods, 
51.000  EUA  to Sri Lanka  follo·w.ing  a  cyclone and 30.000  EOA  to the 
Philippines.  Similarly,  Burma  Teceived only 50.000 EUA  by  '~Y of aid 
to cope  with the influx of refugees from Bangladesh,  and Nicaragua 
received only 90.000  EUA  as help for refugees from  Costa Rica. 
It is therefore quite u...l'lderstandable  that the entire automatic 
carry-over of appropriations  (971.600 EUA)  was  spent  during the year. 
Cha;eter 96.- Cooperation  vri th :non-member  countries 
Neither the appropriations for  commitment  nor,  of course,  the 
appropriations for  payment  were  used at all during the year,  as the 
Council  Regulation implementing the provisions of the financial  protocols 
wo..s  not  adopted before the  end of the year,  it having been agreed  t~t1a:t 
the solution adopted as regards the non-associated developing countries 
(see Article 930 above)  would also be applied as regards the protocols 
with the Mediterranean Basin countries.  However,  so as not to 
increase the delays  in the implementation of these protocols any 
further,  an ad hoc  procedure  was  devised pending a  Council  Regulation, 
but  this procedure could not  be  implemented before the end  of the year. 
Consequently,  pursuant to Article 6(2)  of the Financial Regulation of 
21  December  19777  the appropria,tions for commitment  and those for 
paym~nt remain available for the financial year  19791  excep·t  for the 
non-differentiated appropriation of  6 m EUA  for Portugal for  l~ich 
the Budgetary Authority -rti.ll  be asked to allow a  non-automatic  carry-over. 
Article 967 - £2_operation with the Arab  cou.YJ.tries  at, r.~_onal level 
This Article  was  allocated only a  token entry for the financial year 1978 
and,  because  of the delays  in the implementation of the operations 
planned,  it proved unnecessary to transfer any appropriations to it. 
The  non-automatic carry-over of 809.687  EUA  did not  give rise to 
payment  and therefore lapsed because the Arab  side -was  unable to start 
up the procedures prior to the financing of the studies to which the 
Com..1lunity  was  to make  a  contribution. ~  ' 
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A_"ijALYSIS  OF  THE  MAIN  CAUSES  OF  DELAYS  m ·.~UTILIZATION OF 
APPROPRIATI01TS  FOR  PAYMENT 
I.  SOCIAL  FmiD 
It is a  fact that the financial years up to and including 1978  have 
shown  an  abnormally long lapse of time  between the commitment  of 
Community  aid under the Social Fund  and the actual p~ent of the 
equivalent  sums.  There  are five reasons of varying importance for 
this time-lag:  the duration of the operations receiving aid from the 
Fund;  the rules for management  under the Fund legislation;  the 
internal procedures  of the Member  States relating to the recover,y of 
aid from the Fund;  non-implementation of approved projects;  and the 
Commission's internal administrative difficulties. 
Each of these  causes is briefly examined below and the main reason for 
the  del~s in payment  is identified. 
1.  Duration of the operations receiVing aid from  the Fund 
These  are vocational retraining measures which often mean  a  change  of 
residence.  About  80%  of the  aid allocated is for repeated operations 
of varying duration but all falling within a·  single financial yea.r. 
The  remaining 20%  is applied to Uru.l tiannual :operations extending over 
two  or three years.  In this  case  operators may nevertheless obtain 
p~ents by instalment, i.e.,  p~ents from the Fund  m~  be made  as 
the  programme  advances with a  final  amount  being withheld until the 
end,  to be  paid over after verification of the programme  as  a  whole. 
These facts  show  that the nature of the operations is a  contributory 
cause,  of the time-lag between commitments  and  p~ents, but only a 
minor  one.  Only some  20%  of the total aid relates to truly mul  tia.nnual 
operations;  the remaining operations are by and large completed within 
one  yea:r  • - 144-
2.  !he legislation P,overning the  Social Fund 
(a)  From  1972  to  1971 
From  the  reform of the  Social Fund  on  1  May  1972  until the entry into 
force,  on  1  January 1978,  of the  amendments  to the legislation made 
during the  1977  review,  aid could in theory be  paid as the operation 
progressed  (advance  payments  of up to 85%  of the total aid),  or an 
completion of an operation and  production of the  supporting documents. 
In practice,  aid used to be  paid over after - frequently long after -
completion of the operation.  -
Reasons  for  del5Ys: 
. (i)  Particularly during the early years of the  Social Fund,  there 1.vare 
also delays in the  procedure  leading to oommitment,  for various 
reasons:  the time required to study the application papers;  and 
the rule that,  for priority applications,  the  Commission  has to 
wait until all applications have  been received in order to allocate 
the  available resources fairly at the  end  of the financial year. 
As  a  result,  operations were  frequently completed by the time  the 
related funds  were  committed. 
(ii)  There  were  also frequent  delays at the  payment  stage:  the time 
required by  the  promoters in the Member  States for assembling the 
payment  application  documents,  and  for channelling these documents 
through the national authorities to the  Commission;  understaffing 
in the  Commission  departments dealing with these documents. 
With  this system  and  the rapid incFease in the  amount  of aid granted, 
a  backlog built up  in the  payment  of the aids granted under the Social 
Fund. .~  :  ', 
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(b)  As  from  1978 
Things have  changed  as from  1978.  One  of the principal aims  of the 
review in 1977  of the legislation governing the :Fund  was to work  through 
this backlog and  avoid  a  similar situation in future.  The  following 
possibilities were  therefore provided for in the revised legislation: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
in respect  of operations prior to 1977 1  the possibility of paying 
up  to 85%  on  account for  a;ny  claim for payment  made  after 
1  January  and  before  1  July 1978  ("provided that the Member  State 
concerned certifies the factual  and  accounting accuracy of the 
particulars given in the claim for payment") ; 
in respect  of 1977  operations,  the  same  possibility with 
31  December  1978  as the deadline for sending in claims for 
payment  (Article 2(2)  of Council  Regulation (EEC)  No  2894/77  of 
20 December  1977); 
in respect  of operations in 1978  and  subsequently,  the possibility 
of obtaining a  30%  advance  on the  aid granted by the Fund,  "as 
soon  as  the Member  State concerned had  certified that the operation 
has begun";  the possibility of obtaining a  second  advance  :up  to 
an equal  amount  as  soon  as the Member  State "has certified that 
half the operation has  been carried out within the framework  of 
the conditions laid down  in the decision granting approval"'· 
(Article 4 of Council  Regulation  (EEC)  lifo  858/72  on  certain.. 
administrative  and  financial  procedures for the operation of the 
European Social Fund,  as  amended  by Regulation  (EEC)  No  2894/77). 
To  avoid having to wait until the  end of the financial yea:r  a.s  is the 
case at present,  to approve_a large proportion of the  aids  ~see 2(a) 
above)  the  Commission  has had  a  provision approved under which,  by 
21  October of each year,  the Member  States will file their applications 
for  aid(1~grouped by category of intervention, for operations due  to 
commence  in the first half of the following year,  and  will give notice 
of the type  and  scale of operati9ns due  to start in the  second half,  for 
which  they have  until 1  April to introduce applications  (Article 5(3)  of 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2396/71  implementing the  Council Decision of 
1 February 1971  on the reform of the European Social Fund,  as amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2893/77  of 20  December  1977). 
(1)  This procedure will apply for the first time to applications in 
respect of operations due  to commence  in the first six months  of 
1980  .. - 146-
vu1ereas  therefore,  the  old legislation may  have  been one  of the factors 
contributing to  some  of the delays,  the new  legislation which has been 
in force  since  1  January 1978  meets the dual  requirement  referred to 
above,  and  the main  cause  of delays in Social Fund  payments  should 
no  longer be  sought  here. 
3.  ~mber States'  procedures for recovering aid from  the  Social  FUnd 
\t/i thout  going into the delays in the Member  States'  submission of 
applications for  p~ent before the revision of the Fund  legislation, 
it is already significant to note to what  extent they are taking 
adv~~tage of the new  possibilitie~ offered by the  amended  legislation, 
described  above. 
onerations  prior to  1971 
The  possibility of obtaining up to 85%  in payments  on  account  has 
remained practically unused,  owing to the administrative difficulties 
which  France  and  Italy - the two  Member  States most  nearly concerned -
have  encountered in certifying the "factual and  accounting accuracy of 
the particulars given in the claim for peyment". 
Onerations carried out  in 1977  and  1978 
All  1977  and  1978  operations could therefore give rise in 1978  to payments 
of over 400 million EUA,  if the Member  States take full  advantage  of the 
possibilities offered by the revised legislation.  As  opposed to this 
theoretical maximum,  there is the actual figure  of 80  million EUA  paid 
over by 31  December. I 
.I 
In spite of the constant efforts of the Fund's departments to prompt 
the  Member  States to take  advantage  of the new  possibilities, which the 
Member  States themselves decided upon  in 1977  in the  course of revising 
the Fund legislation, the extent to which the Member  States have  used 
these possibilities is disappointing. 
4.  Non-imPlementation of approved  projects 
Reference  should be  made  here to a  special problem,  namely the 
non-implementation or partial implementation of certain operations. 
The  Commission  has noted that appro.ximat ely 12%  to  15%  of the  commitments 
made  each year from  1972  ·to  1976  will not  give rise to  p~ents. 
This is because  operations have  been only partially completed or have  had 
to be  cancelled.  Whilst  some  difference between the  sum  approved  and 
the  sum  finally paid is understandable,  this percentage  of 
non-implementation seems  rather large.  The  departments responsible for 
administering the Fund  propose to examine this problem in more  detail 
in collaboration with the Member  States. 
5·  Administrative  problems in the  Commission 
It was  stated above  (paragraph 2(  a))  that in the early years of the 
Social Fund  the time  required for investigating applications  caused 
certain del~s;  nevertheless,  the  appropriations allocated were 
alweys  committed in full. 
l~ere p~ents are concerned,  however,  the following should be  noted: 
{a)  As  mentioned earlier, the long del~s in p~ents as early as the 
first few  financial years later caused  a  backlog of payment  claims, 
which  caused administrative problems for the  Commission's 
departments  (authorizing officers and finanoial controllers). - 148-
(b)  The  fact that the budgetary scale of the Social Fund's  appropriations 
has  increased considerably over the years  should  also be  taken into 
account.  The  increase in appropriations  and,  hence,  the  growing 
number  of applications has  caused  serious problems for the 
Commission's  departments,  particularly the DO  V departments which 
administer the  Fund:  they have  had to face  a.  larger workload with 
a.  limited number  of staff. 
(c)  Nevertheless,  the  aim  of the new  legislation is to ensure  the more 
prompt  settlement  of  p~ents once  the backlog has been cleared. 
The  Commission is fully prepared to settle p~ents rapidly once 
it receives applications aceompanied by the requisite certificates. 
The  conclusion is that,  of the five  possible causes for delays  examined 
in turn above,  by far the most  import.Mt  is. the third. - the  internal 
~~ocy~ur~ of the  ~e~ber States  for,r~covering aiafrom the  Fund.  It is 
true that  the  problem presents itself in widely differing forms  from 
one  Member  State to another.  Nevertheless,  on the whole,  and  quite 
obviously since the entry into force  of the.~avised legislation, the 
onus  is upon the Member  States to make  the necessary effort to take 
advantage  of the facilities they thettlSel  ves, 
1 
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II.  REGIONAL  FUND 
The  following facts must  be 1aken into account in order to assess 
accurately the factors which could influence the rate of implementation 
of payments: 
1.  Nature  of the projects financed  by the Regional  Fund 
The  actual implementation of the projects in question takes several 
years,  e.g. it takes  a  fairly long time to build a  new  roaq or bridge. 
Consequently,  although the  commitment  for the projects in question is 
contracted in full at  one  given time,  the corresponding p~ents are 
made  over several years.  The  pattern of budgetar,y implementation 
from  1975  to 1977  demonstrates that,  on  av~rage,  p~ents are made  over 
a  period of five years,  approximately as follows: 
Year of commitment 
Second year 
~~~ar 
Fourth year 
fifth~ar 
2.  Rules  governing the  Fun~ 
35% 
~ 
20% 
5% 
5% 
Any  aid from  the Regional  Fund  has up to now  taken the form  of a 
reimbursement  to the Member  States of their regional aid expenditure. 
Th~ only after it has itself spent the money  can a  Member  State request 
partial reimbursement  from  the  Commission.  Under the  Fund  rules Member 
States are required to submit to the  Commission  quarterly statements of 
expenditure relating to Regional Fund aid.  These rules inevitably lead 
to a  double delay after investment for the project has been totally or 
partially committed. - 150-
(a)  the investor must  prepare his request  and  submit it to the Member 
State for approval; 
(b)  the Member  State must  then prepare its request  and  submit it to the 
Commission  for approval. 
3.  Dele,ys  in the Member  States 
(a)  In the  med1:um  term 
The  rate of payment  by some  Member  States is generally slower than 
that of others mainly because it has to be  demonstrated that  a 
project will create new  jobs before the national authorities 
concerned will make  any aid  p~ent. 
(b)  In the  short  term 
(There  are variations within a  finanoial year) 
There  is a  tendency for  p~ents to be  concentrated in the last few 
months  of the year for the following reasons: 
(i) the national officials responsible for requests for payment 
also prepare the investment projects.  In practice they give 
priority to the latter in order to ensure that the 
appropriations for commitment  can be used. 
(ii) the Member  States do  their utmost to ensure that requests for 
p~ent are cleared before the end of their financial year 
(usually a  calendar year).  This means  in practice that 
pcyments  n:re  concentrated in the last :few  months  of the yea:r. 
(iii) Infrastructure projects generally have to be interrupted in 
the winter months,  particularly in Northern Europe.  Requests 
relating to these projects hence tend to be made  in the second 
half of the year. 
.. i 
"(: 
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4.  Clearance  by Commission  departments 
No  significant  del~ has been noted in the clearance of Regional  Fund 
operations by  Commission  departments.  Past  ~xperience has  shown  that 
p~ent files normally take two  to three weeks  to clear.  Occasionally - ' 
as was  the  case in the first few  months  of 1978  - Commission departments 
give priority to other work,  particularly monitoring operations. 
This has,  however,  never caused deleys in the implementation of 
Regional  FUnd  operations for the year as· a  whole. .. 152 ... - 153-
ANNEX  B 
RULES  OF  PROOEDURE  GOVERNING 
THE  UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  IN THE 
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..  : .. 154  .... - 155-
RULES  OF  PROCEDURE  GO!ERNING  THE. UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  IN THE 
EAGGF  GUIDANCE  SEX;TIOY 
The  rules for implementation are as follows: 
(1)  For  individual  projects coming  under amended  Regulation (Em:)  17/64 
(Article 8oo),  the deadline for the submission by the Member  states of 
applications to be charged to the 1978  appropriations  was 
31  December  1978.  Under  these provisions,  the Commission must  take 
a  decision on  one  or more  occasions before  31  December  1979.  For 
individual projects coming  under  Regulation (EEC)  355/77  (Item 8202), 
applications for aid from  the Fund  must  be  submitted via the 
Member  State concerned before 1  May.  The  Commission takes decisions 
twice a  year on  the applications submitted (by 30 June and 31  December 
respectively at the latest). 
Fux1hermore,  the decisions taken during the first half of the year 
refer solely to the applications for aid submitted by 31  December  of 
the previous year at the latest.  Applications for aid submitted 
between 1  January and 30 April are not  considered until the second half 
of the same  year. 
In the area of  individual projects,  a  commitment  covers the total 
cost  of the Community's  contribution to a  project:  on the other hand, 
payments are made  in step with the  execution of these projects. 
(2)  For common  measures  and special measures,  Member  States submit 
applications for the reimbursement  of  expenditure incurred in the 
financial year "n" before 3  0  June  of the financial year "n +  1  " 
(i.e. before 30 June  1978  for the expenditure then effected in 1977). 
The  internal procedure followed by the Commission  departments is then 
as follows: 
( i) for the  common  measures relating to sooio-structural projects 
(Items 8100,  8101,  8102 and 8103),  the Commission grants advances 
between 1  July and 1  November  of the financial year "n + 1" 
(simultaneous  commitment  and payment)  a.nd  pays the balance in 
the ensuing months,  but before 1  April  of the financial year 
"n +  2"  (simultaneous commitment  and payment); 
(ii) for the other measures  in this sector,  the Commission takes a 
decision and makes  payments,  in theory,  between 1  July and 
31  December  of the financial year "n +  1" (simultaneous 
commitment  and payment). - 156-
It is therefore evident that,  as a  general rule,  the majority of 
commitments  and payments  are made  in the second half of the year. 
Special  rules  on  the carrying-over of appropriations 
It  should be  recalled that,  under Article 108(3)  of the 
Firancial  Regulation of 21  December  1977,  the  EAGGF  Guidance  Section 
appropriations  entered in budgets for financial years before 1977 
and relating to payments  outstanding under commitments  entered into 
between 1  Januar,y and  31  December are carried over automatically 
for a  period of five years.  Thereafter, the appropriations still 
committed may  be carried over non-automatically. 
It  should also be recalled that,  pursuant to Regulation (EEC)  3171/75 
of 3 December  1975  (OJ  L 315,  5 December  1975),  aid from  the Fund 
to individual projects may  be cancelled or,  if necessary,  reduced 
and the corresponding appropriations used to finance  other projects: 
if the beneficiary abandons the project,, or 
if the beneficiary has neither begun the  work  within two  years 
from  the date of notification of the decision to grant aid nor 
furnished assurances before the end  of the said period. sufficient 
to ensure that the project  will be carried out,  or if the 
beneficiary reduces the investment  provided for in the decision 
to grant aid. - 157-
STATEMENT  OF  ALL  TRANSFERS 
BETWEEN  CHAPTERS  UNDER  THE 
FINANCIAL  YEAR 
~ 
ANNEX  C .. 158-
BP.EAKDO'JN  OF  T~A11SFERS B£1\IEEN  CHAPT£RS  mJOER  THE  1978  BlOGfT 
(1)  NON..OIFFEREHTIATID  APPROPRlATIOt~S  , 
Transfers approved 
'"  EUA 
C!MPTERS  TO  WHICH 
AMOUNT  CHAPTERS  FROM  WHICH 
APP~OPR  I  A  T1 ON S TRAN SFERREO  APPROPRIATIONS  TRANSFERRED 
20.  ~~~ovable property  lnvestments  ~~5.CCO  100.  Provisional  appropriations 
21 ..  Rental  of  buildings  and  3}0.COO  102.  Reserve  to  cover  any  shortfall 
assoc1ated  expend1ture  \n  approps  resulting from 
dtffcrences  between  the  EUA 
r~tes  use~ 1n  the  estimates  an1 
t  e actua  rates  at the  time  o 
1  mol ementati on 
22-'- Movable property and assoc ..  expend.  375.0CO  102_.  n 
23.  Current  administrative  102.  • 
expcndi ture  75.000 
Z5.  Expend.  on  forma 1 and otrer meetings  671.CCO  101.  Continqencv  reserve 
26,  Expenditure  on  studies,  surveys  101.  Contingency  reserve 
and  consultations  120.000 
27.  Expend.  onpublishinqandinform.  6r:J.G8C  101.  Continoencv  reserve 
29.  Subsidiesnndfin.  contributions  1','5 .CCJ  101  Cont1naencv  reserve 
34.  Expend ..  relating  to  safeguards  Z)C· .GOO  101.  Contingency  reserve 
35 ..  Expend.  relating to the protect1on  100.  Provisional  appropriatlons 
of i.i3n and  his  environment  580.000 
35.  Expend.  on  scientific and  100.  Provisional  appropriations 
technical  lnformatlon  and  on 
1nformation  management  150.000 
37.  Expend.  in  the  industrial  and  100.  Provisional  appropriations 
transport  sectors  1.640 .coo 
39.  Other expend.  on specific projects  100.  Provisional  appropd a ti  ons  undertaken  by  the  ;nstitutton  z.coo.ooo 
47.  Assumptl on  by the European  Commtni ty  101.  Contingency  reserve 
of certain f1 nanci a  1 obl i r;a ti  ons  2~5.000 
94.  Spcci fi c measures for co opera tl  on  100.  Prov\s1onal  appropr'a H ons 
~1th developing  countrtes  3.,q.100 
95.  Exce1tionaT  measures  to  assist  92._  Food  atd  490.000 
deve  oping  countries  and  101.  Cont1ngency  reserve  800.000  non-member  countr1es  ~ .290.000 
02.  Reserve  to  cover  any  shortfall  101.  Contingency  reserve 
in  appropriations  resulttng  from 
dlfferences  between  the  EUA  rates 
used  in  the  estimates  and  ~he 
ac~fa  rates at the  time  o 
SOO.OGO  ,mn  ementatinn 
TOTAL  9.815.100 
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(2)  OIFFEREHTIATm  APPROPRIATitWS 
Transfers  approved 
...  tn  (UA 
CHAPTERS  TO  Will CH 
AHOutlT  CHAPTERS  FROH  WHICH 
APPROPS  TRANSFERRED  APPROPS  FOR  APPROPS FOR  APPROPS  TRM~SFERRED 
COH!iiTHENT  PAYMENT 
32 ..  [xpcndt ture under tho  100.  Provtstonal  appropr1attons 
energy  policy  ,).000.000  5.000.000 
33.  Expendi ture  on  100.  Prov.  approps:  8.606.200 
research  and  9.106.200  101.  Cont.  reserve:  500.000  l nvestment 
~.  15.9~}.500  100.  Prov.  approps:  15.443.500 
101.  Cont.  reserve:  500.000 
37.  Expend\ ture  ,n  tho  .  100.~ Prov1 si anal  appropriations 
1ndustrtal  and 
transport sectors  15,000,000  1.000,000 
80.  Projects  for  the  81.  Common  measures  for  the 
improvement  of  reform  of  arr1cultural 
art  cultural  ..  structures  pursuant  to  ., 
s ructures  provided  '  the  Council  Resolutton  of  70.000.0Q9  25  Hay  1971)  57.500.000  for  under  Article  13  I 
of  Relulatton  (EEC) 
I 
83.  Common  measures  tn  I 
No  17  64- .  N  f  part1cular  secto~2.~nn nnn 
I 
82.  Common  measures  42.000.000  i  83.  Common  measures  tn 
concerning  the 
"  l  particular sectors  ,, 
market t n  g and 
za.ouo.ooo  I 81.  Common  measures  for  the  processlng  of  agri· 
cultural  products  !  reform  of  aricuHural  . 
1  structures  ~ursuant to  (pursuant  to  the  the  Council  esolutton  of 
Counctl  Resolution  25  May  1971)  :' 
of  25  May  '1971) 
83.  Common  measures  tn  21.000~000  46.  Expenditure  resultlng  from 
particular sectors  21.000.000  .  the  application  of  different 
exchange  rates  to  the  EAGGF 
Guarantee  Sectton:2.ooo.ooo 
60.  Cereals:  14.000.000 
100.  Provl si ona l 
approprtations:  5.000.000 
89.  Special  measures  1.300.000  83.  Common  measures  in 
partlcular sectors 
1.}00.000  81.  Common  measures  for  the 
reform  of  arr1cultural 
structures  pursuant  to  the 
Council  Res.  of25May  1971) 
TOTALS  173.406.200  72.21t3.500 
: 
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BREAKJX)Hlr  OF  TRAUSFERS  BEftlEEN  CHAPTERS 
UNDER  THE  1978  BUOOEI' 
NON-DI~~ENTIATED APPROPRIATIONS 
TRANSFERS  PENDING 
in EUA 
Chapters  to which  Amount  Chapters from which 
approps transferred  approps  transferred 
46e  Expenditure resulting  45·  v~netary compensatory 
from the application  amounts  collected or 
of different exchange  granted in respect of 
rates to the  EAGGF  trade in agricultural 
Guarantee  Section  207.000.000  products 
130.000.000 
60.  Cereals  ., 
77.000.000 
62.  Milk  and  milk  60.  Cereals  335.000  .. 000 
products  61.  Rice  14.000.000 
6). Oils and 
fats  40.000.000 
425.000.000  66.  Pigmeat  35.000.000 
68.  Fruit and 
vegetables  1.000.000 
65.  Beef and  veal  120.000.000  68.  Fruit and 
vegetables  27.000.000 
69.  Wine  93.000.000 
67.  Eggs  and  poultrymeat  5.000.000  69.  Wine 
73.  Other sectors or 
products  sub~ect to  15.000.000  69.  Wine  common  marke 
organization 
,, 
14·  Refunds  on  certain  .  69.  Wine  37.000.000 
goods  obtained by 
•, 
processing 
57.000.000  10.  Tobacco  20.000.000  agricultural products 
TOTAL  829.000.000 • 
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Situation in respect of Chapter  100:  Provisional appropriations 
in IDA 
Art.  .. 
or  Heading 
Item 
Transfers approved 
A.  Non-differentiated approps  ... 
202  Other  ex~enditure ¥reliminary to 
the  cons  ruction o  buildin~ or 
to the acquisition of immova  le  145.000  property  ~ 
3611  Assessment  and utilization of the 
research findings  150.000 
373  Financial operations in transport 
infrastructure projects  890.000 
I 
374  ~echnical regulations governing 
the manufacture  of oars  750.000  ,, 
390  ~tesearch projects in the field of"' 
~echnology and industry  2.000.000 
9431  ~ubsidy to  the  EAC  for the running 
of  Commission delegations in the 
pouthern Mediterranean countries 
~inked to the  EEC  by cooperation  "  379.100 
" 
~greements 
Total  4.314.100  ... 
~. Differentiated approps  Approps-for}Approps for 
commitment  payment 
3201  ~oint projects in prospecting for 
~ydrocarbons  15.000.000  5.000.000 
3351  ~sion and  plasma physics 
~including the  JET  project)  8.029.200  15.000.000 
3371  ~mplementation of coordinated  577.000  443.500 
3710  projects  15.000.000  1.000.000  trechnological  research. 
8302  Ponversion in the non-industrial 
~nshore fishing sector  5.000.000  5.000.000 
~otal  43.606.200  26.443.500 
Appropriations  cancelled:  Non-differentiated approps:  6.935.500 
38.000 
1.532.200 
Approps  for commitment: 
Approps  for p~ent: - 162-
Situation in respect of ChaRter  100:,  Provisional appropriations 
Art. 
or 
Item 
Heading 
A.  ~on-differentiated approps 
2550  Conferences,  congrea~es and meetings 
organized by the lnstitution 
260  Consultations,  studies and  GUrVeys 
of limited scope 
2720  Expenditure on the dissemination of' 
information,  popularization and 
participation in public events 
2981  Implementation of the 
Int,ernational Olive Oil  Agreement 
343  Scientific and  technical work  and 
equipment 
3540  Environmental  studies 
470  Refunds  arising out of certain 
financial obligations in respect 
of fishing in the Adriatic 
950  Community  aid to di  easter 
victims in developing and 
non-member  countries 
Chap. 
102  Reserve  to cover any shortfall in 
appropriations resulting from 
differences between the  EUA  rates, 
used in the  estimates and  the 
actual rates at the time of 
implementation 
TOTAL 
B.  Differentiated approps 
in EUA 
Transfers  approved 
671.000 
120.000 
. 600.000 
175.000 
250.000 
580.000 
215.000 
800.000 
800 .. 000 
4.211.000 
Ap~~  for Approps for 
conuni tinent  payment ' -. 
3365  Recycling of waste paper a:nd  board  500 .. 000  500.000 
/  TarAL  4.711.000 
hppropriations  cancelled:  28Q.OOO· 
&'IUIIi"a•-SITUATION  IN RESPECT  OF  CHAPTER  102 
Reserve to  cover any shortfall in appropriations 
resulting from differences between the  EUA  rates 
used in the  estimates  and  the actual rates at 
the  time of implementation 
in EUA 
.Article  Transfers  approved 
or  Heading  Amount  Amount 
Item  transferred approved 
Chap.  101  Contingency reserve  800.000 
214  Fitting-out of premises 
n  300.000 
215  Security and  guarding of  .. 
buildings 
n  so.coo 
New  purchases  (furniture) 
,. 
2210  50.000 
2220  New  purchases  (technical 
equipment  and  installations)  75.000 
2243  Development  of data-processing 
applications  250.000 
2310  Postage  on  correspondence and 
delivery charges  50.000 
2311  Telephone,  telegraph, telex, 
television  25.000 
800.000  800.000 .... 
.  . .. 
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UTILIZATION  OF  THE  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  THE 
FINANCIAL  YEAR  1978 
(Statistical tables) 
.i 
ANNEX  D CG~V!~SION OF  THE  EU~O?EA~  CCK~UN!TIES  SUH~~ARY H3L:  - BY  TITLE  - OF  THt:  I~:PLE:1 ~NTAT  ION  OF  THE  PROVI SlmlAL  STAT£NErH 
OF  EX?~:DITU~E  OF  S~CfiON Ill  (CD~rl!SS!G'i)  OF  THE  GE~ERAL  3~DGET 
Situation  at  31  December  1978 
i.e.  for 12  months 
FOR  THE  FINANCIAL  YEAR  1978  Single  Acco~nting Centre  XIX/Jiv.  10  in  m  EUA 
r--· 
Approps.  ,\pprops.  of  Approps.  of  Co~i:Tl itr.1en t  s  Pay.-;ents  Ap;lrOp3,  Cumulative -~-. 
authorized  in  co 1.  1  col.  1 and  2  at  at  available at  tot  a  1 of  12t hs 
Budgetary  the  in it  i a  1  adiusted  by  adjusted  by  1.12.1973  31.12.1978  31.12.19 73  of  the  approps.  1s,,  2nd  and 
ciassificatio  Type  of  expenditure  Budget  3rd  Suppl.  transfers  {2)  used  (3) 
Budgets  (  1)  (C)  (  P} 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
n tle 1  Expend. relating to persons  work1ng  wt th the  institution  385,353  385,353  385,353  j~b,7d2  I  }4ti,)';9  38,)71  1u,a  10 ,b 
Title 2  Buildings, equipment and misc. administrative expend.  159 t 175  15~  ,61()  162,121  156,496  124 ,26~  5,625  1\6  9,2 
ntle 3  Community  polictes  ln  regard,  particularly,  to 
research,  technology,  !ndustry,  the  soctal  sector, 
the  envlronment  and  the  supply  of  energy  and  raw 
matertals 
o·ff  tt  t  d  (.Approps  for  commitment  25~.~10  2)~,~10  497' 113  20},60)(4)  - 293,510  ~,9  -
1  eren  a e  approps  ( 
2~5,199  245 '799  217 ,29~  115, 177(4)  162' 117  5,0  .Approps  for  payment  - -
Non~differ~ntiaied approps  \4,882  44,832  49,502  29,882  14,219  19,620  1,2  3,4 
Title  It  Repayments and at ds to Member States and mt see 11 aneous  2.~25.  100  2.425,315  2.423,530  2.400,922(5)  2.337,830  22,608  11,9  11,6 
Chapters  50/  Soctal  Fund  (  Approps  for  commitment  559,500  )69,500  569,&90  ;  568,171  - 1,519  12 ,o  -
53  Differentiated approps  (•A  f  t  538,600  538,800  538,800  239,272  299 ,5l8  5,3  •  pprops  or  paymen  - - .  --
Vli~t" .. "-"i  wo...J  ·  fi6y10m:.11  rUiiO  .  . 
581,000  581,000  599,835  556,359  ~3,476  11,1 
01ff  tl  t  d  t.Approps  tor commitment  - -
eren  a  e  approps  (  5Z5,000  525,000  525,000  I  171,809  353,191  3,9  .Approps  for payment  - -
Chapter  59  Aid  to  disaster  v1ctlm$  tn  the 
Commt,mHy  5,000  5,000  5,000  ,,800  3,739  1,200  9,1  9,0 
n tles 6 and  European  Agrtcultural  Gutdance  and  Guarantee  fund, 
J  )  J 
7  Guarantee  Sect1on  6.959,?50  6.959,750  6.945,750  6.945,750  6.945 '750(6)  - 12,0  12,0 
Tttle  8  European  Agricultural  Gutdanee  and  Guarantee  Fund, 
Guidance  Section  (  ~73,500  ..  473,500  533,145  285,16~  247,981  6,4  Otff  t•  t  d  .Approps  for  commitment  ..  -
eren  1a  e  approps  (  ~Z3,500  423,500  444,500  147,655(7)  296,845  4,0  .Approps  for  payment  - -
T1 tle 9  Cooperation  with  developtng  countrtes  and  other 
non-member  countr,es  (  Approps  for  comm,tment  309,300  }09,300  309,300  ~5,202  - 264,098  1,8  -
01fferentiated ~pprops (•A  f  t  142,296  142,296  142,296  - 8,152  1)4,1~4  - 0,7  •  pprops  or  paymen 
Non-differentiated approps  236,267  238,267  239 ,41 t6  231,  7~7  203,700(8)  7,699  11,6  10,2 
THl e 10  Prov1slonal  appropriations  and  conttngency  reserve 
Otff  tt  t  d  (.Approps  for  commitment  ~3,64~  43,644  0,038  ..  (9)  - 0,038  - .. 
eren  a e  .approps  (  .  .  .Approps  for  payment  27,976  - '1.7 ,976  - 1,532  ..;  - (9)  1,532  - -
Non-dtfferentlated approps  16,250  16.250  7,224  - (9)  ..  (9)  7,224  ..  -
Grand  Tot a  1  s  2.231 ,~54  2.231,354  2  .so~,  121  1.658,~99  - o5U,b2!  7,Y 
D'ff  tl  t  d  (.Approps  for  commltment 
.. 
1  eren  a e  .approps  (.Approps Jor  payment  1.903,370  1.903,370  1.929,422  ..  682,064  1.247,358  - 4,2 
Non-differentiated approps  10.233,777  10.234 '427  10.217,927  10.115.379  9.9G9\282  102 .)48  11,9  11,8(i(), 
"  See  notes  on  folloulng  pa~e. - 167-
( 1)  The  3rd  Supplementary  Bud.get  relates to the  Court of Auditors  and 
does  not affect the  Commission's  appropriations. 
(2)  Including (1)  transfers COM(78)157,  COM(78)240,  COM(78)399, 
COM(78)413,  COM(78)627,  COM(78)628,  COM(78)629  and  COM(78)666  from 
Chapter  100  and  transfers COM(78)131,  COM(78)157,  COM(78)240, 
COM(78)329,  COM(78)451,  COM(78)452,  COM(78)453  and  COM(78)455  from 
Chapter  101;  (2)  the appropriations for comRdtment  outstanding at 
the  end  of the  1977  financial year or deriving from  sums  released 
in 1978  against  commitments  from previous financial years remaining 
to be  settled;  and  (3)  the appropriations corresponding to  revenue 
in respect of services performed for third parties  (Chapter 33). 
(3)  At  31  December  1978  the theoretical pro rata consumption rate is 
12/12ths. 
(4)  The  amounts  for the  commitments  and payments  of Chapter 33  are 
pro  vi  siona.l. 
(5)  Including 604,330  m EUA  for lump-sum refund of the costs incurred 
in collecting own  resources.  The  Member  States make  over own 
resources  two  months  after establishment,  and the lump-sum 
reimbursements  are made  one  month  later.  The  sum  of 604,330 m EUA 
thus  corresponds to the  lump-sum  refunds made  from  Februar.y to 
Tiecember  in respect of own  resources established from  November  1977 
to  September  1978  and  made  over by the  Member  States from Januar,y 
to November. 
(6)  These  p~ments are not  p~ents in the budgetar,y  sense but  advances 
made  to the national paying agencies to  cover operations from 
January to December. 
(7)  Including 47,760 m EUA  paid to the  Member  States in the form of 
advances to the paying agencies  to cover expenditure  from July to 
December  on premiums  for the non-marketing of milk and  the conversion 
of dairy herds. 
(8)  Including 42,162  m EJA  in food aid representing the charging as 
payments  of expenditure between Januar,y and  June  and  153,865  m EUA 
paid to the  Member  States in the form of advances to cover expenditure 
up  to December. 
(9)  No  use is made  of this heading, which is a  reserve. 
(10)  Not  including Chapter 40. C0il$lSSlCll  0r" Iili tljits?Ltri C*ii"iiji{ if t[3
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•  ,.  '.i.:;>'"~'r!atlons 1 ,  H  I,  ·  C:J,Jlatlve 
lp~ropr·a .·  :~s.  f  _, 
1 
!~~pr~prJa ,.onsl  ~·  ~~~-~--~--~---~~-~~~~ 
.s~~-=~~3ry 
t  c!~  !i caff 01 
Tl TLE  1 
Chapter  10 
Chapter  11 
Chapter  12 
Chapter  13 
Chapter  14 
Chapter  15 
I 
Headt nq 
EXPnDITURE  RELATI  UG  TO  P£RSDNS 
WORKPi5  VI TH  THE  I  NSTI TUTiml 
Members  of the  institution 
Staff 
Allowances  and  expenses  on 
entering and  on  leavtng  the 
service  a~d on  transfer 
Expendlture  relattng  to  mlsslons 
and  duty  travel 
Expenditure  on  soctal  ~lfare 
Organizatlon  of  tralntng courses 
and  further  vocational  training 
of staff 
Tl TLE  1 - TOTAL 
th  I  d  I o  c  ...  1•  •  f  1  2  I  ._:  to ~a  1 of 12fh 
au  orr ze  in  : !ij~d?~ h:;  1:to  .co  •  1  and 
the  tn. tlal 
2
nd  a·d 
3
rd  ad;usted  by  ho;nt  1.  of  hount  '/.of  . ! of  the  approps 
s~dr.et  ltra~sfers  ! used  '"~  Sup;:~.  8Jdgets  1  approps.  I coo:at bents 
1  (C)  (P) 
1 
3,Z39 
350,7}8 
10,35\ 
1,538 
1,855 
385,353 
2 
3,239 
350,738 
17,629 
10,354 
1,538 
1,855 
385,353 
3 
3,239 
350,738 
17,629 
10,354 
1,538 
1,855 
385,353 
2,944 
317,140 
14,371 
8,944 
1,534 
1,849 
346 '782  ' 
I  s  6  1  a 
90,89 
90,4Z 
81,52 
86,38 
99,74 
99,66 
89,99 
13,606 
6,816 
1,086 
1,681 
340,379 
100,00 
99,09 
94,68 
76,21 
70,80 
90,91 
98,15 
10,9 
10,9 
9,8 
10,9 . 
10.8 
9,J 
10,4  7,9 
12 ,Q  8,5 
12,0  10,9 
1o,s  1o,o 
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I  f .t;:lr~prt a H ons J  CcJ,;  ::~~- ~s  on  traded 
I  Pay1ents  effected 
Cu,Jla t1 vs 
I  Approprlat!onsl  f  l  1  1Approprlat\or.s 
I 
total  of 121ir.s  ~ :~-:~ hry  I authortzed  fn 
1  °d~~
0
1 :d b  1st of  col.  1 and  2 
1~f:..:atlon  Headlng 
the  Jn1thl  :;nd~:~d Jr~  ~;adjusted by  .Uount  t of  hount  t  of 
of  t~e approps 
Budget  · S  8 d  t  I  transfers  !  approps.  CO!ll hents  used 
!  :  (C)  (P)  ;,rp;:~.  J  ~e s 
I 
1  2  3  ~  l  5  5  1  8 
j 
L 
c 
l 
Tl Tl£  2  BUILDINGS,  EQUI~ENT ~  I 
HISCfllA~EOUS AD~INISTRATIVE 
[XP(N[)J TURE 
Chapter  20  l1movable  property  lnvest•ents  token  entry  token  entry  0,145  o, 140  96,55  o, 126  90,00  11,6  10,\. 
. 
:hapttr 21  Rental  of  butldfngs  and 
,2,}01  ltl ,086  99,lt9  38,814  92,2}  11,9  11,1  ,ssoc1ated expenditure  \1,611  ltZ ,011 
: 
~~ter 22  Movable  prope_rty  and  assochted 
v.UJ  expenditure  13,588  15,288  15,160  99,16  10,758  70,96  11,9  '·' 
.  -
:hapter 23  Currant  administrative  expendttur  1],697  13,697  13,522  13,lt09  99,16  10,582  78,92  11,9  ··' 
- -·-·--·- - --
:hapter  2~  fntertatnment  and  representation  DJ95  0,595  0,595  0,5.68  95,46  0,404  ·11, 1)  11,5  8,1 
;  expenses 
Chapter  25  Expend,ture  on  formal  and  11.232  11,232  11·,653  10,673  91,59  7,273  68,  1~ .  11,0  1:; 
Informal  meetings 
O;apter  26  Expenditure  on  studies. surveys  ,,7Z5  13,725  13,255  12,607  96,62  5,295  ~1Jit  11,6  it~ 
and  consul tatlons 
O:apter  27  Expenditure  on  publishing and  23.515  23,586  24,011  23,758  98,95  14,024  59,03  11,9  7~ 
infora:atton 
O:ap ter  28  Subsidies  for  balancing budgets  39,fiJ1  39,697  39,697  36,300  91,44  .35,693  98,3}  11,0  10,1 
... rapter  29  Subsidies  and  ftnanctal 
1~.\79  1,479  1,654  1,595  -96,4-}  :1,295  81,19  11,6  9,\ 
con trt buttons 
Tl TlE  2 ..  TOTAl 
159,175  159,610  162 '121  156,496  96,53  124,264  79,~  11,6  9,2 
. 
-
...  ... -- ..  .,. 
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fi\!.\:Ltl  YEJ.~ 1978  AS  AT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
~ i r·  ~  l e  ~  c  c  .:  ~ •.  ~ · - ~  :  o: - : r c X  ' ~ ':  ; ., •  1  0 
f~  "  £~ 
l  Cc111~l 4 l'~, ts  cc· traded I  Pa.·~~:s  c 1fected  ?a.:-:r.ts  r:oni he'lts  l:r•'Jla~:  ... e 
3 :3 ·r.st  of  P1e  ~otal  cf '!{!rs 
a  dc;etar,  I  I 
~:J;)rcos. 
~>~:-s!  ::-·~  !:a:~s~  cc~.,  I  ':  of  ':~rcos.  focj ..  .  . 
!.ppr~ps.  '!  :~ 
I  tv  :e  ~;;r  ·"e  To ta 1 
I  pa.-ent  carr  ttr.a~c1al  of  t~e a;props_ 
classt fi catior1  f  for  Acsount  I  for  "'rn d=d'!~  fha:-:cial 
appnps.  over  by  no~- ~ear still  used 
a,d heading  : ao::rops.  I  c  os;r~ of 
CO~'li be!lt  p~y~;;ent 
a  ceo..;., !s  for  .. ;ar  19'"~8  aufo·atic  to  be 
1971  proced·;re  val ida ~ed  (C)  ( P) 
THLE  3 
~~~UNITY POLICIES  IN 
H GtfY.J,  PART f  C'Jt.A~ lY,  TO 
VSE:PCH  TECH':~LOGY 
lN';~STRY'  TH£  S:CIAl'SECTOt 
fHt  [ ~IYI ~aiM~  T,  A'i;:J  THE 
~'JP?LY OF  ENERGY  mD  RAW 
YJ.. TERI AlS 
fJIFrERENTJA TED  APPROPS. 
he  soc fa 1  . 
I 
tal  year  0,5't1 
'·· 
),77\ 
'• 
6.661  1,790  26,87  ,_,274  1,512·  0,321  1,893  57,82  - 1,~69  3,2  6,.9 
r  the  I 
tal  year 
5},6Z't 
80,000  46,300 
J 
U3,6Zit  42,465  31,78  46,}00  - ~,812  ~,812  10,39  4,720  32,93}  3,8  1,2 
esearch 
: 
134,'61 
ial  year  1a3,m  219 ,470(2 
318,178  154,198 (3)  48,65  219,470  2,997  103,509  106,506  (3~  48,53  - 51,289  5,8  5,1 
- .  -- -- -- ...  .  ·- - --- '  - ~ 
(2)  ;;c1lidir.'J  9,552  m  EUA  corres;l)nding  to  re·,e•~es  i:1  respect of 
services  perfor~e~  ~cr  fhird  parties. 
valida:ea  fro~ previous  ~inancial  years. 
(3)  He  ft~-.:res for  Chapter  33  CO:'I'"'ihenh  a.,c!  '1re:-lts are  or:v:s•.:-~a1. 
1 
' 
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Fi\!,:!Al YHR  1978  AS  AT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
Pa.-e,ts 
e:.,l~a~-7s cJntracted  Pa~~~-~s  F
1 fec~!~  a-;ainst 
8Jd<;e tary  I  j  ~:a:-st  cc--.j~calr.st  c~~,  ap~rcos.  for 
I  classi':caticn 
~pprops. 
i  t of 
A~prcps.  tc  ::;e  for  'he  To ta 1 
j  ~ of  pa.·ent  carr 
for 
l 
and  headl raq 
A!lount  I  for  vlltd?t!d  f•  .  approps.  ov~r by  non- ; approps.  :1 os-;re  of  . 1 r.a.,ci a  1 
CO~:ti ftel'lt  I  / 
payaen~  au to-a tic 
;tCCCJ"'h  for  year 19.,8 
1977  prccebre 
' 
Otapter  36 * 
Expenditure  on  scientific 
and  technical  1nformatton 
and  on  lnformat1on 
ea~agement 
-
• reaaln,ng  (1)  0,906  . 
~  eurr~nt ftnanctal  year  5~  3J50 
•  total  6,731  Z,655  39,~~  3,550  0,633  0,896  1,529  ,3,07  -
Chapter  37 * 
Expendt ture  1n  the  -. 
tndustrtal  and  transport 
sectors  . 
• rematnlng  (1}  9,000 
• current  financtal  year .  22,920  4,700 
•  tota 1  31,920  . 1,89~  5,93  \,700  - 0,~37  0,437  9,30  -
Tf Tl£  3 ..  TOTAl  \97' 113  203,603  40,96  277,294  5,202  109,975  11), 171  41,54  \,720 
I  I  ··--;-;-;--r::---i"---
'" 1 " .. :- ~  ~.  •  J  ~  ~  !r.1s  .. r.ap.er  also  ... c  .... -..~s  non-dd.ere:;da,:;.,.  a?;lrvJ  .. latfons.  Seep. 173. 
' 1)l,.,,..lu:H"'g  He  a..,.., ..... ~  .. ·l..,tt  1  d •  t  ~  '  ;  ......  "  ''·  vr:•  J,_J,  <..  •• ons  re  ease  tn  res~ec\ c .  ..-~- ... ~l  ..  j:~'s  -"'11  l  b  1~./  .J  f  .. "' ..... ' .......  ~  s-'  lO  e \u  , ,.a !e J  ro~ previous  f i r::tncl a  i  years. 
~ 
Coni be-1 ts  CJ.,:.~lative 
of be  to~al  of  12!~ 
fi .-:a "'ei a  l  of  the  approp.s. 
y~ar s ti  11  used 
ta  be 
validate~  (C)  (P) 
fi 
1,759  lt,7  5,! 
; 
1,457  0,7  1,.1 
88,908  4,9  5.,0 -- ·-------·- -------------- -----------j------------.-------------------------------------------·-- ------------------- ---------·  ------
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e tary 
1-fl!~dl ng 
tfi cation  . 
I 
Tl TlE  3  CO~~UUI  TY  POll Cl ES  IPl  REGAP.O, 
PART! C'JlARlY,  TO  RESEARCH, 
TECHNOLOGY l  H~JUSTRY  ~  THE  SOCIAl 
SECTOR,  TH ...  E  ~·~~ RO~~}\  NT  A~lJ  THE 
SUPPlY  OF  ENERGY  AN8  RAW  MATERIAL 
NON..QIFFERE NTI A  TED  APPROPRI ATI QliS 
Chapter  30 *  Expendtture  1n  the  soctal  sector 
Chapter  31  Expenditure  tn  the  agrtcultural 
sector 
Chapter  3~  Expendtture  relating  to  safeguard 
Chapter  35  Expendtture  relattng  to  the 
protection  of  man  and  hts 
envtronment 
Chapter  35 *  Expendtture  on  sctentlftc and 
technical  fnfor~ation and  on 
tnforgatton  manage~ent 
Chapter  37 *  Expendlture  1n  the  tndustrtal  and 
transport  sectors 
Chapter  39  Other  expenditure  on  spectftc 
projects  undertaken  by  the 
lnstttutton 
Hon-dtfferenttated approprtations 
- To tal 
S~~~!:'  ~!3~~- BY  CHA?TfR- Cf  TH£  rv:tr~~~7AT!:l :; THE 
SU!["~~~\~ ::  t"'(::-<"'[ 1·-::r rr  "'rT""'~ If!  {f"'V'I'C:i;  ~~..,  "':  ...  ·-:  r:rlirtnt 
...  - - ...  - "'  ..1-.  J  I  ~  •  ....  ..  ,  ..,  •  ..  1  J  ~  !  - ""''"""  ,,.. .~Ji\ 
BJD~fT  r:~  iri~  fi~ASCIAl YEAR  1978  AS  AT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
I  I  A;::proortatto~s 
eo~,it:~-ts contracted 
t 
Approprlallcns
10
f  col.  1 
!:~rcpr!allcns 
•~dhortzed tn  d: .• ,  db  1-=-'  of  col.  1  and  2 
U:  t  ttl 1  ,a  1:J:.,e  Y  .)'  •  t of  .e  n  a  j2nd  and  3rd  ad;us led  by  hount 
Budget  S  B d  t  tra1sfers  approps. 
upp.  J  ~e s 
1  2  3  .\  s 
. 
-5,.6'15  5,645  5,645  5,35~  94,84 
-· 
7,99't  7,994  7,994  6,076  76,01 
D,9ZD  0,920  1,170  1,159  99,06 
6J88  6,388  6,968  6,683  95,91 
1.'65  1,455  1,605  1,550  96,57 
15,035  15,035  16,675  1,675  I  10,04 
7,-"5  7,~45  9,445  7,384  78,18 
",882  44,882  49,502  29,882  60,~7 
., 
-
~  These  Chap!ers  a1so  l~clud~ d1fferentlated  a~~r:~ria~~;~s.  See  pJ;cs  171  and  172. 
1n  •  [!1. 
Pay,ents  effected 
Cu,'Jia tt vs 
to ta 1 of  12t"'s 
of  the  app~s 
bollllt  %  of 
co:nt he,  ts  used 
(C)  (r) 
6  1  , 
3,80~  71,05  11,~ 
~  ~  ...... 
--
1,540  25,35  9,1  Z,J 
0,682  58,84  11,9  7~ 
2,936  43,93  11,5  5.1 
0,761  49,10  11,6  5,'J 
0,462  27,58  1,2  OJ 
4,034  54,63  9,4  5,1 
14,219  47,58  7,2  },\ 
·-
- --r~ cor.~.:rssroH or.·  T:il~  BURO?EAl7  coM:r~::tJNITIES 
I  Approprh II ces 
;lol~:! fary 
I 
Headlng  I  authorized In 
c~~  fl ca t1 on  the  lnl Hal  I  Budget 
1  --
TlTl£  ~  RE PAYr.E
1HS  /.!10  AI OS  TO  KEX3£R 
STATES;  Ml SCI llAN£0US 
:ha~der W  lump-s~ repayment  to  the  Member 
States  of  costs  Incurred  In  689,60D 
collecting  own  resources 
:'-.ap ter  ~1  Appltcatlon  of  the  'financlal 
acchanis~• pursuant  to  the  Counc1 
Oectslon  of  11  May  1976  token  entry 
:t;ap ter  \2  eo~oun,ty lending  operations  token  entry 
~aphr ~3  co~funlty lending  operations  to 
token  entry  finance  lndustr1a1  1nvestment 
. Chapter  "  Accesston  co~pensatory amounts  . 
30,000 
-~apter  ~5  Ptonetary  compensatory  amounts  992,600 
~apter ~5  Expcndtture  resulting  fro;  the 
appltcatlon  of  dlfferent exchan;e  712,900 
rates 
Cl"ap.  4~~5  'Adheston'co~pensatory amounts 
~onetary coopensatory  a~ounts 
(;.a;> ter  ~  7  Assu~ption of  responsibtltty  by 
the  European  Communt ty  for  cert~n  ' 
flnanctal  obligations  -
:r.Jp ter  4-3  Exchange  rate losses  token  entry 
: .. a;:lter  ~g  European  Export  Bank  (EEB)  token  entry 
T  I  T  LE  ~ - TP TAl  2  .~25)  100 
S_""'!:'f  T!:~£- BY  C:-!!P~::- cr  Th£  I"~Lf"':\~H::a OF  TH( 
STATE..,:\·:;  0~'[1··;:~ cr  ~:7::\ Ill  (:-:"~!SZ::\) :; TH[  G[~[R.ll 
6L~EI F:;.  7n~ FI-!_.\:IAl  YtJ  •. q 1973  AS  .lT  31  DECE!~~BER 1973 
A=:t::r:prt aU ons  cc,,l t:se- ts  ccntraded 
of  co 1.  1 
l.pprcprt a tt ens 
of  col.  1 and  2 
adi~s!ed by  ht 
ad; us ted  by  hount  1.  of 
2~d and  3rd  transfers  approps. 
S:.rpp.  B.;dc;ets 
2  3  o\  5 
689.600  689,600  667 ,4Z2  96,78 
token  entry  token  entry  - -
token  entry  token  entry  - -
token  entry  token  entry  - -
30,000  30,000  22,789  75,96 
~ 
992,600  992;6oo  ~85  '711  ~8,93 
712,900  .  710,900  667 '727  93,9} 
557 ~27}  32,15 
0,2f) .  0,,  ~}0  ..  o,oo 
token  entry  token  entry  - -
token  entry  token  entry  - -
-
ra)le~ts effected 
hount  I  ·~  of 
I cont he"" ts 
I 
6  I  7 
604,330(1)  90,55 
- -
- -
- - .  . 
22,789  . 
1~0,00 
485,711  100,00 
667,727  100,00 
557,273  100~00 
. 
- ... 
- .. 
- -
2.~25,315  2.423,530  2.~00,92.2  99,07  2.337,830  97,37 
. ---- --.~-
ln  •  ft!l 
I  Cu·ulatlve 
\  to~al  of 12Uas 
,  of  the  apprOJS 
used 
(C)  (P) 
8 
11,6  10,5(1) 
- -
- -
- -
9,1{2)  9,1(1) 
5,9(2)  5,9(2: 
11,3(2)  11J(Z~ 
3,9  3,9 
o,o  0,1 
..  - ...  -
11,9  11,, 
:·)  Tr.e  re,~~r States  rake  over  own  resources  t.~  ~onths after  esta~lish:e~t and  tne  lu~p-su8 rep3)ments  ars  ~ade  the  follc~tng  ~on~h.  The  su:s  entered above  therefore  cmrrespond 
to  t~.e  lu~p-su:'l  rep:ly~c'lts  for  February  to  December  ln  rc~:;::ct  of  resc·-.rces  established  from  November  1977  to  September  1978  and  pald  over  by  the  Meober  States  fros  January 
to  November  •  The  fiqure  of  10,5  ls  to  be  co~oJred wlth  a  t~ecretical  pro  rata  utillzation  rate  of  11/12ths. 
'n  -'-s  par::1tS bve  b~e~ :::ade  only  for  January  to  August,  thts  fi"'Jre  sb:Jld  be  CO"'"ared  ttt..  l~  u  1  .  .  . 
;  ··~'  i(  ''a  ~~:eoreuca  pro  rata  ubl1zabon rate  of8/12ths. !  Co~'ft1e~ts C01fracfed 
Budgetary  Aoprops.  i 
cl asstfi cation  I  ~of 
and  headl ng  for  A11ount 
COlilntl bent 
approps. 
TITLE  5 
SOCIAL  AND  REGIONAL  FUNDS 
DIFFERENTIATED  APPROPS. 
Chapter  50 
New  Social  Fund  -
Expenditure  under  Article  4 
of  tha  Council  Decision  of 
1 february  1971 
• raraafning.(1)  o, 114-
• current  financial  year  238,000 
• total  238,114- 237,100  99,57 
Chapter  51 
New  Social  Fund  • 
Expenditure  under  Article  5 
of the  Council  Decision  of 
1 February  1971 
• remaining  (1)  0,021 
• current  financial  year  330,000 
• total  330,021  329,520  99,85 
Chapter  52 
Social  Fund  -
Pilot  schemes  and 
preparatory  studies 
• re11aining  (1)  0,055 
• current  financial  year  1,500 
• tot a  1  1,555  1,551  99,14-
Chapter  53 
Social  Fund  - New  measures  token  entry  ' 
SOCIAL  FUND  - TOTAL  569,690  568,171  99,73 
SL~~ARY TA3L£  - SY  CHAPTER  - CF  THr  I~PLE~ENTATIOM OF  THE  STATEMENT 
OF  EXPE~ITj~~  j~  ~ECTIO~ Ill  (CC~~ISSIC~)  OF  THE  E[SERAl  BUJGEf  FORTH£ 
FIN~~CIAl YEAR  1978  AS  AT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
Pay-ents  pffect~d 
Payr.ents 
against 
Approps.  Against  corn:r.. 
to  be 
Ac;ainst  co::~.,  %  of  approps.  for 
for  ~he  To ta 1  payment  carr: 
for  vf 1  ida ted  fi nanci a  1  approps.  over 
payr:~ent  c osure  of 
accounts  for  year  1978 
1977 
225,500 
225,500  100,217  17,969  118,186  52,4-1  -
312,000 
312,000  110,735  9,981  120,716  38,69  -
1,300 
1,300  0,094  0,217  0,371  28,54  -
538,800  211,045  28,227  239,272  44,4-1  - t 
{1)  Including  the  appropriations  released  ·  1n  1978  1n  respect  of  comm1tments  st1ll  to  be  val1dated  fr~ prev1ous  f1nanc1al  years. 
C0!1'1i bents 
of  the 
financial 
y~ar still 
to  be 
validated 
219 t 1).1 
,19,539 
1,274 
539,944' 
Cu::1ulati ve 
to ta 1 of  12lils 
of the apprmps  .. 
used 
(C)  {P) 
11,9  '-' 
-
12,0  \" 
·. 
12,0  J,."  ' 
12,0  )J 
. - <.n 
• Sir.jle  Ace::~~,:~-:  ~-:':r:::  r·t/')lv.  10 
I 
I 
Bud"qetary 
.!.?props. 
cl a sst fica ti  on 
and  heading 
for 
COI<l:21 bent 
: 
Chapter  55 
Ev-opean'  Reg.i Offal 
~lopHnt  Fund: 
..  ~i·q  (f)' 
t 
-.w~ 
..,  CM'~ant fi.nanci;al: ~  5Stt..ooo  ' 
• totaf.  m.a,J& 
REGIONAL  FUNO  - TOTAl  599$35  '  j 
' 
~ 
• 
; 
' 
i 
: 
( J  1·  lncludin g the  a  ro  PP  P  ri at ions  released  in 
Com~l bents co,tracted 
Arsount  %  of 
approps. 
f: 
i 
: 
' 
: 
; 
l 
55G.369'·  9?.,75- ' 
' 
556,359 
: 
92,75 
; 
I 
~ 
: 
SU~~I.RY H3lf - 3'~  C~A?ITR - CF  THE  I  ~?LEV.~\TA  Tl :M  OF  THE  STATE~DH 
OF  EXPE'l: I r:.;:E  G;:  ~t :TI 0~ Ill  (  ~~~!  SS I:~)  CF  T  t;[  ~~~ ['Al SJJGET  FOR  THE 
FIH!..~:IAL YEAR  1973  AS  AT  31  JfCE~!3E~  1973 
Pay::enh  Pffeded· 
Pa v~  e:1 t s 
a;a ins t 
Aaai ns t  CO""":"•  Acalnst  co .. ru  !  approps.  for  Approps.  ~ of  -~6  be  for  ·he  Total 
I 
pa:;~ent  can 
for  validated  financial  approps.  over  by  non-
payment  ;clos~re of  :auto  ... atic 
~-c.counts  for  year 1978 
:  procedure  1977  ' 
: 
' 
' 
; 
; 
; 
~ 
~ 
~ 
i 
It 
I 
:  ; 
525,000'  I 
~ 
525,JJOO  '  sa·,.1t01  101-,.SOl  rn  .•  ant:  32~13'  :  -
i 
' 
:  ~ 
525,,000  68.,1f07  1oJ·.soz  1'11 ,809  '  32,}3  I  .. 
~ 
l 
!  B 
; 
~ 
' 
'  .' 
I 
1978  in  respect  of  commitments  still  o be  validated  troll  prev1ous  f1nancia1  ye?.rs. 
Co-::1i  her~ ts  C·n·J 1a ti ve 
of  the  total  of 12ths 
fina"lcial  of  the  appro,s  .. 
y~ar sti  11  used 
to  be 
validated  (C)  (P} 
' 
[  ; 
'  : 
! 
~ 
j 
: 
~  ' 
~ 
; 
' 
[! 
l  452._8&1  tt,.t 
l  l.,t 
: 
l 
: 
I 
'  '  I 
l 
i 
'  i 
\ 
lt52.as.r 
; 
1-1,1  ,  ..  : 
\ 
,' 
: Slnole  Jccou~tl1g  ~p~fre XIX/Oiv.  10 
r--------- ---
B'Jdqe tary  Headl ng 
classtfi ca tt on 
T  fTlE  5  SOC tAL  ANO  REG lOUAl  FUNDS 
NON-DIFFERENTIATED  APPROPS. 
Chapter  59  Aid  to  disaster victi;s in  the 
C011unity 
. 
.. 
I 
su~~A~·f  T~9LE- BY  CHAPTER- or  Ti1~  I".~Lrv~~TAT!OJC  OF  THE 
STATE~t'•T CF  £1~'DITU~t CF  S~CTI~~ Ill  (.;~·~!SSIC~)  OF  THE  GfHERAl 
BUDGET  F~~  THE  FIHASCIAl  YEAR  1973  AS  AT  31  OECE~3£R 1978 
Aoproprta tl ons I 
Co::::1i  t:e~ ts  con traded 
Approprtattons  f  l  1 
~~ppropr1ations 
authortzed 1n  :dj~~t;d b  1stof_co1.  1 and  2 
the  In! !Ia!  I  2nd  and  Jr~  adJusted  by  Arlount  t  of 
Budget  S  8 d  t  transfers  approps. 
upp.  u  ge  s 
1  2  3  ~  5 
-
5,000  5,000  5,000  3,800  76,00 
-
I 
. 
I 
\n  •  EU.l 
Paytents  effected  Cu:.ulai1 ve 
total  of 12ths 
of  the  approps 
Allo1.:n t  :1:  of 
co=~f  hten~s 
used 
(C)  (P) 
6  7  8 
3,739  98,39  9,1  9,0 
' ,..------- . 
Approprfa tt en s 
Budge fary  authorized t n 
Head! ng 
classf fica tt  on  the  lntHal 
Budget 
1 
TITLES  6 & 7  EUROPEAN  AGRICULTURAL  GUIDANCE  ANO 
GUARANTEE  FUND,  GUARANTEE  SECTION 
Chapter  60  Cereals  t;\H,JGO 
Chaptsr  61  Rice  J6.600  . 
Chapter  62  Milk  and  milk  products  1.855.850 
Chapter  63  · Oils  _and  hh  •0.300 
Chapt~r 64  Sugar  11ZJDO 
Chapter  65  Beef  and  veal  ~o.soo 
Chapter  66  Pigmeat  Bit ,SOD 
Chapter  67  £ggs  and  po~ltryaeat  25,\1)1 
Chapter  66  Fruit  and  vegetables  '39.100 
Chapter  69  Wine  !24JDD 
Chapter  70  Tobacco  IJ?,\00 
Chapter  71  Fisheries  ·1&,000 
Chapter  72  Ethyl  alcohol  of  agricultural 
origin  token  entry 
Chapter  73  Other  sectors  or  products  subject  6J.bOO  . 
to  common  market  organ 1  za t ion 
s~w~ARY T!BlE- BY  CHAPTER- OF  THE  !v'L[~~\~AT!CN OF  THE 
STAfE~~\r CF'  O:?PDITUJE  OF  SECTIC"l  Ill  (C":"' 14 'SS!C')  cr  THE  GENERAl 
SJJGET  FCR  THE  FINAiiCIAl  YEAR  1978  AS  .AT  31  'Jt:~E~~}ER  1978 
Apprcpri a H ons 
Co~~i t~e~ts contracted 
.!.pproprta H ons 
of col.  1  of  col.  1 and  2 
,~;  ttC' +a~ J,.,  1s'f: 
....  - J  ......  ,._""  ""J  •""'  adjusted  by  Amount  t of  2nd  and  3rd  transfers  Supp.  Budgeis 
approps. 
2  3  4  5 
1.4ZB,}OO  1.41~,300  674,635  47,7IJ 
}6,600  J6,600  10,88l  29.,73 
Pay~ents effected 
Amount  t  of 
( 1)  com9i bents 
6  7 
674,6}5  100,00 
10,882  100,0.0 
2.8<15,~0  r.e95,aso  1.857 ,96t  64,16  1.8571962  100,00 
41},}00  413,300  Z10,.060  50,85  l10,060  100,DO 
81Z,500  812,500  538,569  66,l9  ~38,569  100,00 
'-60 ,800  460,800  271,693  58,96  Z71,693  100,00 
84,500  84,500  23,429  27,73  21,429  100,00 
%5,~00  25,400  18,419  71.,52  16,419  100,00 
139,200  . 139,200  69,313  49,79  69,313  100,00 
2'24,300  .  !24,300  45,910  20,47  45,910  100,00 
237 ,1 t00  237,400  173,993  73,29  173,993  100 ,oo 
18,000  18,000  8,008  44,49  8,008  100,00 
token  entry  token  entry  - ...  - .. 
63,600  63,600  37,925  59,63  37,925  100,00 
(1)  These  payments  are  not  payme~ts in  the  budgetary  sense  but  advances  ruade  to  the  national  paying  agencies  to  cover  operations  from  January  to  Augus~. 
In  :a  nu. 
cu~ulathe 
total  of 12ths 
of the  appraps 
used (  ) 
(C)  · 2  ( P} 
8 
5,7  5,7 
3,6  J,6· 
7,7  7,'f 
6,1  6,t 
B,O  8,1 
7,1  7,1 
},3  }J 
8,7  8,1 
6,0  6~ 
z,s  2,S 
8,8  8,8 
5,3  S,l 
..  -
7,2  1  ,1. 
(2)  A~ payments  have  been  made  only  for  January  to  ~ugust, the  figures  in  Column  8 should  be  compared  with  a theoretical  pro  rata  utilization  rate  of  8!12ths.  '  '  ~  ~ 
"  0\  ~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~-~~~~-~·~~  ~-~~~~~~-~.-~_,•·~~-r~~-~~~-~~~r~·:~.•~ ~~~~-~~~-~- ..  : .. ··- ··  ·- ·-- ··--~-~  •  .-- _:·.  ;~~~Y-Sinqle  AccoJntlng  Centre  XIX/Olv.  10 
I  Bud~elary 
c  1  asstfi ca tt  on 
Headl ng 
Cha;>ter  74  Refunds  on  certain  goods  obtained 
by  processing  agricultural 
products 
Chapter  76  Appropriations  in  connection 
vith clearance  of  accounts  for 
periods  prior to  1 January  1977 
Provisional  co1mit•ents  vhich  vere 
not  the  subject  of  co•mitments 
under  the  budget  noaenclature 
T  I  T  lES  6 & 7 - TOTAl 
I 
SU~~APY TABlE  - BY  CHAPTER  - Of  THE  l~?lfv~~;~T!G~ OF  THE 
STAT£~t~T Or  (X?f'lJITU?E  OF  SECTIO~ II I  (ccv~ISSIC~)  OF  THE  GENERAl 
BlDGET  FOR  THE  F  I  HANCI Al  YEAR 19 78  AS  AT  31  OECEM3ER  1978 
Co:~i t~ents ccntracted  Pay~ents effected 
Approprl a H ons 
Ap~roprt  a ti  o:1s 
of col.  1 
Approprl a tl ons 
authorized ln  of co 1.  1 and  2 
tr.e  intHal 
adjusted by  1~ adjusted  by  Amount  t of  Amount  %of 
2nd  and  3rd 
Budget 
Supp.  Budgets 
transfers  approps.  COI!!ll flef'lts 
1  2  3  ~  5  6  7 
-szo.ooo  120,000  120,000  11),9}3  94,94  113,933(1)  ~00,00 
token  entry  token  entry  token  en try  - - - -
. 
- - - 2.891,017  41,62  2.891,017(3)  100,00 
. 
6.959,''150  6.95~,750  6.9~5,750  6.945, 750  100,00  6.945,150  100,00 
I 
\n  m EUA 
Cumulattve 
total  of  12Uls 
of  the  approps 
used 
(C)  (P} 
8 
i1,4(L)  11,4{2? 
- ·- .. 
5,0(3)  5,00 
12,0  12,0 
nrsee footnote  1,  page  178, 
2  See  footnote  2,  page  178.  3  These  oav]ents  are  not  oavments  in  the  budaetarv  sense  of  the  word.  but  advances  made  to  the  national  oavina  aaencies  to  cover  their expenditure  for  the  period  September  to,~  mber. I 
BmJ'ge tar  y 
classification 
' Approps. 
for  and  heading 
·  C!O:~  i tmen t 
TITlE  8 
EUROPEAN·  AGRI-CULTURAL 
GU IOMCE  AltO  GUA-RANTEE  f.UNO, 
GU IOANCE  SECTION  · 
Chapter  8G 
Projects:  ffr tbe  improvement  . 
tf agr:iccul  ural  xtructure~ 
prelrded  fGr  fn  rtjclj 1 
of  'regulatiOf'f  N.1)  17 64  EEC 
•  r~~~t:ahtfng (1)  12,611 
- ClrrtDt  finanefal  year  10.000 
.• irial  82,011 
Ctla,ter 81 
C01100  :7a~ures for  the 
refonr  ~ · agricuH~at 
tfructures unde-r  t  ·  ounctl  · 
Resglution.  of  25  Kay  1971 
•  ruaintn.g. (1}  ~.55(} 
• current  financial  yaar  9-7.800 
•  total  102,450 
Chapter  82 
Common  measures  concerning  . 
the  marketing  and  proces3lng 
of  agricul~ural  yr~ducts 
under  the  ~ounci  ~solution 
of  25  May  1971 
• remaining  {1)  4,788 
• current  financial  year  123,000 
• t ota 1  127,788 
I  Com::it t.e:1 ts  cc"\ traded I 
I 
AtlOunt  t  of 
. approps. 
; 
12,G11(Z}  1~,65 
65,489  63,92 
104,075  81,44 
i 
SU~~ARY  TABLE  - BY  r~ADTER - OF  TH~  I~PlE~ESTATICH OF  T~E STATEMENT 
OF  EXPOlJI TURE  OF  S£CT!C~  Ill  (0::~~~ SSIC'I)  OF  THE  G~?i~;Al SJ']GEf  FOR  TH£ 
Fl HA~:I Al  YEAR  1973  AS  AT  31  Q[CE~'3ER  197a 
Pav~ents pffected  Pa·ren ts 
a;a ins t 
A  :a  i n  s t  co ~ -•  A.~ainst  co~,  approps.  for  Approps.  -to  be  :fO!"  ·~e  To ta 1  :  of 
pay~ent  carr:-
for  va 1  ida ted 
closure of  fi  r.ancla l 
appr~ps.  over  by  non-
pay~:~ent  au to"';a-ti c 
~ccoun  ts  for  :year 1918 
~971  procedure 
2&,000 
26.000  - - - o-.oo  -
- -
126.000 
126,000  - 60,838  60,838  48,28  4-,651 
33,000  -
I 
33,000  0,422  0,422  1,28  1,190 
in  1978  in  respect  of  comn!ltments  st1ll  to  De  valldatea  trolll  prev1ous  nnanc1a1  y:::M.:l. 
Co;,; b~  ts 
of  the 
fi nanci a  1 
-y~arstill 
. to  be 
validated 
12,011 
-
I 
102 t 453 
(  1)  Including  the  appropriat1ons  released 
(2)  Commitments  undertaken  in  respect  of  ap~ropriations from  previous  years  re-used  in  accordance  with  Article  2 of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75. 
in  :'1  {Ul 
: r  J 1  a ti  ve 
total  of 1?U·.s 
of  the  approps. 
JSed 
(C)  (P} 
1,8  0.1 
7,7  s.a 
9,8  o.2 •  • 
Com~lt1ents contracted 
B  .. :d<;etary  Approps.  %  of  classification  for  Araoun t 
and  heading  approps.  co;uai bent 
Chapter  83 
Coamon  measures  in 
particular sectors 
• remaining  (1)  17,061 
• current  financial  year  178,500 
• total  195,561  98,481  50,36 
Chapter  88 
Appropriations  set aside  in 
previous  financial  years  to 
finance  expenditure  in 
Chapters  81  to  83  token  entry  - -
Chapter  89 
Special  measures 
•  re•ainin~ (1)  0,135 
• current  financial  year  25,200 
• total  25,335  5,109  20,01 
TITLE  8 - TOTAl  533,1~5.  285,164- ' ..  53,ft9 
/ 
SUMMARY  TA3ti- BY  O!APTER- OF  THE  I~Plf~E~TATICN Of  THE  STATEMENT 
OF  [XP£NDITJ~E OF  SECTIG~ Ill  (CC~~ISSIC~)  OF  TH£  G:~ERAl BUDGET  FOR  THE 
FIN~~CIAl YEAR  1978  AS  AT  31  JECEMcER  1978 
Pay~ents pffected 
Pav~e~  ts 
ac;ainst 
Approps. 
~:ain-;t co.o:·.  Against  co:;;m  i  %  of  approps.  for  to  be  for  •ne  Total 
I  pay:1ent  carr 
for  va 1  i d<31ed  l approps.  over  by  nor.-
closure  of  fi nanci a  1 
payment  year  1978  aufo•atic 
~ceo  un ts  for  proced'Jre  1977 
234-,300 
234-,300  - 81,420  81,~20(2}  34,15  1? ,061 
I 
token  entr~  - - - - -
25,200 
25,200  - 4,974  4,974  19,74  0,135 
lpp\.,500  - 1~1  ,655  14-7,655  33,22  23,036 
-
(1)  lnclud1ng  the  appropr1at1ons  released  1n  1978  1n  respect  of  com~ttments st1ll  to  be  valtdated  from  prev1ous  f1nanc1al  years. 
1  n  rn  f!!!l 
Co11'i hen ts  Cumulative 
of  the  total  of 12U.s 
financial  of  the  approps. 
y~ar sti  11  used 
to  be 
vall dated  (C)  (r) 
- 6,0  4.2 
- - -
- 2,4  z., 
1H·,474  6,~  VI 
' 
(2)  lncludinotlt7J.760  11.EUA  pqidhin  advanCfJS  made  tQ  the  n-1tional  paying  agencies  to  cover  their expenditure  for  the  aerioj  ~eptember to  December  in  respect  of  premiums  for  the 
non-marke  ln~:~  of  m1lk  and  t  e convers1on  of  da1ry  hords.  ·-' 
! Commlt;ents  contracted 
s~dc;ehry  Approps. 
class ffl cation  %  of 
and  headi n9 
for  Amount 
approps. 
eo:~:;t bent 
TITLE  9 
COOPERATION  WITH  DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES  AND  OTHER  ION-
MEMBER  COUNTRIES 
DifFERENTIATED  APPROPS. 
Chapter  93* 
ftaancial  and  technical 
cooperation  vi t h noa-
associated  developing 
countries  75,000  33,230  44,31 
Chapter  94* 
Specific  measures  for 
cooperation  with  the 
developing  countries  12,000  11,972  99,77 
Chapter  96* 
Cooperation  with  non-member 
countries  222,300  '"'  0,00 
TITLE  9 - TOTAL  309,300  lt5,202  14,61 
s~~~AP.Y  TA8l£  - BY  CHAPTER  - cr  THE  IMPlE~ENTATICM OF  THE  STATE~ENT 
CF  EXPE~ITURE OF  SECTIO~ Ill  (~:~~ISSIGN)  OF  THE  G~Nf\Al B~DGET FORTH£ 
FIN~~CIAl YEAR  1978  AS  AT  31  DECE~3ER 1978 
Pa~-e~ts pffected 
Pa,,- €~. ts 
a;air.st 
Approps.  Against  cor..:·.  !.~ainst  CO'li:~~  I  ~ of  aporoos.  for 
to  be  for  "he  T~hl  pa·;:-en:  carr 
for  vf 1i dated  fi nar:ci a  1 
approps.  over  b1  non-
c  osure  of  payment  year  1978  auto~atic 
accounts  for 
1977  proced:.sre 
~ 
J 
~4-,796  3,269  1,24-3  4-,512  10,07  .. 
6,000  - 3,640  3,640  60,67  .. 
91,500  - - - 0,00  -
14-2,296  3,269  .\,883  8,152  5,73  -
*These Chapters  also  include  non-differentiated  appropriations.  See  page  183. 
in  "  tUA 
Co:n-,i  h~ts  C:  .. rll:.rlative 
of  the  total  of 12:hs 
financial  of  the  approps. 
y~ar s ti 1i  used 
to  be 
validated  {C)  (P) 
31,987  5,3  1,2 
8,332  12,0  7,3 
- 0,0  0,0 
W,319  1,8  {),7 
.  .  ~  . 
'~-~...:--~  ••  ..:.;.·~··~·-;.,::;or-.: •.  .,..~---·  ,·  ·- .. ..:-~- ~--._- .::,-;-,;-:  ·.;~~--.,. : ...  :..._..,.~ ... -..-.-.;:  .....  ..._:;·: ...  *'Y.,.r  ~.t  .....  ~,,::L  ... ,/'>~-,:;.~·~  --~....-\·~~":-:,~~b  ..  \,"'-~"'="".:.-;"..  ......  ":'".,-t;~':-o.::.,....~..:-.._~11  •  : •••  r  ..  ,...,.,.:.....-~.,_  ...  ,...:~,.;:o.,.~-...:.,.  ... -.:1'  •, .  .:.~·.-,•:'·· .. ·..-:,_:  -~~:-•-f.,  ........... l~~~~--:...~-..  ;.~  .........  .L.{,~U- ...  .:_:.:..:.:<'~~~...;.;.,:-.. ~.-f' ., 
C0~:11 SSION  OF  TH~ Ee:;·:.H  CO~~U~I TIES 
Single  Accou~tfng  Ce~tre XIX/D,v.  10 
Budgetary 
classl fica t1 on 
TITLE  9 
Chapter  90 
Head1 ng 
COOPERATION  WITH  DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES  AND  OTHER  NON-MEMBER 
COUNTRIES 
1 
NON-OIFFERENTIATEO  APPROPRIATIONS 
Cooperation  with  the  ACP  States 
linked  to  the  EEC  by  the  Convention 
of  lome  token  entry 
Chapter  92 
Chapter  93* 
Chapter  94* 
Chapter  95 
Chapter  96* 
Food  aid  223,710 
Financial  and  tech~ical 'ooperation 
w1th  nqn-assoc1ated  developing 
countrus 
Sp,cific 1easuras  for  co~eration 
v1th  the  developing  countries 
Exceptional  1easures  to  assist 
developing  countries  and  other 
non-member  countries 
Cooperation  with  non-member  countri  s 
TITLE  9 ..  TOTAl 
0,4-00 
7,257 
0,900 
6,000 
238,267 
•  ~..,- ·--·- ..  ,._~  .. -a----_  ................. ,._  -~ ·-~  ..  ~.- .V  •  ...  .&•  •  -- ----- ...... ---··-~·J-• ... ~---
SU~~ARY  T~BlE - BY  CHAPTER  - OF  THE  iw~Lrv:xTAT!CI OF  THE 
STA Tr~~~T OF  O:PPD I  T!FE  CF  SECTION  Ill  (  CC~  l SSI O'i)  CF  T~£  GfHERAl 
BUDGET  FOR  THE  FI~ASCIAl YEAR  1978  AS  AT  31  OECEHBER  1978 
In  m  [UA 
2  3  I  s  6  1  8 
token  ent.ry 
223,710 
0,\00 
7~257 
0,900 
6,000 
238,267 
token  entry 
223,220 
7,636 
2,190 
6,000 
222,810 
0,399 
6,3~9 
2,190 
231, 7~7 
99,82 
99,75 
83,15 
100,000 
0,00 
96,78 
196,027(1)  87,98 
0,022  5,51 
86,0~ 
2,189  99,95 
203,700  87,90 
12,0 
12,0 
10,0 
12,0 
0,0 
10,5 
8,& 
11,6  10.2 
·,1)  Including  42,162  81  EUA  paid  to  Member  States  to  cover  expenditure  for  tne  per1od  January  to  /'lay  and  -I::>J,t1b:>  1  tu"  1n  advanees  pa1d  to  Member --srates  to  cover  expenditure  up  to [ecembe 
*  These  Chapters  also  contain  differentiated appropriations.  See  page  182. Sinqle  AccO'J'1tlng  Ce..,!re  XIX/Olv.  10 
--
Appropria H  ons 
Budgetary 
Headt ng 
authorized  t n 
c1 asslfi ca t1 on  the  ini Hal 
Budget 
1 
TITLE  1(}  OTHER  EXPENDITURE 
Chapter  100  Provisional  appropriations: 
lt},61t4  Differen.  • Approps.  for  CGI!lll'i t. 
approps.  • Approps.  for  payment  't7,976 
NOA-d·ifferentiated  approps.  'f1,250' 
Chapter  101  Contingency  reserve  ,,. 
Chapter  1&2  Raserv•  to covsr  anr shortfall  in 
=fations res.u  ting  frOOt 
'  enees  b'atweetJ  the·  E.IJA.  rates 
uaed·  tn  the- estimates  artd·  }he 
"tyal  rates at  the  time  o  token  entry  . l•J amlltta·ti on 
. T  lilE  10 - TOTAl 
Oifferen.  •  Approps.  for  cou  it.  \},61tlt 
approps.  • Approps.  for  payment  2?,916 
Non-differentiated  appropriations  16,250 
' 
GRANO  TOTALS : 
DIFFERENTIATED  APPROPRIATIONS 
• Approps.  for  commit.  2.231,35~ 
•.  Approps.  for  payment  1.903,}70 
NON-DIFFERENTIATED  APPROPRIATIONS  10.233,771 
! 
\ 1}  ~ ot  appropr1at wns. 
(2)  Not  including  Chapter  40. 
Slii~~ARY  TA8lf  - BY  CHAPITR  - OF  THE  Jl';)l['I£~THICl OF  THE 
STATEMfH  OF  (X?('lJITU~f CF  SECTION  Ill  (CD..,~' SS!O~J OF  THE  GtNFRAt 
BUDGET  FOR  THE  FINANCIAl  YEAR  AS  AT31  DECE¥-BER  1978 
Appropr fa tl ons 
Com~lt~e~ts contracted 
of col ..  1  Appropr1atlcns 
of col.  1 and  2 
adjusted  by  1st 
adjusted  by  2nd  an·d  3rd  Amount  t  of 
Supp.  Budgets  transfers  approps. 
2  3  ~  s. 
lt3,644  0,038  - -
27 .9?6·  1,S32  - -
11,250  6,935  - . 
5,000.  O~Z89'  - . -
, 
! 
token  entry  token- entry  - -
4,,6lt4  0,038.  •  -
27,976  1,532'  - -. 
16,2SO  7,224  - -
2  .. 231,354  2.509,121  1.658,499  66,10 
1.903,370  1.929, 422  - -
Pay~ents effected 
Amount  ~of 
COllli!t bef'lis 
6  7 
- -
- .. 
- -
...  -
- -
- .. 
- -
- -
..  ... 
682,064  35,35  (1) 
10.234,427  10.217,927  10.115,379  99,00  9  .. 969,882  99,1)(2) 
n  111  UA 
I  Cum-ulative 
total  of 12lhs 
of  the  approps 
used 
(C)  (P) 
& 
- -
- -
- -
:  - -
- -
- - ..  -
- -
7,9  -
- 4,Z 
11 .. 9  11,8(2 
.  . .  _,  ~- . -~ 
i 
r 
! 
l 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
! 
..  ~,-J85  ·:..··--·-·~ ...  -··--·-··--··-~· 
I 
UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  CARRIED 
FORWARD  FROM  1977 to  1978 
l 
(statistical tables) 
1<.i 
(, 
~·~  ~  c  .  :  ~  .  ~ 
- _.  i. .. , L  .~  ..._,  ..  t  · ...  '•I '·'  J  !  }  !  i  ~  r  I  ~  ; 
ANNEX  E , --------- -t-----------.------------ ,: .. 
COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COM!~UNITIES 
Slngle  Accounting  Centre  XIX/Dtv.  10 
S..dc;efary  Au toea tf c 
Hudlng  .  Payunh·  clusf ft u  tl or  Qrryovars 
1  2 
TITlE  1  Eipendt lure relating  to  persons 
vorktnq  vHh  the  tnstl tutlon.  3,955  2,968 
Till; z  Bu11d1ngs,  eqdP3ent  and  atse. 
adafn1stratlve expendtture  24,475  21,396 
TITlE  l  Ex pen cfl ture  on  spacffl c pro J  ec h 
undertaken  bt the  lnstltutton 
Differentiated appropriations  115,333  62,876 
Non-dt fftren Ua ted approps·  10,963  9,102 
TITlE  \  Repay~ents and afd  to Meaber 
States and  •lscellaneous  56,183  54,618 
Chap.  50/52  Social  Fund  (dtff. approps.)  . 45,502  lt5,502 
~C•apter 55 
..  Ra1tonal  Fund  (dtff. approps.}  83,083  83,083  .  . 
Chapter  58  Commun1ty _afd  to  the  Frlull 
32,562  2,226  dl sa stet area 
TITtiS  5 I 7  EAGGF- Guarantee  Sectton  609,814- 605,785 
Tilt£ 8  EAGGF- Gu1danee  Section 
Otffe~entlated approprtattons  74,481  51,8~8 
Appropr~atfons frot  ftnancfal 
622,4-57  123,21.\  years  prior  to  1977 
TITL£  9  Cooperation  with  d~veloptng 
countries  and  other non-
eem~er countries 
Differentiated approprtattons  . - -
Non- dlff~rentlated approps.  181,296  15,119 
I 
.  ) Otffer.  approps  318,399  243,308 
TOTAlS  . 
_  )  Non-differ.  approps  1.51t-1 t 705  894-,427 
~ 
-----------:-:--... 
SUK~ARY TABLE  OF  THE  UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS 
CARRIED  OVER  FRO~ 1977  TO  1978  IN  SECTION  Ill  {COM~ISSION) OF 
H£  GENERAL  BLOGET  AT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
-
Cottlt•~ts contracted  Plyunh e_Uacted 
t of  t~pproort • tl ons  X  on-
au foaa tl  c  1.  of  1.  of  carryovars  available  Aiount  Auunt  carryonrs  carryovers  caul bents 
)  ' 
5  6  l  9  9 
75,04  0,987 
87,42  3,079 
54,52  52,4-57 
83,02  1,861  8,086  0,085  1,05  0,085  100,00 
: 
97,21  1,565 
100,00  .. 
100,00  -
6,84  30,336 
99,34- 4-,029  24-,000  2~,000  100,00  24-,000  100,00 
69,61  22,633 
19,79  .\99 ,2.\3  10.\,266  101t,266  100,00  6,370  6,11 
- -.  ..  .. 
lt-1, 4-3  106,171  3, 24-6  3,078  91t-,82  2,307  74-,95 
76,42  75,091 
58,02  647,278  139.598  131, ~30  94-,15  32,762  24-,93 
1n  1  £UA 
lpprops. 
an\labh 
10 
8,000 
-
-
0,168 
8.168 
•  - CD  ..... 
I COHMfSSIO~l OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
Single  Accounting  Centre.  XtX/fJtv.  10. 
ILdq_etarr  ludtnt  claul  ft ca tlor : 
I 
. 
llW:. 1  · D.P,EHOJBJR£  R£UTIMG.  TO· 
. ft:RSQft1  llQRKlkG V  J  lH  THE 
~  11$11. 'NflOfl. 
~~ter  11  1ta.ff, 
'• 
~  ~ta..-.1.2'  : All~~  ~  8.13Jeft·US  OA 
~  -.brlnq u4  Otl  tea.vtnq  tb4 
: sarvl.c• an.d em  tf"'lt.tftr 
J 
. Chapter 1l  E-..ndttu,.. relaUnQ.  to: 
, .._sslons a.nd  duty  trenl 
~ptar.1~:  £~.endl.tu~e a~ s~!al plfart 
ve-l fan·  . 
()apter 15  Internal  tratntnq courses  and 
furthtr  voc• UOf'la.l  lra.ln.ln9. 
of staff 
Tl TtE  1 ·- TOTAl 
-
'  • 
Allto-..Uc 
carryo~trt 
1 
1.,~7 
0,.272-
1._79& 
0:,2·32 
o  •.  1sa 
3.,S55 
SUMMARY  TABLE  OF  THE  UTllt  ZA T  I  011  OF  APPROPR I  A  Tl CN S 
CARRlEO  OVER  fROM  1977  lO  1973  IN  SECTJON  fit  (COMMISSION)  Of 
tiE  GENERAL  DlDGfi  AT  31  O£CEMBtR  1978 
- --- J  . 
tout tunb cgA{ncbdi 
td  &p;.ro~btlCMl  loA-
hJatA·h  &ulo..•Uc:  t  of 
etrr~o-.cars  ·~•th~h  Aa41Ult  car,.,...,.,...,.,  arf'JU:tr• 
' 
l  l  ' 
5  f  f 
; 
1~271  :  ss._a•  0,198 
0.201·  73-.90  0,071 
1,1'75  65,35  0.62.3  . 
a,1.n  76-,29  0,055  . 
o,  14-4  77,4-2  0,0\-2 
2·,968.  75,04  0,987 
f'a:yaen·tl  tfftdecf 
houn-t  1.  of 
tontban·b 
s  9 
;  . 
. 
. 
tn a  £UA 
~s.. 
IY'Ifhbte 
ft' 
~ 
1 
l 
-
. ' 
.  ... 
..  - =  • 
..  .  ..  -··-·  -.··  - --~-~- - .  •'  ~·-.-•·  ·--~~-- ..,...,. .. ,,.,._Jitl  __ ...,...,.""" ... ~ ................... ~  ..  ~- ~..=t'~~~~-~-"("-·¥·-"'-"-- .. .,.._....,....,.,._  ... _  ........  .:.:w--...  ~  ...  .  )L:::.~z..:~~  ..  _.._:. .... - ... ,_  ~ ,  .  .'·  ,_.  .. ·  .. :_::  .,.  -~-.--:.!::.,...;  .::. •:._,.",:·,.__.._  >  -,..,  •  •  ,_,.,.,  !."""-"'~-=- .-<~~--··--r'~··~--:.._~:":::.:•~~=-~-- n  .. • 
COt~MI SSIO~l OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
Slngle  Accoun{ing  Centre  XIX/Oiv.  10 
. 
I  . 
.lutoaa t1c  i IJd;tfary  Rud1n9  claulflcatlon  carryovers 
1 
TITLE  2  BUit.QIHGS,  EQUIP~HT MO 
fHSCEllA.~EOUS MJKJ KISTRATIVE 
EIPEHOI TUHE 
Chapter- 20  f•~ovable property, 
.  I nves taen ts  0,003 
Chapter  21  Ranhl  of bu!ldln9s  and 
associated expenditure  1,876 
Chapter  Z2  Movable  property and 
usocta tad  expendl ture  5,4-31 
Otaptar  23  Current ad1tnfstratfve 
expendt tura  1,532 
-·--
Ol~pter 24- Entertaln11ent  ind. 
representation· expenses  0,109 
Chapter  25  Expend1 lure  for  for.al  and  .  other uetlngs  0,880 
:  : 
~pter 26  .E'xpendlture  on  s tudtes, 
surveys  and  consultations  7,562 
Chapter  27  [~pendtture on  publtshtng and 
tnforraa Hon  6,780 
Chaplar  28  Subs I  d1 es  for  ba 1  a  net ng  bud9e ts  0,1>10 
Chapter  29  Substdles  and-financtal 
con \rl bu t1 on s  0,291 
Tl Tl£  2 - TO TAt  2-\,475 
SUMMARY  TABl£  OF  THE  UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS 
CARR I ill OVER  FR()t  1977  TO  1978  If~  SECTlON  Ill  (COH~\1 SSION)  OF 
THE  GENERAL  8\JJGET  AT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
--
Coaattaents  contrtcted 
..  ;r_  Jlon- %of  Payunh 
.!pproprla tl  ons 
au toutle  %of  C'lrryovers  avaflabh  A:.ount  carryovers  carryovers 
2  l  ' 
5  6  1 
-
0,003  100,00  -
1,692  90,19  0, 18\.  : 
5,~13  81,26  o.o1s  . . 
1,4-91  97,32  0,0-\1 
--- 1:  . -
0,098  89,91  0,011 
0,640  72,73  0,240  ·-
6,798  89,90  0,764-
4-,981  73,-\7  1,799 
0,010  100,00  -
0,271  93,13  0,020 
21,396  87' 4-2  3,079 
. -
Payaants  effected 
"l  of  bot.J'lt 
caul bents 
a  g 
. 
-·  - -
-- - . 
. 
• 
'" II  [UA 
lpprops. 
aVJtlablt 
I 
10 
. 
- - : 
.  --- . 
• 
..a 
Gilt  .. 
• COI~tHSSIDrl OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COmWNITIES 
Single  Accounttng  Centre  XIX/blv.  10 
..  -
: 
Couf t•enb still  fJ 
be  vallc!Jted at  t!':e 
811dqehry  classlflc~tfon and ftud1n9 
closure  of accounts 
for  1971 
1 
tilt£ l 
EXRENJltURE  ON  SPfCltiC  PeOJECIS 
UilltRTAXf:l  aY  TME  INSTI TUHOrt  -
0.'ff'tt'MUate4 ~oprtatlcm.s 
~ler  lO,; 
t»pend1 ttfl't tn  the 
S.ctal  Sedor  3,604-
- .. 
~, 
chapter  32  .  . 
£xp&ndttura  under  the 
energy  pol I c.y  43,.805 
. 
Chapter  33 
Expenditure  on  research 
and  1nveshent  1.\0,242 
S~{MARY TABUE  OF  THE  UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATI~lS 
CARRIED  OVER  FROM  1977  TO  1973  IN  SECTION  Ill (COmtiSSION)  OF 
THE  GEflERAt  BJ!JGET  AT  31  DECEMBER  1973 
l.Jtc:utlt  Pi y-:tn h  •9~  fr1S t  Jp::u·opr Ia t Ions 
urr)·ovcrs  carrled over  and 
A11to,a He  %of  lpproprfa tl  ons  avalhbh 
urr,-ovars  carryovers  for  lht 
f1 naAct a.J  )!Ur 
1!18 
2  l  ' 
s  5 
0,933  0,9c33  100,00  1,$:72  -
't 
29,266  13,%93  (3)  %6,10  - 15,TI3 
-
81,002  (  4)  47, 19lt- (5)  58,26  2,997  (5)  33,808 
(6) 
•This Cha 'ter also  includes  non-a1fferentlated a  ro  rlations  see  p  pp  p  t  p  •.  192. 
in  a1  EUA 
Co11l h!n  h 
ouh bndlr.q at  the 
clo~ure of  accounts 
fJr tHl and not 
yet valldated(l) 
1 
1.065  (2} 
32,767  {2) 
- -
90,874  (5) 
(1)  Tak1ng  into  account  sums  which  may  be  released.  (2)  Taking  account  of  the  reassessment  of  commitments  at  the  EUA  rates  for  December  1978. 
(3)  Including  4,720  m  EUA  in  respect  of  commitments  for  1978.  (4)  lnc1ud1ng  10,798  m  EUA  corresponding  to  revenue  from  services  performed  for 
third parties  included  in  the  appropriation  accounts  in  1977.  (5)  The  amount  of  payments  1n  Chapter  33  is  provisional.  (6)  Including 
0,823  m  EUA  1n  respect  of  commitments  for  the  financ1al  year  1978. 
- . 
I - Cit 
0 
• COHHI SSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COHHmHTIES 
Stngle  Accounting  Centre  XIX/tHv.  10 
..  --
Coul tten h  still  to 
b6  vlltdated at  the 
a~d~etart classfflt4!1cn and  ~eadlnq 
closvrt of accounts 
for  1911 
1 
fttle J  (continued) 
Cii~?  itR  35
1 
[Xpendfture  on  scientific and 
tec:hnfu1  tnforutlon and  on 
tnfor:atfon .anagegent  ..  1,91t7 
CHAPT£R  31
1 
(xpend1 lure  fn  the  tndusfrfal · 
and  transport  sectors  - .  . 
·nnr l· 
(di fferenUatel{  •P!'ronrt~Uond -
·TO'r.U  189,598 
. 
~  .  a 
. 
SUMMARY  TABLE  OF  THE  UTiliZATION  OF  APPROPRIATI()iS 
CARRIED  OVER  FROM  1977  TO  1978  IN  SECTION  Ill  (COMMISSION)  OF 
THE  GENERAL  BUDGET  AT  31  DECEMBER  19?3 
AJ!cutlc  Pay~ents IQafnst  .lppr~ prh  ll ens 
c.rr;::vers  carried over  and 
.l~toru. tl c  'l  of  .lp;)rOprh t Ions  aval lable 
carryovers  carryovers  for  the 
fl nanct al  yur 
1978 
2  3  4  5  5 
1,296  1,256  96,91  0,633  0,0.\0 
2,836  - 0,00  - 2,836 
115,333  62,876  54-,52  5,202  52,4-57 
~hese Cnapters  Include  non-dlfferentlated appropriations  {see  page  192). 
(1)  Taktng  Jnto  account  sums  which  may  be  released and  the  reassessment  of  commitments  at  the  [UA  rates  for  December  1978. 
\n  11  £UA 
Ccul lul'lh 
outsl~ndlnq at  the 
closure  of accounts 
for  19 77  and  not 
yt t  '1111 da h d ( 1 ) 
7 
0,070 
-
124-,776 
I - CD  - I COHMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMHUNITI[S 
Single  Accounting  Centre  XIX/b1v.  10 
-~ . 
BJd:;ehry  l:Jt~!:! tl  c 
H.udlnCJ  chsstftc;atlor  carr~  '(tl"' 
t 
TITLE  3  ~E!IDI'IUR:E ON  SPECIFIC 
rROJ~T3. UU~;F,:RT..-\XEN  ~r 
~  INSTI'IUTI<1~ 
~o~ditfar~ntia~ed 
[approprta.tiona 
.. 
. C.Q.tee 30•  E•.-41 tur.&  tn tba,  ~141 ..c.tor:  1,~1 
Cha9.t ... 31  ~.-tfi.tur.•- ln. tiJ• wic.u.l.hAr.~~l. 
s-ctor- 3 218  • 
; 
;  ~tar,  34  rQMdlitt  .. ,.  r"~"~  • 
.-.feqJards  0,~11 
•  Gf;lp t.r 35  Pro.tec:Uon  of U!l  and, Ut: 
tnvl:ronunt  2,.225 
·.  .  .... 
·  (hap ter.  36  ~JCp.andJ tur-t  on  &chnttfl·c. ~d. 
rtechnl ca 1· t nforaa.tt on.  and, on.  ~ 
:  . - 1nftraatton  aanagsmant  0,.597 
•  • Exp,endl ture In  tfta  1  ndustrtal  Chapt•t  37 
0,957  and  transport  sector~  . 
Chapter  39  Other  expenditure  on  spacfftc 
proJects  undertaken  by  the 
1nstl tuUon  2,023 
n  Tl£  3 (non-dtfferentta.ted 
approprla Hons)  - TOTAL  10,963 
SUMI"~RY TABLE  OF  THE  UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS 
CARRIED  OVER  FROM  1977  TO  1978  IN  SECTIO'i  Ill  (CO~!HSSION)  OF 
THE  GENERAL  B:.DGET  AT  31  OECE~9£R 1978 
- ~  ·~  ... :. 
Coul fat1tts  contra.chd 
t .,  -pproprt a tl  011 t  I on-
Ptyunb  autoaatlc ·  t  of  Clf't)'O.trt  avathbh  !.aunt  carryover&  c.trryovtrt 
l  1  '  s  8  1 
'  '  : 
1,.2'11  86.,6'4  0.196  '  ~ 
'  2,038.  63-.)l  1·,.17&.  '  ; 
' 
tl,~  .  97 .. ~  0,012 
-. 
2,.155  96,85  o.o7o 
0,572  95,81  0,025 
0.688  11,89  0,269  8,086  0,005  1,05 
1,911  94-,+6  0,112 
9,102  83,02  1,861  8,086  0,085  1,05 
"These  Chapters  1nclude  differentiated appropriations  (see  two  previous  pages). 
Payaents  effected 
t of  bount 
toni tunts 
a  !} 
: 
; 
' 
> 
: 
0,085  100,00 
0,085  . 100,00 
~pr-Gps. 
avdltble 
10 
: 
: 
' 
' 
l 
; 
8,000 
8,000 
' 
' 
.. 
......  - .. 
• 
______  ,,....,,..., ..,....,_""1"-____  ,. ___  •  r,:  .. ~.u~-~~.,---"'!-..:.~-~-;~~~-..-;.~,t;,.:;~~~~~·  ......  :.;6:'-r'~, ... - ....  :.;.~~'f.:;,;~:;"?'  ...  :;..;:.:.:_~~  ..  ~~..,._~~~~·-:_.;.,.:.:_;,._~:~~_:._;;  :=~  .. ;~;.:;.#"  :;:..:.:::...:-~::4._:·_  ..  _~;  ... .:.- .. ~-:"'.:_:  ~~-.. -~  ~  .........  ,.  - -~·  .. #-~- ~~.- ---~-- -~- .. _  •.. 
'  - J  --.:!~1  .......... _......._ .___.  ... _----...... -- ,~-~  "....,_~~  _--.-" ~llrf+  ......  ..,.  __. .. -'  1  ' -------------::--------------~------- -------:------------ --:;---------~--~- --
COMH I SS I  ON  OF  THE  EUROPE AN  O)Mt~UU  I Tl E  S 
Single  Account1ng  Centre  XIX/Dtv.  10 
.. 
B  .. l!!Cjl hry  Autonttc· 
Hudln9 
chssf f\ c:atlor  etrryovert 
1 
!  ~ 
Till£  '  REPAYMENTS  AMJ  AIO  10 
f!EHSER  STATES  MO  MISCILUNEOUS 
Chapter  o\0  lu•p-su• repayaant  to  the 
Me•ber  States of  the  cost 
Incurred In  co11ect1ng  own 
nsources  58,183 
~  :  '- ' 
·-
.  . 
.  . 
~ 
:  : 
: 
. 
. 
SUMMARY  T  ABl£  OF  THE  UTILI ZATI Oil  OF  APPROPR I  AT! ON S 
CARRIED  OVER  FROM  1977  TO  1973  IN  SECTIO~ Ill  (COH!-11 SSION)  OF 
TH£  GENERAL  Bl.DGET  AT  31  OECEKSER  1978 
- -·- -. 
Cou1 btn  h  con traded 
I on- t  of  Appro~rh  U ar.s 
Plyunh  11.1 fOil t1 C  t of 
c:trr1over1  available  laoUII t 
carrro  vers  c:arryo vtra 
l  3  4  s  6  1 
~ 
I 
~.618  11,21  1,565 
.  . 
:  l . 
• 
: 
1 
;  :  ~  : 
-
- - ----. - ------- --.- ------
'" a  EUA 
Payaenb effec:hd 
t  of 
lpprops. 
bount  1Y1Htb1t 
eonl bents 
8  9  10 
-
.. 
. 
. 
-· 
.-
--
. 
" COHHISSIOU  Cf  THE  EUROPEAN  mm:u:JITIES 
S'ngle  Account\ng  Centre  XIX/Div.  10 
~ 
Coni tunh still  to 
~  va116ted  ~t  the 
a~d1ftlrt cllssfflcatlon and  headlnq 
cl osurt of  IC(OIJlYh 
for  1977 
1 
liTlf 5 
$1CIAL  A.'lO  R£GIO~Al ru\OS 
EUROP£Alt  SOC I At  flJNO 
Chut,,. SO 
"~ Social  Fund  ...  Expendl tun und..-
Article  4 of tht Council  O"hiOA 
•'  t  r.,,.~rr 1971  4-25,91~ 
Dtapter  51 
Ia~ Socla1  Fund •  Expend1tura  undar 
Article  5 of  tb•  COuncil  Oeclslon tf 
1  fe~uarr 1971 
:  526,160 
. 
... . 
.. 
Chapter  52 
!Ochl Fund- Ptlot schaaes  and 
preparatory s tudles  :  0,173 
SOCIAL  FUMJ  - TOTAl  952,8lt6 
SUM~IARY  TABLE  OF  THE  UTILIZATION  OF  APPROPRIATI(lJS 
CARRIED  OVER  FRON  1977  TO  1973  IN  SECTI01l  Ill  (Cot-HH SSt ON)  OF 
TH£  GENERAL  B:.OGET  AT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
A~Jfoutlc:  Pa1ter.!s  a~1nst 
urr)'~vcrs 
Auto !II U c  t tf  .lppropd  ~ tl ens 
carryovers  carryovers  fo,.  the 
· flnanclal  year 
1978 
2  3  4  s 
10,211  16,211  100,00  100,217 
35.185  35,185  100,00  110,735 
0,106  0,106  100,00  0,09,. 
,.5,502  4-5,502  100,00  211,045 
Approorh fl ons 
carried over  and 
av1lhble 
5 
-
-
-
-
(1)  Tak1ng  lnto account  sums  which  may  be  released  and  the  reassessment  of  commitments  at the  EUA  rates for  December  19?8. 
tn  m  EUA 
Coul bents 
ouhhndlnq at  tht 
clo~ure of  acco~nts 
· for  1971  and  ft~ t 
yet  vatldlted(1) 
1 
311,,35 
369,8~\ 
0,533 
681,812 
• ---- ------- ------------- ----------------------,-------.-------·---------------- ------------------- ---------- ------ -------------
COI4MISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAtl  COMMUNITIES 
S1ngle  Accounting  Centre  XIX/biv.  10 
-. 
Cottlteents stilt  to 
ba  validated at  the 
·  8Jd~etary chsslflatlon and  hud\ng 
cloSJI"I  of accounts 
for  1971 
1 
.  -
Chapter  55 
EUROPEAN  REGIO.-tAl  OE'f{LOPMEHT  ftJfO  \.16,\.37 
-- . 
,. 
~ 
. 
j- . 
. 
!  ~ 
: 
• 
. 
SUM:-tARY  TABlE  OF  THE  UTILI ZA Tl Otl  OF  APPROPR I A  Tl ON S 
CARR lED  OVER  FROM  1977  TO  1978  IN  SECT! ON  Ill  (em: HI SSlmi)  OF 
THE  GENERAl  BUOGETAT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
.ltJto,3tlc  Pay:ents  a~:afnst 
carryovers 
.l•Jto1a tl c  t of  Appropr1 a t1 ons 
carryovers  carryovers  for  the 
f\nan(la1  year 
1978 
2  l  ' 
5 
83,083  83,083  100,00  68,307 
. 
.  .. 
- .  .  .. 
.. 
:;  . 
. 
Approorh H ons 
carried over  and 
a  vat lable 
& 
-
. 
·-
(1)  Taking  Into  account  sums  which  may  be  released  (3,80~ m  [UA)  and  the  reassessment  of  commitments  at the  [UA  rates  for  December  1978. 
..  .-
'" •  £UA 
Cout bents 
outstand\ng  ~t the 
ctos:.~re of  accounts 
for 1911  lt\d not 
yet validated. {  1} 
l 
252,902  • 
: 
. 
. ' 
COf'it11SSION  OF  HIE  [UROPEAN  CO!iHUNITIES 
Slngle  Accounting  Centre  XIX/biv.  10 
!>~.!Qt tary 
;c h sst fl c  a  tl  on  ~ 
Heidlng 
li  Otuun1 ty  at4 to  the 
i Frlull  dlsashr aru 
~-
•, 
}  • 
.lt~fosa U  c 
: carryovers 
1 
! 
2 
SUMMARY  TABLE  OF  THE  UTILIZATiml  OF  APPROPRIATIONS 
CARRiffi  OVER  FROM  1977  TO  1978  lfi  SECTICtl  Ill  {COM:HSSION)  OF 
THE  GEPlfRAl  BUDGET  AT  3i  DECEMBER  1978 
f.'tf 
cttryovers · 
l 
carryovers 
5 
Coni henh ccntnchd 
bount  'fof 
·carryovtrt· 
1 
.· 
2,226  6,84'  30,335 
·. 
Payae~ts effected 
bount 
8 
f.  of 
.con1 tun ts 
g 
l n m  EUA 
Ap~tops. 
anthbh · 
10 
• 
,, 
·, 
,j 
.f  ., 
I 
I 
i 
I 
t - ··-·- ----·- ------ ----. .  .....------
COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COKMUfHTIES 
Single  Accounting  Centre  XIX/Oiv.  10 
811d<;thry  J.utoaa t1 c 
Heading  chsst f\ ce Hor  urryovtrs 
1 
ttnrs 6 & 1  EUROFH.~ AGRICULTURAL  GIJIOA~CI 
MiD  GUARAif fEE  FU~W,  GUARAH TEE 
SECTION 
Chapter  60  Cereals  180,359 
Chapter  61  Rica  -
Chapter  62  Milk  and  allk products  16,108 
Chapter  63  Ot 1s  and  fats  212,00.\. 
Chapter  6\  Sugar  -
Chapter  65  Beef and  veal  55,923 
l 
Plgaeat  .  0,9~  Chapter  85 
Chapter  68  F'ruft  and  vegetables  127,656 
Chapter  69  VIne  26,626 
Chapter  10  Tobacco  10.\.,573 
Chapter  11  fisheries  o.o36 
Chapter  13  Other  sectors  or  products  .  subJect  to  co~~on aarket 
organ In  tt on  2,150 
Chapter  79  Expendt ture  resulttng froM 
the  appltcatlon of different 
exchang9  rates  - 116,562 
Tl TlfS  6 A!ID  7 - TOTAl  609,81.\. 
SUMMARY  TABLE  OF  THE  UTiliZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS 
CARRIED  OYER  FRO~ 1977  TO  1973  IN  SECTION  l II  (COMMISSION)  OF 
THE  GFNERAL  BUDGET  AT  31  OECE~BER 1973 
I  Cou1  ta~  ts  con traded 
1 of  'Appropriations 
lion-
hyunh  au toutle  1.  of  carryovers  available  .lsovnt  arryovora  carryovers 
2  1  ' 
5  li  1 
180,321  99,~8  0,038 
- - -
15,886  98,62  0,222  21,783  21,783  100,00 
209,2.\.5  98,70  2, 759 
I 
- - -
55,790  99,76  ~  0,133 
0,9ft.2  100,00  -
127,2.\.3  99,68  0,4-13 
26,4-76  99,ft.4- o,  150 
103,880  99,3.\.  0,693 
0,036  100,00  -
2,0-'t-5  95,12  0,105 
-116,080  99,59  - 0,482  2,217  2,217  100,00 
605,785  99,34- 4-,029  2.\.,000  24-,000  100~00 
... 
Pay•ents effected 
1.  of  l.ount 
coni t.unh 
s  9 
21,783  100,00 
: 
2,217  100,00 
2.\.,000  100,00 
1  n m  fUA 
~pn::n. 
avatlabh 
10 
-
- -
•  - 4D  _, 
• COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
Single  Accounting  Centre  XIX/Oiv.  10 
- . 
s~d1tfaty ct~ssfffcitton and headtn9 
tiTlE  8 
£URQP(~'i AtiRI  CUtTI!!t~t  GUIOA~ct A-'«1 
C.U.!.~~,T[t FLISO;  Gl110UCt  SfCTtOM 
DtfF£REKfiA~ APPROPRIATIONS 
Chaptel"  80 
;toJe.t:ts  for- tftt  liraptovuent  of 
iijftcultura1  stracturss  p~ovtded 
faf In  lrtftle 13  of 
i19alaltori io  t1[6~!EEC 
thapftr 81 
C01uon  •eiuuru for  Htt  ra for• of 
aqrteufhtral  structures  Undar  the 
C»unctt  Rasntutton  of f5  May  1911 
; 
tftap tet- 82  . 
Ca•con  1easttres concirntn9  tht  aarktltnq 
tnd prcttessfn()  ~f ajrtcu1 tural  produch 
under  the  Coun~tl  ~est1utlon of  25  ~t1 11 
Cftipter  83 
CoDmon  aeasures  fn  particular 
Chapter  89 
Spect al  Cleasures 
TITtf 8 -_TOTAl  (dtfferentfated approps} 
SUX:·~ARY  TABLE  OF  PiE  UTILIZATION  OF  APPRDPRIATIO~lS 
CARRIED  OVtR  FROM  1977  TO  1973  I H S~CTICN Ill  (CO:-!~ll SSIO~l)  OF 
TH£  Gt~lERAL  s:J)GrT  AT  31  DECG~S::R 19"73 
Coni hen !s  ! tt  11  to  htoutlt  Payr:ents  IQtiAst 
be  walf~J!ed af  tha  carr;-ours 
clos~r• cf accounts  l~touUc:  %of  Jpproprl a tt ons 
fot  1971  tatryovers  urryonrs  for  the 
ftnanct al yur 
19!8 
1  2  3  ' 
s 
222,558  ,7,8'tl  18,812  (1)  60,22  -
•  4,650  4,650  (2)  100,00  -
~ 
- ~,788  1  '190  (2)  24,85  .. 
-
- 17,061  17,061  (2}  100,00 -·  -
- ~ 
- 0,135  0,135  (2}  100,00  -
222"'558  7~,1t81  51,8'«3  69,61  -
lpproprh tl ons 
carded over ,,d 
available 
6 
19,035 
- - -
3,598 
-
-
22,633 
(1)  Including  payments  relating  to  the  1967  to  1972  financ1a1  years  to  be  charged  to  appropr{at1ons  carrled  over  non-automat1ca11y. 
(2)  Payments  against  comm1  tments  for  the  financial  year  1978. 
(3)  Taking  account  of  the  reassessment  of  commltments  at the  EUA  rates  for  December  1978. 
..  -·  .,_.,.,.'8~··-''~\........S.ol~t'~,.,.~-~  ..... :""'.::· ..  :_,,"'~- ....  ~  ..... -· .  ...,.  .. • ~~ -~~- ; ~ •.. _  .. _ ~.-·;...:..~~-~-~"  ~- ··-··~·  ,.,,  '  ......  •'  '. 
'  - ~  ~•-• •- -~~-·  > • •,  ~  ,._  •,.,,..,..."?"  ~- ._. "r- ~-... '  ,...,.. 
in  m  EUA 
Coul hen h 
outs hl'ldl:~q at  the 
closure of  a_cco'.lllfs 
for 1971  1t1d  not 
ya t vall  c!J lei { 1 ) 
--
1 
192,777  (1){3) 
- -.  .... 
-
.. 
-
-
192,717 
--1-_- --~· 
I  _.  ..  - I ....  ------"-------
COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COHHmUT!ES 
Single  Accounting  Centre  XIX/Div.  10 
- ... 
I  Auton tic 
1
B,d;thrr  Hu41ng 
clutlflcatlor  carryovtrt 
. 
1 
TITl!  8  EUROP£.U  AGRICUlTURAl  a!IOANC£ 
.UO  GUAR.U ff  E fmD 
. 
Gulda~ce Section 
ApproprJat,ons  fro• flnanclal 
ytars before  1g77 
Chapter 80  ProJects  for  the  laprovassnt 
of 19rfcultural  structures 
provided  for  tn  Article 11 
of Re9ula tlon  flo  17/64/EEC  619,150 
CM.,ter  83  C01Jon  1easuris In 
particular sectors  3,307 
~ 
t  .  T&Tl£  8 ..  TOTAL  622,457 
{appropriations fro1  financial 
years  before 1977) 
. 
. 
SUMMARY  TABlE  OF  THE  UTiliZATION  OF  APPROPRIATiaiS 
CARRIED  OVER  FR0:-1  1977  TO  1978  ttl  SECTION  Ill  (COmil SS!ON)  OF 
THE  GENERAl  BtrlGET  AT  31  DECEMBER  1978 
Cont hen ts  con traded 
t  of  ~p;~roprla  t1 ons  X  on. 
Payunh  au tou tt c  'l of  ctrryovars  &Yatltble  Asount  cerryovar&  e1rryovar1 
2  l  ' 
5  6  1 
; 
(1) 
121,~94- 19,62  ~97  ,656  10~,266  104.,266  100.00 
1,720  52,01  1,587 
123,214  19,79  4.99,24.3  10~,266  104,266  100,00 
(1)  Including  14,003  m  EUA  used  to  finance  1977  projects  pursuant  to  Article  2,of Councll  Regulation  No  3111/75. 
tn  m  EUA 
Pa;senfs  effected 
'l of 
l;>props. 
Aaount  an!lablt 
coul hanh 
8  9  11) 
6,370  (2)  6,11  (?)  -
6,370  6,11  -
-
- •  r  -- -- -
(2)  Plus  payments  provtsionally charged  to  approprtattons  for  payment  carrted over  from  1977  (see  previous  page)  and  in  the  process  of  betng  rebooked. 
•  - .. 
«» 
•  • COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEMI  COH!~UNITfES 
Single  Accounting  Centre  XIX/Div~ 10 
SUMMARY  TABLE  Of  THE  UTiliZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS 
CARRIED  O'IER  FROM  1977  TO  1978  IN  SECTial  Ill (cm:NISSIOfl)  OF 
TH~  GENERAl  8UJGET  AT  31  OEC£i~8ER 1973 
co.~ftit,~t ,h1t  to  A11toiHic 
~  vati~!td at  the  tarrfovers 
-·.  -·' --:- -'·  .,,~- (:1o~ur4ofaecoul1ts 
S.id1ehr1  classlflc~tlon and  head\ng  for  ;g;}  .  · 
Ti rtf 9 
&1-mRr~ru  'riD  1P?aoP-R1l tt rites 
;b?oftt~tio~,-~I.Jll_  o.~~t.:QPJM~~,- ,_ 
,CO:\l;'lr~~~S lm OTRtR  'KOM-i!tl'laER 
toUITRI£S 
~r,VI'r'" 
~~~~n~~)~•-1.  :~~~~ :~~~~~  ':f~~-- ~~ap_e~  tstiJn . 
_vt th.  ·n~n.;assocfate'd a"avel'eplw9 
~~-J,  'tr't'a  ~  ·-
iato1a he 
hfrtovers 
j 
--
i of  Appro~rlaltons. 
rirrthtri  fei"  the 
---• 
flnind tl  yeti"' 
1978 
s 
in  m fUA 
~~propr1attoos  Co31l taents 
urrfed over  and  outstandll"'q at  tht 
avallablt  closure  of  accounts 
far 1'l17  and  ~~~ t 
yet valtdahd  (1) 
' 
l 
(1)  Taking  tnto  account  sums  whlch  may  be  released-and  the  reassessment  of corrimt tmerits  :a:t  the  [UA  rates  for  Oecember  '19?8 • 
... 
.  ·-
i·--
• 
. ,, r 
--------.... -----------...------ --------------------
• 
(XJXt·l!SSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITI[S 
Slngle  Accounttng  Centre  XIX/biv.  10 
&ld~etary  Auto a  tlc  Kud1ng 
class! ft ca U or  curyovers 
: 
.  1 
TlTlf  9  COOFfRHIO:i  VITH  OE~lOPING 
COlmfRIES  MO  OTHER  NOH-MEXOCR 
STATES 
lon-dt fferen tt  a tad 
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